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SMALL MOLECULE DELIVERY WITH IMPLANTABLE THERAPEUTIC DEVICE

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority of co pending U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/515,832 entitled SMALL MOLECULE DELIVERY WITH

IMPLANTABLE THERAPEUTIC DEVICE and filed on August 5, 201 1. The disclosure of

the Provisional Patent Application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[0002] This subject matter of this patent application is related to U.S. Pat. App.

Ser. No. 12/696,678 filed 29 January 2010, entitled "Posterior Segment Drug Delivery," the

full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The present disclosure relates at least in part to the delivery of

therapeutic agents to the eye, such as the posterior segment of the eye. Although specific

reference is made to the delivery of macromolecules comprising antibodies or antibody

fragments to the eye, such as the posterior segment of the eye, embodiments of the present

disclosure can be used to deliver many therapeutic agents to many tissues of the body. For

example, embodiments of the present disclosure can be used to deliver therapeutic agent to one

or more of at least the following tissues: intravascular, intra-articular, intrathecal, pericardial,

intraluminal and gut.

[0004] The eye is critical for vision. The eye has a cornea 12 and a lens that can

form an image on the retina. The image formed on the retina is detected by rods and cones on

the retina. The light detected by the rods and cones of the retina can be transmitted to the

occipital cortex brain via the optic nerve, such that the individual can see the image formed on

the retina. Visual acuity is related to the density of rods and cones on the retina. The retina

comprises a macula that has a high density of cones, such that the user can perceive color

images with high visual acuity.

[0005] Unfortunately, diseases can affect vision. In some instances the disease

affecting vision can cause damage to the retina, even blindness in at least some instances. One



example of a disease that can affect vision is age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

Although therapeutic drugs are known that can be provided to minimize degradation of the

retina, in at least some instances the delivery of these drugs can be less than ideal.

[0006] In some instances a drug is injected into the eye through the sclera. One

promising class of drugs for the treatment of AMD is known as vascular endothelial growth

factor VEGF inhibitors. Unfortunately, in at least some instances injection of drugs can be

painful for the patient, involve at least some risk of infection and hemorrhage and retinal

detachment, and can be time consuming for the physician and patient. Consequently, in at least

some instances the drug may be delivered less often than would be ideal, such that at least some

patients may receive fewer drugs than would be ideal in at least some instances.

[0007] Work in relation to embodiments of the present disclosure also suggests

that an injection of the drug with a needle results in a bolus delivery of the drug, which may be

less than ideal in at least some instances. For example, with a bolus injection of drug, the

concentration of drug in the vitreous humor of the patient may peak at several times the

required therapeutic amount, and then decrease to below the therapeutic amount before the next

injection.

[0008] Although some implant devices have been proposed, many of the known

devices can be deficient in at least some respects in at least some instances. At least some of

the known implanted devices do not provide sustained release of a therapeutic drug for an

extended period. For example, at least some of the known implanted devices may rely on

polymer membranes or polymer matrices to control the rate of drug release, and many of the

known membranes and matrices may be incompatible with at least some therapeutic agents

such as ionic drugs and large molecular weight protein drugs in at least some instances. At

least some of the known semi-permeable polymer membranes may have permeability that is

less than ideal for the extended release of large molecular weight proteins such as antibodies or

antibody fragments. Also, work in relation to embodiments of the present disclosure also

suggests that at least some of the known semi-permeable membranes can have a permeability

of large molecules that may vary over time and at least some of the known semi-permeable

membranes can be somewhat fragile, such that drug release for extended periods can be less

than ideal in at least some instances. Although capillary tubes have been suggested for drug

release, work in relation to embodiments of the present disclosure suggests that flow through



capillary tubes can be less than ideal in at least some instances, for example possibly due to

bubble formation and partial clogging.

[0009] At least some of the known implantable devices can result in patient side

effects in at least some instances when a sufficient amount of drug is delivered to treat a

condition of the eye. For example, at least some of the commercially available small molecule

drug delivery devices may result in patient side effects such as cataracts, elevated intraocular

pressure, dizziness or blurred vision in at least some instances. Although corticosteroids and

analogues thereof may be delivered with an implanted device to treat inflammation, the drug

delivery profile can be less than ideal such that the patient may develop a cataract in at least

some instances.

[0010] Although at least some of the proposed implanted devices may permit an

injection into the device, one potential problem is that an injection into an implanted device can

cause at least some risk of infection for the patient in at least some instances. Also, in at least

some instances the drug release rate of an implanted device can change over time, such that the

release rate of the drug can be less than ideal after injection in at least some instance. At least

some of the proposed implanted devices may not be implanted so as to minimize the risk of

infection to the patient. For example, at least some of the proposed devices that rely on pores

and capillaries may allow microbes such as bacteria to pass through the capillary and/or pore,

such that infection may be spread in at least some instances. Also, work in relation to

embodiments of the present disclosure suggests that at least some of the proposed implanted

devices do not provide adequate protection from the patient's immune system, such as from

macrophages and antibodies, thereby limiting the therapeutic effect in at least some instances.

[001 1] At least some of the prior injection devices may not be well suited to

inject an intended amount of a therapeutic agent into a therapeutic device implanted in the eye

in at least some instances. For example, in at least some instances, coupling of the injector to

the therapeutic device implanted in the eye may be less than ideal. Also, the therapeutic device

may provide resistance to flow such that injection can be difficult and may take more time than

would be ideal or the flow into the therapeutic device can be somewhat irregular in at least

some instances. The injector may decouple from the therapeutic device such that the amount of

therapeutic agent delivered can be less than ideal in at least some instances. In at least some

instances, the injected therapeutic agent may mix with a solution previously inside the



therapeutic device such that the amount of therapeutic agent that remains in the device when

the injection is complete can be more less than ideal in at least some instances.

[0012] In light of the above, it would be desirable to provide improved

therapeutic devices and methods that overcome at least some of the above deficiencies of the

known therapies, for example with improved drug release that can be maintained when

implanted over an extended time.

SUMMARY

[0013] Embodiments of the present disclosure can provide methods and

apparatus of injecting a formulation therapeutic agent into the body, for example injection of

the therapeutic agent into an implanted therapeutic device such that the therapeutic agent can be

delivered from the therapeutic device in therapeutic amounts for an extended time, which can

be at least about one month. The injector apparatus can accurately inject intended amounts of

the therapeutic agent into the therapeutic device, such that the amount of therapeutic agent

inside the chamber reservoir of the device and the amount released into the eye can correspond

to substantially targeted amounts. The injector apparatus may comprise a coupling indicator to

indicate when the injector apparatus is coupled to the therapeutic device and an injector

apparatus extends a sufficient depth into the device for one or more of injection of the

therapeutic agent or exchange of the therapeutic agent with material within the therapeutic

device. The reservoir chamber of the therapeutic device can be implanted in the eye such that

the reservoir chamber is located under the sclera, between the conjunctiva and the sclera, or

under the sclera in the vitreous humor, or combinations thereof.

[0014] In many embodiments, the therapeutic device can be configured to

provide continuous release of therapeutic quantities of at least one therapeutic agent for an

extended time of at least 3 months, for example 6 months, such that the frequency of injections

into the therapeutic device and risk of infection can be substantially decreased. In additional

embodiments, the therapeutic device can be configured to provide continuous release of

therapeutic quantities of at least one therapeutic agent for an extended time of at least 12

months, or at least 2 years or at least 3 years.

[0015] The therapeutic device can be configured in many ways to release the

therapeutic agent for the extended time and may comprise at least one of an opening, an

elongate structure, a porous structure, or a porous surface sized to release the therapeutic agent



for the extended time. For example, the therapeutic device may comprise the porous structure

to release the therapeutic agent through the porous structure for the extended period. The

porous structure may comprise a sintered material having many channels, for example

interconnecting channels, extending around many particles adhered to each other. The porous

structure may comprise a first side comprising a first plurality of openings coupled to the

reservoir and a second side comprising a second plurality of openings to couple to the vitreous

humor. The interconnecting channels may extend between each of the first plurality of

openings of the first side and each of the second plurality of openings of the second side so as

to maintain release of the therapeutic agent through the porous structure, for example when at

least some the openings are blocked. The porous structure can be rigid and maintain release of

the therapeutic agent through the interconnecting channels when tissue or cells cover at least a

portion of the openings, for example when the porous structure is implanted for an extended

time and the drug reservoir refilled.

[0016] The therapeutic device may comprise a retention structure configured to

couple to the sclera to position the container for delivery of the therapeutic agent into the

vitreous humor of the eye, such that the conjunctiva may extend over the retention structure

when the device is implanted so as to inhibit the risk of infection to the patient and allow access

to the device with decreased risk of infection. For example, the retention structure may

comprise a flange extending outward for placement between the conjunctiva and sclera and a

narrow portion to fit within the incision through the sclera. The narrow portion to fit the

incision may comprise an elongate cross sectional profile sized to fit the incision. The elongate

cross-sectional profile sized to fit the incision can improve the fit of the implanted device to the

scleral incision, and may seal the implant against the sclera along the incision. The elongate

cross sectional profile of the narrow portion can be sized in many ways to fit the incision. For

example, the elongate cross section may comprises a first dimension longer than a second

dimension and may comprise one or more of many shapes such as dilated slit, dilated slot,

lentoid, oval, ovoid, or elliptical. The dilated slit shape and dilated slot shape may correspond

to the shape sclera tissue assumes when cut and dilated. The lentoid shape may correspond to a

biconvex lens shape. The elongate cross-section of the narrow portion may comprise a first

curve along a first axis and a second curve along a second axis different than the first curve.



[00 17] In many embodiments, the reservoir of the therapeutic device is

flushable and/or refillable. This can provide an added benefit that the physician may remove

the therapeutic agent from the patient by flushing the agent from the reservoir of the therapeutic

device rather than waiting for the therapeutic agent to be eliminated from the patient. This

removal can be advantageous in cases where the patient has an adverse drug reaction or benefit

from a pause in therapy sometimes referred to as a drug holiday. The volume of the reservoir

and release rate of the porous structure can be tuned to receive a volume of a commercially

available formulation, such that the therapeutic agent can be released for an extended time. For

example, the volume of commercially available therapeutic agent may correspond to a bolus

injection having a treatment duration, for example one month, and the reservoir volume and

release rate tuned to receive the formulation volume can extend the treatment duration of the

injected volume by a factor of at least about two, for example from one month to two or more

months.

[0018] In a first aspect, embodiments can provide a method of treating an eye

having a vitreous humor. At least about 3.5 mg of ranibizumab can be injected into a

therapeutic device implanted in the eye, and the amount can be within a range from about 3.5 to

about 5.5 mg, for example about 4.5 mg. The therapeutic device can have a chamber volume

sized to store no more than about 1.5 mg of ranibizumab, for example no more than about 2.5

mg, such that at least about 2 mg of ranibizumab can be released from the therapeutic device to

the vitreous humor of the eye as a bolus injection.

[00 19] In many embodiments, at least about 4 mg of ranibizumab can be

injected into the therapeutic device implanted in the eye, such that at least about 2 mg of

ranibizumab can be released from the therapeutic device to the vitreous humor of the eye as a

second bolus injection.

[0020] In another aspect, embodiments provide a method of treating an eye

having a vitreous humor. A first amount of a therapeutic agent can be injected into a

therapeutic device implanted in the eye. A second amount of the therapeutic agent can be

injected into the therapeutic device implanted in the eye. The second amount can be less than

the first amount based on a portion of the amount of therapeutic agent contained in the

therapeutic device when the second amount is injected.



[0021] In at least some embodiments, the second amount can be less than the

first amount based on a mixing ratio of the second amount with the portion. In at least some

embodiments, the second amount can be injected at least about one month after the first amount

is injected.

[0022] In another aspect, embodiments can provide methods of treating an eye

having a vitreous humor. A first amount of a therapeutic agent can be injected into a

therapeutic device implanted in the eye. The first amount can correspond to a first injection

volume greater than a chamber volume of the therapeutic device, such that a first portion of the

first amount can be passed through the chamber into the vitreous humor as a first bolus

injection and a second contained portion can be contained in the chamber and released for an

extended time. A second amount of the therapeutic agent can be injected into the therapeutic

device implanted in the eye, and the second amount corresponds to a second injection volume

greater than the chamber volume of the therapeutic device, such that a first portion of the

second amount can be passed through the chamber into the vitreous humor as a second bolus

injection and a second contained portion can be contained in the chamber and released for an

extended time. The second amount can be less than the first amount such that the second bolus

injection has no more therapeutic agent than the first bolus injection.

[0023] In another aspect, embodiments can provide a method of treating an eye

having a vitreous humor. An amount of therapeutic agent can be injected into a reservoir of a

therapeutic device. The reservoir can have a substantially fixed volume coupled to a porous

structure. The amount may be greater than the substantially fixed volume, such that a first

portion of the amount can be released into the vitreous humor of the eye as a bolus injection

and a second portion of the amount can be retained in the reservoir. The second portion may be

released from the porous structure at amounts lower than amounts of the first portion, such that

the bolus injection corresponds to a maximum concentration of the therapeutic agent in the eye.

[0024] In at least some embodiments, the maximum concentration can comprise

no more than a peak concentration corresponding to an amount of the bolus injection. In

another aspect, some embodiments provide a method of treating an eye having a vitreous

humor and an established safe bolus amount of a therapeutic agent. A first amount of a

therapeutic agent can be injected into a therapeutic device implanted in the eye. A second

amount of the therapeutic agent can be injected into the therapeutic device implanted in the eye.



A portion of the first amount of therapeutic agent can be contained in the therapeutic device

when the second amount is injected such that a second bolus is released from the therapeutic

device to the vitreous humor, the second bolus comprising a second amount of the therapeutic

agent greater than the established safe bolus amount.

[0025] In at least some embodiments, the second amount can comprise an

incremental increase in exposure to the therapeutic agent. In at least some embodiments,

further comprising injecting additional bolus amounts above the second amount to establish a

second safe bolus amount. In at least some embodiments, further comprising removing the

therapeutic agent from the therapeutic device based on a negative response to the second

amount of the therapeutic agent, wherein the therapeutic agent is exchanged with a solution

substantially lacking the therapeutic agent.

[0026] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide an apparatus to treat

an eye an eye with a therapeutic agent having an established safe amount. An injector can have

a volume of liquid comprising an amount of therapeutic agent. A therapeutic device can have a

chamber volume sized smaller than the injector volume to release a bolus of the therapeutic

agent.

[0027] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide a sustained drug

delivery formulation comprising a therapeutic agent wherein the therapeutic agent can be

contained in a reservoir of the device as described above, and the therapeutic agent has a half-

life within the reservoir when implanted. The half life within the reservoir can be substantially

greater than a corresponding half-life of the at least one of the therapeutic agent when injected

directly into the vitreous of an eye.

[0028] In at least some embodiments, the device can be configured by selection

of the reservoir volume and a porous structure with an appropriate rate release index to achieve

the desired effective half-life. In at least some embodiments, the rate release index of the

porous structure can be from about 0.001 to about 5, for example from about 0.002 to about 5,

and can be from about 0.01 to about 5. In at least some embodiments, the first therapeutic agent

can be a VEGF-inhibitor and the second therapeutic agent is an inflammatory response

inhibitor.

[0029] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide sustained drug

delivery formulation to treat a patient of a population. The formulation comprises a therapeutic



agent, and the therapeutic agent has a half-life within the eye corresponding to a half life the

therapeutic agent injected into a device implanted in the eye.

[0030] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide a method of treating

an eye. An amount therapeutic agent can be injected into a therapeutic device, such as in the

amount within a range from about 0.01 mg to about 50 mg, and the range can be from about 0.1

mg to about 30 mg.

[0031] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide an apparatus to treat

an eye. The apparatus can comprise an amount of formulation corresponding to an amount of

therapeutic agent, such as in which the amount within a range from about 0.01 mg to about 50

mg, and the range can be from about 0.1 to about 30 mg. A therapeutic device can have a

reservoir chamber and porous structure tuned to receive the amount of formulation

corresponding to the amount of therapeutic agent. For example, in some embodiments, the

amount can be within a range from about 0.1 mg to about 30 mg.

[0032] In another aspect, some embodiments can provide an apparatus to treat

an eye with a therapeutic agent. The apparatus can comprise an injector having a volume of

fluid comprising an amount of therapeutic agent. A therapeutic device can comprise a reservoir

chamber, and the reservoir chamber can have a volume sized to receive the amount of

therapeutic agent. Additionally, the amount of therapeutic agent can be placed in the reservoir

chamber.

[0033] In some embodiments, the fluid can comprise a concentration of

ranibizumab within a range from about 40 mg/mL to about 200 mg/mL, for example within a

range from about 40 mg/ml to about 100 mg/mL.

[0034] In some embodiments, the injector is configured to place the amount of

therapeutic agent with no substantial bolus. In addition, some embodiments of the injector can

be configured to place the amount of therapeutic agent with an exchange efficiency of at least

about 80%.

[0035] In some embodiments, the injector can comprise an injection lumen to

inject the therapeutic and a vent to receive fluid of the chamber, the therapeutic device can

comprise a reservoir chamber to release the therapeutic agent. The vent may comprise a

resistance to flow substantially lower than a resistance to flow of the porous structure of the

therapeutic device so as to inhibit a bolus of the therapeutic agent through the porous structure.



[0036] In another aspect, some embodiments provide an apparatus to treat an

eye with a therapeutic agent. A volume of a fluid comprising an amount of therapeutic agent

can be injected into a therapeutic device comprising a reservoir chamber. The reservoir

chamber can have a volume sized to receive the amount of therapeutic agent, and the amount of

therapeutic agent can be placed in the reservoir chamber.

[0037] In some embodiments, the injector can be configured to place the amount

with an exchange efficiency of at least about 80%. Additionally, in some embodiments, the

amount is placed in the reservoir chamber with no substantial bolus of the fluid comprising the

therapeutic agent through the porous structure.

[0038] In another aspect, some embodiments provide an expandable and

collapsible therapeutic device having a substantially fixed volume. The therapeutic device may

comprise a first narrow profile configuration for placement and a second expanded wide profile

configuration to deliver the drug with the reservoir when positioned in the eye. The expanded

device can have one or more support structures that can be collapsed, for example compressed

or extended to decrease cross sectional size, such that the device can fit through the incision.

For example, the therapeutic device may comprise a flexible barrier material coupled to a

support, such that the barrier material and support can be expanded from a first narrow profile

configuration to a second expanded profile configuration, and subsequently collapsed to the

first narrow profile configuration for removal. The support can provide a substantially constant

reservoir volume in the expanded configuration, such that the device can be tuned with the

porous structure and expandable reservoir to receive the volume of therapeutic agent

formulation and release therapeutic amounts for the extended time.

[0039] The therapeutic device may comprise a porous barrier extending around

the container with channels sized to pass the therapeutic agent from the container therethrough

and to inhibit migration of at least one of a bacterial cell out of the container or a macrophage

or other immune cell into the container. To remove the therapeutic device having the flexible

barrier coupled to the support, the support can be collapsed at least partially for removal, for

example with elongation along an axis of the therapeutic device such that the cross sectional

size of the support can be decreased for removal through the incision.

[0040] In some embodiments, a proximal end of the therapeutic device can be

coupled to a removal apparatus, and an elongate structure may couple to a distal portion of the



therapeutic device and extended along such that the distal portion may be urged distally and the

cross sectional size of the support decreased for removal through the incision. The elongate

structure may comprise one or more of a needle, a shaft, a mandrel or a wire, and the distal

portion may comprise a stop coupled to the support, such as the porous structure or a portion of

the support, such that the support is extended along the axis for removal when the elongate

structure is advanced distally.

[0041] In some embodiments, a removal apparatus can comprise the elongate

structure and jaws to couple to the retention structure and wherein the elongate structure can

comprise one or more of a needle, a shaft, a mandrel or a wire.

[0042] In some embodiments, the porous structure can comprise a rigid porous

structure affixed to a distal end of the support to release the therapeutic agent into a vitreous

humor of the eye for an extended time. The flexible support and flexible barrier may comprise

flexibility sufficient to increase the length increases from the second length to the first length

when the elongate structure contacts the rigid porous structure.

[0043] In some embodiments, the support can comprise a plurality of flexible

struts that extend axially from the retention structure to an annular flange sized to support the

porous structure on the distal end of device, and wherein the flexible struts are space apart

when the device comprises the second expanded profile configuration to define the chamber

having the substantially constant volume.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] FIG. 1 shows an eye suitable for incorporation of the therapeutic device;

[0045] FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device implanted at least

partially within the sclera of the eye as in FIG. 1;

[0046] FIGS. 3 and 4 show an embodiment of a therapeutic device implanted

under the conjunctiva and extending through the sclera to release a therapeutic agent into

vitreous humor of the eye;

[0047] FIG. 5 shows an embodiment of structures of a therapeutic device

configured for placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3;

[0048] FIG. 6 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device loaded into an

insertion cannula, in which the device comprises an elongate narrow shape for insertion into the



sclera, and in which the device is configured to expand to a second elongate wide shape for

retention at least partially in the sclera;

[0049] FIG. 7 shows a therapeutic device comprising a reservoir suitable for

loading in a cannula;

[0050] FIG. 8 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3;

[0051] FIG. 9 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3;

[0052] FIG. 10 shows an embodiment of at least one exit port of a therapeutic

device;

[0053] FIG. 11 shows an embodiment of a method of removing a binding

material from a therapeutic device;

[0054] FIG. 12 shows an embodiment of inserting the therapeutic agent into the

therapeutic device;

[0055] FIG. 13 shows an embodiment of a syringe being filled with a

commercially available formulation of therapeutic agent for injection into the therapeutic

device;

[0056] FIG. 14 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device comprises a plurality of chambers

with channels connecting the chambers so as to linearize the release of the therapeutic agent;

[0057] FIG. 15 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device comprises a needle stop located at

the bottom of the therapeutic device;

[0058] FIG. 16 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device comprises a needle stop located at

the bottom of the therapeutic device and the shape of the device encourages the movement of

the therapeutic agent within the chamber of the therapeutic device;

[0059] FIG. 17 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device comprises a needle stop located in

the middle of the therapeutic device;



[0060] FIG. 18 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device configured for

placement in an eye as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device comprises a needle stop located in

the therapeutic device and the shape of the device encourages the movement of the therapeutic

agent within the chamber of the therapeutic device;

[0061] FIG. 19 shows an embodiment of a top view of the therapeutic device

configured for placement in an eye as in FIGS. 18;

[0062] FIG. 20 shows an embodiment of an access port that can be suitable for

incorporation with the therapeutic device;

[0063] FIG. 2 1 shows an embodiment of a collar for incorporation with the

therapeutic device;

[0064] FIG. 22 shows an embodiment of a biocompatible material impregnated

with an anti-bacterial agent on the therapeutic device;

[0065] FIG. 23 shows an example of released fragments of antibodies;

[0066] FIG. 24 shows an example of antibody fragments reversibly bound to a

substrate;

[0067] FIG. 25 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device coupled to an

injector to insert therapeutic agent into the device;

[0068] FIG. 26 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device coupled to an

injector to simultaneously inject and remove material from the device;

[0069] FIG. 27 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

micro loop channel;

[0070] FIG. 28 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

tortuous channel;

[0071] FIG. 29 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

coiled channel;

[0072] FIG. 30 shows an embodiment of an expandable and contractible

structure to retain the therapeutic agent and an outer rigid casing to couple to the sclera;

[0073] FIG. 31 shows an embodiment of a membrane disposed over an exit port

of a therapeutic device;

[0074] FIG. 32 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

tubular membrane clamped onto the therapeutic device;



[0075] FIG. 33 shows a therapeutic device comprising a container having a

penetrable barrier disposed on a first end, a porous structure disposed on a second end to

release therapeutic agent for an extended period, and a retention structure comprising an

extension protruding outward from the container to couple to the sclera and the conjunctiva;

[0076] FIG. 34 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device as in FIG. 33

comprising a rounded distal end;

[0077] FIG. 35 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure configured for

sustained release with a device as in FIG. 33;

[0078] FIG. 36 shows an embodiment of interconnecting channels extending

from a first side to a second side of the porous structure as in FIG. 35;

[0079] FIG. 37 shows an example of a plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent

along the interconnecting channels extending from a first side to a second side of the porous

structure as in FIGS. 35 and 36;

[0080] FIG. 38 shows an embodiment of a blockage of openings with a covering

and the plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent along the interconnecting channels extending

from a first side to a second side of the porous structure as in FIGS. 35 and 36;

[0081] FIG. 39 shows an embodiment of a blockage of the openings with

particles and the plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent along the interconnecting channels

extending from a first side to a second side of the porous structure as in FIGS. 35 and 36;

[0082] FIG. 40 shows an embodiment of an effective cross-sectional size and

area corresponding to the plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent along the interconnecting

channels extending from a first side to a second side of the porous structure as in FIGS. 35 and

36;

[0083] FIG. 4 1 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35

incorporated into a scleral tack;

[0084] FIG. 42, shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35

coupled with a reservoir for sustained release;

[0085] FIG. 43 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35

comprising a hollow body or tube for sustained release;

[0086] FIG. 44 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35

comprising a non-linear helical structure for sustained release;



[0087] FIG. 45 shows an embodiment of porous nanostructures;

[0088] FIG. 46 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device coupled to an

injector that removes material from the device and injects therapeutic agent into the device;

[0089] FIG. 47 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device coupled to an

injector to inject and remove material from the device;

[0090] FIG. 48 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device coupled to an

injector needle comprising a stop that positions the distal end of the needle near the proximal

end of the device to flush the reservoir with at least an ejection of liquid formulation through

the porous frit structure;

[0091] FIG. 49 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

penetrable barrier coupled to an injector to inject and remove material from the device such that

the liquid in the reservoir is exchanged with the injected formulation;

[0092] FIG. 50 shows an embodiment of a deformable visual indicator;

[0093] FIG. 51 shows an embodiment of a visual indicator coupled to soft

tissue, such as tissue of an eye, for example the conjunctiva positioned over the penetrable

barrier of the therapeutic device;

[0094] FIGS. 52 and show embodiments of a therapeutic device coupled to

injector;

[0095] FIGS. 54 to 59 show an embodiments of sliding coupling of a valve to a

plunger coupled to a piston to exchange a first intended volume of liquid within the reservoir

with a volume of formulation of therapeutic agent and close the valve so as to inject a second

volume of liquid through the porous frit structure;

[0096] FIGS. 60 and 6 1 show an embodiment of a first configuration of an

injector to maintain the rate of flow into device to within about +/- 50%, for example to within

about +/- 25%, such that the time to inject the therapeutic agent into device remains

substantially constant among devices and injections;

[0097] FIG. 62 shows an embodiment of a side cross-sectional view of a

therapeutic device comprising a retention structure having a cross-section sized to fit in an

elongate incision;

[0098] FIG. 63 shows an isometric view of the therapeutic device as in FIG. 62;



[0099] FIG. 64 shows a top view of an embodiment of the therapeutic device as

in FIG. 62;

[0100] FIG. 65 shows a side cross sectional view along the short side of the

retention structure of the therapeutic device as in FIG. 62;

[0101] FIG. 66 shows a bottom view of the therapeutic device as in FIG. 62

implanted in the sclera;

[0102] FIG. 67 shows an embodiment of a cutting tool comprising a blade

having a width corresponding to the perimeter of the barrier and the perimeter of the narrow

retention structure portion;

[0103] FIGS. 68 and 69 show embodiments of a distal cross-sectional view and

a proximal cross-sectional view, respectively, of a therapeutic device comprising an elongate

and non-circular cross-sectional size;

[0104] FIG. 70 shows an isometric view of an embodiment of the therapeutic

device having a retention structure with an elongate cross-sectional size;

[0105] FIG. 7 1 shows a distal end view of the therapeutic device as in FIG. 70;

[0106] FIG. 72 shows a side view of the short axis of the narrow neck portion of

the therapeutic device as in FIG. 70;

[0107] FIG. 73 shows a side view of the long axis of the narrow neck portion of

the therapeutic device as in FIG. 70;

[0108] FIG. 74 shows a proximal view of the therapeutic device as in FIG. 70;

[0109] FIGS. 75 to 77 show exploded assembly drawings for the therapeutic

device as in FIGS. 70 to 74;

[01 10] FIG. 78 shows an embodiment of an expandable therapeutic device

comprising an expandable barrier material and support in an expanded configuration for

extended release of the therapeutic agent;

[01 11] FIG. 79 shows an embodiment of the distal end portion of the support as

in FIG. 78;

[01 12] FIG. 80 shows an embodiment of the support disposed inside the barrier;

[01 13] FIG. 81 shows an embodiment of the support disposed along the inner

surface of the barrier;



[01 14] FIG. 82 shows an embodiment of an elongate structure of a removal

apparatus inserted into the expandable and collapsible cross-section device to decrease the

cross-sectional width of the device;

[01 15] FIG. 83 shows an embodiment of the first elongate profile configuration

of support comprising first length and first width;

[01 16] FIG. 84 shows an embodiment of the second wide profile configuration

of support comprising second length and second width;

[01 17] FIG. 85 shows the expandable therapeutic device as in FIG. 78 in a

narrow profile configuration;

[01 18] FIG. 86 shows the expandable therapeutic device as in FIG. 78 in an

expanded profile configuration;

[01 19] FIGS. 87 and 88 show embodiments of an expandable retention

structure;

[0120] FIG. 89 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

porous structure positioned in an eye to deliver a therapeutic agent to a target location on the

retina;

[0121] FIG. 90 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device comprising a

porous structure located on the device to deliver a therapeutic agent to one or more of the

ciliary body or the trabecular meshwork when positioned in the eye;

[0122] FIG. 9 1 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 comprising

porous structure oriented to release the therapeutic agent away from the lens and toward the

retina;

[0123] FIG. 92 shows a kit comprising a placement instrument, a container, and

a therapeutic device within the container;

[0124] FIG. 93 show example reservoirs with exit ports of defined diameters

fabricated from 1 mL syringes with Luer-Lok™ tips and needles of varying diameter;

[0125] FIG. 94 shows an embodiment of the needles attached to syringes as in

FIG. 93;

[0126] FIG. 95 shows an embodiment of the reservoirs placed into vials;

[0127] FIG. 96 shows cumulative release through the needles of varying

diameter;



[0128] FIG. 97 shows an example release rate as a function of area;

[0129] FIG. 98 shows an embodiment of a reservoir with a porous membrane

fabricated by cutting off the Luer-Lok tip on a 1 mL syringe;

[0130] FIG. 99 shows example delivery rates from two replicates of a reservoir

as in FIG. 98;

[0131] FIG. 100 shows an example cumulative amount released through cut-off

needles;

[0132] FIG. 101 shows an example cumulative release of BSA protein through a

sintered porous titanium cylinder;

[0133] FIG. 102 shows an example measured cumulative release of BSA of

FIG. 101 measured to 180 days;

[0134] FIG. 103 shows an example cumulative release of BSA protein through a

masked sintered porous titanium cylinder at Condition 1;

[0135] FIG. 104 shows an example cumulative release of BSA protein through a

masked sintered porous titanium cylinder at Condition 2;

[0136] FIG. 105 shows an example cumulative release of BSA protein through a

masked sintered porous titanium cylinder at Condition 3;

[0137] FIG. 106 shows an example cumulative release of BSA through 0.1

media grade sintered porous stainless steel cylinder;

[0138] FIG. 107 shows an example cumulative release of BSA through 0.2

media grade sintered porous stainless steel cylinder;

[0139] FIG. 108 shows an example cumulative release of BSA through 0.2

media grade sintered porous stainless steel cylinder for 180 days;

[0140] FIG. 109 compares calculated Lucentis™ pharmacokinetics profiles to

the pharmacokinetics profiles predicted for the device in Example 8;

[0141] FIG. 110 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a first 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 25 uL reservoir of the device

and a second 50 uL injection at 90 days;

[0142] FIG. I l l shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a first 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 32 uL reservoir of the device

and a second 50 uL injection at 90 days;



[0143] FIG. 112 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a first 50 uL Lucentis injection into a 50 uL reservoir of the device

and a second 50 uL injection at 90 days;

[0144] FIG. 113 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a first 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 50 uL reservoir of the device

and a second 50 uL injection at 130 days;

[0145] FIG. 114 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 50 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05;

[0146] FIG. 115 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 75 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05;

[0147] FIG. 116 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 100 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05;

[0148] FIG. 117 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05;

[0149] FIG. 118 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 150 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05;

[0150] FIG. 119 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 100 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.1;

[0151] FIG. 120 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.105;

[0152] FIG. 121 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.095;



[0153] FIG. 122 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.085;

[0154] FIG. 123 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.075;

[0155] FIG. 124 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.065;

[0156] FIG. 125 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 10 uL concentrated Lucentis™ (40 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL

device having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the

vitreous humor of about nine days;

[0157] FIG. 126 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 10 uL concentrated Lucentis™ (40 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL

device having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the

vitreous humor of about five days;

[0158] FIG. 127 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 10 uL standard Lucentis™ (10 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL device

having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the vitreous

humor of about nine days;

[0159] FIG. 128 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor for a 10 uL standard Lucentis™ (10 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL device

having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the vitreous

humor of about five days;

[0160] FIG. 129 shows an example calculated time release profile of a

therapeutic agent suspension in a reservoir;

[0161] FIG. 130 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with

therapeutic devices comprising substantially similar porous frit structures and a 16 uL reservoir

and a 33 uL reservoir;



[0162] FIG. 131 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin with

porous frit structures having a thickness of approximately 0.049 inch;

[0163] FIG. 132 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with

porous frit structures having a thickness of approximately 0.029 inch;

[0164] FIG. 133 shows an example rate of release for Avastin™ with porous frit

structures having a thickness of approximately 0.029, as in FIG. 132;

[0165] FIG. 134 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with a

reservoir volume of approximately 20 uL;

[0166] FIG. 135 shows an example cumulative release to about 90 days for

Avastin™ with a reservoir volume of approximately 20 uL as in FIG. 134;

[0167] FIG. 136 shows an example rate of release as in FIG. 134;

[0168] FIG. 137 shows an example rate of release as in FIG. 135;

[0169] FIG. 138 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with an

approximately 0.1 media grade porous frit structure;

[0170] FIG. 139 shows an example cumulative release to about 90 days release

for Avastin™ with an approximately 0.1 media grade porous frit structure as in FIG. 138;

[0171] FIG. 140 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 138;

[0172] FIG. 141 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 139;

[0173] FIG. 142 shows an example cumulative release for fluorescein through a

0.2 media grade porous frit structure;

[0174] FIG. 143 shows an example cumulative release to about 90 days for

fluorescein through a 0.2 media grade porous frit structure as in FIG. 142;

[0175] FIG. 144 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 142;

[0176] FIG. 145 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 143;

[0177] FIG. 146 shows an example cumulative release to about thirty days for

LucentisTM through a 0.2 media grade porous frit structure having a diameter of approximately

0.038 in and a length (thickness) of approximately 0.029 inch;

[0178] FIG. 147 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 146;

[0179] FIG. 148 shows an example cumulative release to about thirty days for

LucentisTM for approximately 30 uL devices having a RRFs from about 0.015 to about 0.090;

[0180] FIG. 149 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 148;



[0181] FIGS. 150 and 151 show an update of Lucentis drag release studies in

FIGS. 148 and 149, respectively, measured up to 6 months;

[0182] FIGS. 152 and 153 show scanning electron microscope images from

fractured edges of porous frit structures so as to show the structure of the porous structure to

release the therapeutic agent;

[0183] FIGS. 154 and 155 show example scanning electron microscope images

from surfaces of porous frit structures;

[01 84] FIG. 156 shows an example pressure decay test and test apparatus for

use with a porous structure so as to identify porous frit structures suitable for use with

therapeutic devices;

[01 85] FIG. 157 shows an example pressure flow test and test apparatus suitable

for use with a porous structure so as to identify porous frit structures suitable for use with

therapeutic devices;

[0186] FIG. 158 shows an example of an OCT macular cube OCT image used to

identify a region of interest (black arrow) and determine the response to treatment;

[0187] FIGS. 159-161 show an example of a series of OCT scan images at pre-

injection, one day post-injection and one week post-injection, respectively, of sections of the

region of interest;

[0188] FIGS. 162 and 163 show an example experimental implantation of

therapeutic device into the pars plana region of a rabbit eye with visualization of the device

sealing the elongate incision under the flange and dark field visualization of the implanted

therapeutic device;

[0189] FIG. 164 shows an example rate of release of dorzolamide suspension

from therapeutic devices;

[0190] FIG. 165 shows an example release of Methotrexate Solutions from

therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device half life of 60

days;

[0191] FIG. 166 shows an example release of Methotrexate Solutions from

therapeutic devices at concentration amounts ranging from 1 mg/mL to 25 mg/mL; and



[0192] FIG. 167 shows example measured release rate profiles for Ketorolac

Solutions from therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device

half life of about 40-50 days.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0193] Although specific reference is made to the delivery of macromolecules

comprising antibodies or antibody fragments to the posterior segment of the eye, embodiments

of the present dislcosure can be used to deliver many therapeutic agents to many tissues of the

body. For example, embodiments of the present dislcosure can be used to deliver therapeutic

agent for an extended period to one or more of the following tissues: intravascular, intra

articular, intrathecal, pericardial, intraluminal and gut.

[0194] Embodiments of the present dislcosure provide sustained release of a

therapeutic agent at least to the posterior segment of the eye or the anterior segment of the eye,

or combinations thereof. Therapeutic amounts of a therapeutic agent can be released into the

vitreous humor of the eye, such that the therapeutic agent can be transported by at least one of

diffusion or convection to the retina or other ocular tissue, such as the choroid or ciliary body,

for therapeutic effect.

[0195] As used herein, the release rate index encompasses (PA/FL) where P

comprises the porosity, A comprises an effective area, F comprises a curve fit parameter

corresponding to an effective length and L comprises a length or thickness of the porous

structure. The units of the release rate index (RRI) comprise units of mm unless indicated

otherwise and can be determine by a person of ordinary skill in the art in accordance with the

teachings described hereon.

[0196] As used herein, sustained release encompasses release of therapeutic

amounts of an active ingredient of a therapeutic agent for an extended period of time. The

sustained release may encompass first order release of the active ingredient, zero order release

of the active ingredient, or other kinetics of release such as intermediate to zero order and first

order, or combinations thereof.

[01 97] As used herein a therapeutic agent referred to with a trade name

encompasses one or more of the formulation of the therapeutic agent commercially available

under the tradename, the active ingredient of the commercially available formulation, the

generic name of the active ingredient, or the molecule comprising the active ingredient.



[0198] In addition, as used herein, similar numerals indicate similar structures

and/or similar steps.

[0199] The therapeutic agent may be contained within a chamber of a container,

for example within a reservoir comprising the container and chamber. The therapeutic agent

may comprise a formulation such as a solution of therapeutic agent, a suspension of a

therapeutic agent or a dispersion of a therapeutic agent, for example. Examples of therapeutic

agents suitable for use in accordance with embodiments of the therapeutic device are described

herein, for example with reference to Table 1A below and elsewhere.

[0200] The therapeutic agent may comprise a macromolecule, for example an

antibody or antibody fragment. The therapeutic macromolecule may comprise a VEGF

inhibitor, for example commercially available Lucentis™. The VEGF (Vascular Endothelial

Growth Factor) inhibitor can cause regression of the abnormal blood vessels and improvement

of vision when released into the vitreous humor of the eye. Examples of VEGF inhibitors

include Lucentis™, Avastin™, Macugen™, and VEGF Trap.

[0201] The therapeutic agent may comprise small molecules such as of a

corticosteroid and analogues thereof. For example, the therapeutic corticosteroid may comprise

one or more of trimacinalone, trimacinalone acetonide, dexamethasone, dexamethasone acetate,

fluocinolone, fluocinolone acetate, or analogues thereof. Alternatively or in combination, the

small molecules of therapeutic agent may comprise a tyrosine kinase inhibitor comprising one

or more of axitinib, bosutinib, cediranib, dasatinib, erlotinib, gefitinib, imatinib, lapatinib,

lestaurtinib, nilotinib, semaxanib, sunitinib, toceranib, vandetanib, or vatalanib, for example.

[0202] The therapeutic agent may comprise an anti-VEGF therapeutic agent.

Anti-VEGF therapies and agents can be used in the treatment of certain cancers and in age-

related macular degeneration. Examples of anti-VEGF therapeutic agents suitable for use in

accordance with the embodiments described herein include one or more of monoclonal

antibodies such as bevacizumab (Avastin™) or antibody derivatives such as ranibizumab

(Lucentis™), or small molecules that inhibit the tyrosine kinases stimulated by VEGF such as

lapatinib (Tykerb™), sunitinib (Sutent™), sorafenib (Nexavar™), axitinib, or pazopanib.

[0203] The therapeutic agent may comprise a therapeutic agent suitable for

treatment of dry AMD such as one or more of Sirolimus (Rapamycin), Copaxone

(Glatiramer Acetate), Othera™, Complement C5aR blocker, Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor,



Fenretinide or Rheopheresis. In addition, the therapeutic agent may comprise a therapeutic

agent suitable for treatment of wet AMD such as one or more of REDD14NP (Quark),

Sirolimus™ (Rapamycin), ATG003; Regeneron™ (VEGF Trap) or complement inhibitor

(POT-4).

[0204] The therapeutic agent may comprise a kinase inhibitor such as one or

more of bevacizumab (monoclonal antibody), BIBW 2992 (small molecule targeting

EGFR/Erb2), cetuximab (monoclonal antibody), imatinib (small molecule), trastuzumab

(monoclonal antibody), gefitinib (small molecule), ranibizumab (monoclonal antibody),

pegaptanib (small molecule), sorafenib (small molecule), dasatinib (small molecule), sunitinib

(small molecule), erlotinib (small molecule), nilotinib (small molecule), lapatinib (small

molecule), panitumumab (monoclonal antibody), vandetanib (small molecule)or E7080

(targeting VEGFR2/VEGFR2, small molecule commercially available from Esai, Co.)

[0205] For example, the amount of therapeutic agent within the therapeutic

device may comprise from about 0.01 mg to about 50 mg, for example Lucentis™, so as to

provide therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent for the extended time, for example at least

30 days. The extended time may comprise at least 90 days or more, for example at least 180

days, or for example at least 1 year, at least 2 years or at least 3 years or more. The target

threshold therapeutic concentration of a therapeutic agent such as Lucentis™ in the vitreous

may comprise at least a therapeutic concentration of 0.1 ug/mL. For example the target

threshold concentration may comprise from about 0.1 ug/mL to about 5 ug/mL for the extended

time, where the upper value is based upon calculations shown in Example 9 using published

data. The target threshold concentration is drug dependent and thus may vary for other

therapeutic agents.

[0206] The delivery profile may be configured in many ways to obtain a

therapeutic benefit from the sustained release device. For example, an amount of the

therapeutic agent may be inserted into the container at monthly intervals so as to ensure that the

concentration of therapeutic device is above a safety protocol or an efficacy protocol for the

therapeutic agent, for example with monthly or less frequent injections into the container. The

sustained release can result in an improved delivery profile and may result in improved results.

For example, the concentration of therapeutic agent may remain consistently above a threshold

amount, for example 0.1 ug/mL, for the extended time.



[0207] The insertion method may comprise inserting a dose into the container of

the therapeutic device. For example, a single injection of Lucentis™ may be injected into the

therapeutic device. The duration of sustained delivery of the therapeutic agent may extend for

twelve weeks or more, for example four to six months from a single insertion of therapeutic

agent into the device when the device is inserted into the eye of the patient.

[0208] The therapeutic agent may be delivered in many ways so as to provide a

sustained release for the extended time. For example, the therapeutic device may comprise a

therapeutic agent and a binding agent. The binding agent may comprise small particles

configured to couple releasably or reversibly to the therapeutic agent, such that the therapeutic

agent is released for the extended time after injection into the vitreous humor. The particles can

be sized such that the particles remain in the vitreous humor of the eye for the extended time.

[0209] The therapeutic agent may be delivered with a device implanted in the

eye. For example, the drug delivery device can be implanted at least partially within the sclera

of the eye, so as to couple the drug delivery device to the sclera of the eye for the extended

period of time. The therapeutic device may comprise a drug and a binding agent. The drug and

binding agent can be configured to provide the sustained release for the extended time. A

membrane or other diffusion barrier or mechanism may be a component of the therapeutic

device to release the drug for the extended time.

[0210] The lifetime of the therapeutic device and number of injections can be

optimized for patient treatment. For example, the device may remain in place for a lifetime of

30 years, for example with AMD patients from about 10 to 15 years. For example, the device

may be configured for an implantation duration of at least two years, with 8 injections (once

every three months) for sustained release of the therapeutic agent over the two year duration.

The device may be configured for implantation of at least 10 years with 40 injections (once

every three months) for sustained release of the therapeutic agent. Additionally, the therapeutic

device can be refilled in many ways. For example, the therapeutic agent can be refilled into the

device in the physician's office.

[02 11] The therapeutic device may comprise many configurations and physical

attributes, for example the physical characteristics of the therapeutic device may comprise at

least one of a drug delivery device with a suture, positioning and sizing such that vision is not

impaired, and biocompatible material. The device may comprise a reservoir capacity from



about 0.005 cc to about 0.2 cc, for example from about 0.01 cc to about 0.1 cc, and a device

volume of no more than about 2 cc. A vitrectomy may be performed for device volumes larger

than 0.1 cc. The length of the device may not interfere with the patient's vision and can be

dependent on the shape of the device, as well as the location of the implanted device with

respect to the eye. The length of the device may also depend on the angle in which the device

is inserted. For example, a length of the device may comprise from about 4 to 6 mm. Since the

diameter of the eye is about 24 mm, a device extending no more than about 6 mm from the

sclera into the vitreous may have a minimal effect on patient vision.

[0212] Embodiments may comprise many combinations of implanted drug

delivery devices. In addition, the therapeutic device may comprise a drug and binding agent.

The device may also comprise at least one of a membrane, an opening, a diffusion barrier, a

diffusion mechanism so as to release therapeutic amounts of therapeutic agent for the extended

time.

[0213] FIG. 1 shows an eye 10 suitable for incorporation of the therapeutic

device. The eye 10 has a cornea 12 and a lens 22 configured to form an image on the retina 26.

The cornea 12 can extend to a limbus 14 of the eye 10, and the limbus 14 can connect to a

sclera 24 of the eye 10. A conjunctiva 16 of the eye 10 can be disposed over the sclera 24. The

lens 22 can accommodate to focus on an object seen by the patient. The eye 10 has an iris 18

that may expand and contract in response to light. The eye 10 also comprises a choroid 28

disposed the between the sclera 24 and the retina 26. The retina 26 comprises the macula 32.

The eye 10 comprises a pars plana 25, which comprises an example of a region of the eye 10

suitable for placement and retention, for example anchoring, of the therapeutic device 100 as

described herein. The pars plana 25 region may comprise sclera and conjunctiva disposed

between the retina 26 and cornea 12. The therapeutic device can be positioned so as to extend

from the pars plana 25 region into the vitreous humor 30 to release the therapeutic agent. The

therapeutic agent can be released into the vitreous humor 30, such that the therapeutic agent

arrives at the retina 26 and choroids for therapeutic effect on the macula. The vitreous humor

30 of the eye 10 comprises a liquid disposed between the lens and the retina 26. The vitreous

humor 30 may comprise convection currents to deliver the therapeutic agent to the macula.

[0214] FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 implanted at

least partially within the sclera 24 of the eye 10 as in FIG. 1. The therapeutic device 100 may



comprise a retention structure, for example a protrusion, to couple the device 100 to the sclera.

The therapeutic device 100 may extend through the sclera into vitreous humor 30, such that the

therapeutic device 100 can release the therapeutic agent into the vitreous humor 30.

[0215] FIGS. 3-5 show an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 implanted

under the conjunctiva 16 and extending through the sclera 24 to release a therapeutic agent 110

into vitreous humor 30 of the eye 10 so as to treat the retina 26 of the eye 10. The therapeutic

device 100 may comprise a retention structure 120 such as a smooth protrusion configured for

placement along the sclera and under the conjunctiva, such that the conjunctiva can cover the

therapeutic device 100 and protect the therapeutic device 100. When the therapeutic agent 110

is inserted into the therapeutic device 100, the conjunctiva may be lifted away, incised, or

punctured with a needle to access the therapeutic device 100. The eye 10 may comprise an

insertion of the tendon 27 of the superior rectus muscle to couple the sclera of the eye 10 to the

superior rectus muscle. The device 100 may be positioned in many locations of the pars plana

25 region, for example away from tendon 27 and one or more of posterior to the tendon,

anterior to the tendon, under the tendon, or with nasal or temporal placement of the therapeutic

device 100.

[0216] While the implant can be positioned in the eye 10 in many ways, one

position includes, for example, placement in the pars plana 25 region such that therapeutic

agent 110 can be released into the vitreous to treat the retina 26, for example therapeutic agent

110 comprising an active ingredient composed of large molecules. Therapeutic agents 110

suitable for use with device 100 includes many therapeutic agents, for example as listed in

Table 1A, herein below. The therapeutic agent 110 of device 100 may comprise one or more of

an active ingredient of the therapeutic agent, a formulation of the therapeutic agent, a

commercially available formulation of the therapeutic agent, a physician prepared formulation

of therapeutic agent, a pharmacist prepared formulation of the therapeutic agent, or a

commercially available formulation of therapeutic agent having an excipient. The therapeutic

agent 110 may be referred to with generic name or a trade name, for example as shown in

Table 1A.

[02 17] The therapeutic device 100 can be implanted in the eye 10 to treat the

eye 10 for as long as is helpful and beneficial to the patient. For example the device 100 can be

implanted for at least about 5 years, such as permanently for the life of the patient.



Alternatively or in combination, the device 100 can be removed when no longer helpful or

beneficial for treatment of the patient.

[0218] FIG. 5 shows structures of therapeutic device 100 embodiments

configured for placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2-4. The device 100 may comprise retention

structure 120 to couple the device 100 to the sclera, for example a protrusion disposed on a

proximal end of the device. The device 100 may comprise a container 130 affixed to the

retention structure 120. An active ingredient, for example therapeutic agent 110, can be

contained within a reservoir 140, for example a chamber 132 defined by a container 130 of the

device 100. The container 130 may comprise a porous structure 150 comprising a porous

material 152, for example a porous glass frit 154, and a barrier 160 to inhibit release of the

therapeutic agent 110, for example non-permeable membrane 162. The non-permeable

membrane 162 may comprise a substantially non-permeable material 164. The non-permeable

membrane 162 may comprise an opening 166 sized to release therapeutic amounts of the

therapeutic agent 110 for the extended time. The porous structure 150 may comprise a

thickness 150T and pore sizes configured in conjunction with the opening 166 so as to release

therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110 for the extended time. The container 130 may

comprise reservoir 140 having a chamber with a volume 142 sized to contain a therapeutic

quantity of the therapeutic agent 110 for release over the extended time. The device 100 may

comprise a needle stop 170. Proteins in the vitreous humor 30 may enter the device 100 and

compete for adsorption sites on the porous structure and thereby may contribute to the release

of therapeutic agent 110. The therapeutic agent 110 contained in the reservoir 140 can

equilibrate with proteins in the vitreous humor 30, such that the system is driven towards

equilibrium and the therapeutic agent 110 is released in therapeutic amounts.

[0219] The non-permeable membrane 162, the porous material 152, the

reservoir 140, and the retention structure 120, may comprise many configurations to deliver the

therapeutic agent 110. The non-permeable membrane 162 may comprise an annular tube

joined by a disc having at least one opening formed thereon to release the therapeutic agent

110. The porous material 152 may comprise an annular porous glass frit 154 and a circular end

disposed thereon. The reservoir 140 may be shape-changing for ease of insertion, i.e. it may

assume a thin elongated shape during insertion through the sclera and then assume an extended,

ballooned shape, once it is filled with therapeutic agent 110.



[0220] The porous structure 150 can be configured in many ways to release the

therapeutic agent 110 in accordance with an intended release profile. For example, the porous

structure may comprise a porous structure having a plurality of openings on a first side facing

the reservoir 140 and a plurality of openings on a second side facing the vitreous humor 30,

with a plurality of interconnecting channels disposed therebetween so as to couple the openings

of the first side with the openings of the second side, for example a sintered rigid material. The

porous structure 150 may comprise one or more of a permeable membrane, a semi-permeable

membrane, a material having at least one hole disposed therein, nano-channels, nano-channels

etched in a rigid material, laser etched nano-channels, a capillary channel, a plurality of

capillary channels, one or more tortuous channels, tortuous microchannels, sintered nano-

particles, an open cell foam or a hydrogel such as an open cell hydrogel.

[0221] FIG. 6 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 loaded into an

insertion cannula 210 of an insertion apparatus 200, in which the device 100 comprises an

elongate narrow shape for insertion into the sclera, and in which the device 100 is configured to

expand (such as at least the reservoir 140) to a second elongate wide shape for retention at least

partially in the sclera;

[0222] FIG. 7 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 comprising

reservoir 140 suitable for loading in a cannula, in which the reservoir 140 comprises an

expanded configuration.

[0223] FIG. 8 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3 . The device 100 comprises retention structure 120

to couple to the sclera, for example flush with the sclera, and the barrier 160 comprises a tube

168. An active ingredient 112 comprising the therapeutic agent 110 is contained within tube

168 comprising non-permeable material 164. A porous material 152 is disposed at the distal

end of the tube 168 to provide a sustained release of the therapeutic agent 110 at therapeutic

concentrations for the extended period. The non-permeable material 164 may extend distally

around the porous material 152 so as to define an opening to couple the porous material 152 to

the vitreous humor 30 when the device 100 is inserted into the eye 10.

[0224] The tube 168 and retention structure 120 may be configured to receive a

glass rod (not shown), which can be surface treated, and the glass rod can be injected with

therapeutic agent. When the therapeutic agent 110 has finished elution for the extended time,



the rod can be replaced with a new rod. The device 100 may comprise therapeutic agent 110

and a carrier, for example a binding medium comprising a binding agent to deliver the

therapeutic agent 110. The therapeutic agent 110 can be surrounded with a column comprising

a solid support that is eroded away.

[0225] FIG. 9 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3 . A binding medium 192 comprising a binding

agent 190 such as glass wool may be loaded with therapeutic agent 110 prior to injection into

the device 100 through an access port 180. The device 100 may comprise binding, leak, and

barrier functions to deliver the therapeutic agent 110 for the extended time. The binding

medium 192 and therapeutic agent 110 can be aspirated to replace the binding medium and

therapeutic agent 110. The binding medium can be at least one of flushed or replaced when at

least majority of the therapeutic agent 110 has been released, such that additional therapeutic

agent 110 can be delivered from a second, injected binding medium comprising therapeutic

agent 110. A membrane 195 can be disposed over the periphery of the therapeutic device 100.

The membrane 195 may comprise methylcellulose, regenerated cellulose, cellulose acetate,

nylon, polycarbonate, poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), polyethersulfone, and polyvinylidene

difluoride (PVDF). The therapeutic device 100 may comprise barrier 160 shaped such that

opening 166 comprises an exit port. The therapeutic agent 110 may be released through at least

one of a diffusion mechanism or convection mechanism. The number, size, and configuration

of exit ports may determine the release rate of the therapeutic agent 110. The exit port may

comprise a convection port, for example at least one of an osmotically driven convection port

or a spring driven convection port. The exit port may also comprise a tubular path to which the

therapeutic agent 110 may temporarily attach, and then be released under certain physical or

chemical conditions.

[0226] FIG. 10 shows an embodiment of at least one exit port 167, the exit port

can be disposed on the device 100 to allow liquid to flow from inside the device 100 outward,

for example when fluid is injected into an injection port 182 of the device 100 or when an insert

such as a glass frit is inserted into the device 100. The therapeutic device 100 may comprise an

access port 180 for injection and/or removal, for example a septum. Additionally or in the

alternative, when the therapeutic device 100 is refilled, the contents of the device 100 may be

flushed into the vitreous of the eye 10.



[0227] FIG. 11 shows an example method of removing a binding agent 194. A

needle 189 coupled to a syringe 188 of an injector 187 can be inserted into an access port 180

of the therapeutic device 100. The binding agent 194 can be aspirated with a needle.

[0228] FIG. 12 shows an example method of inserting the therapeutic agent 110

with a second binding agent 190 having the therapeutic agent 110 bound thereon. The

therapeutic agent 110 can be injected into a container 130 of the device 100 for sustained

release over the extended time.

[0229] FIG. 13 shows an embodiment of a syringe being filled with a

formulation of therapeutic agent 110 for injection into the therapeutic device 100. The needle

189 coupled to syringe 188 of injector 187 can be used to draw therapeutic agent 110 from a

container 1IOC. The container 1IOC may comprise a commercially available container, such

as a bottle with a septum, a single dose container, or a container suitable for mixing

formulations. A quantity 110V of therapeutic agent 110 can be drawn into injector 187 for

injection into the therapeutic device 100 positioned within the eye 10. The quantity 110V may

comprise a predetermined quantity, for example based on the volume of the container of the

therapeutic device 100 and an intended injection into the vitreous humor 30. The example the

quantity 110V may exceed the volume of the container so as to inject a first portion of quantity

110V into the vitreous humor 30 through the therapeutic device 100 and to contain a second

portion of quantity 110V within the container of the therapeutic device 100. Container 1IOC

may comprise a formulation 11OF of the therapeutic agent 110.

[0230] The formulation 110F may comprise a commercially available

formulation of therapeutic agent 110, for example therapeutic agents as described herein and

with reference to Table 1A. Non-limiting examples of commercially available formulations

that may be suitable for use in accordance with the embodiments described herein include

Lucentis™ and Triamcinolone, for example. The formulation 110F may be a concentrated or

diluted formulation of a commercially available therapeutic agent 110, for example Avastin™.

The osmolarity and tonicity of the vitreous humor 30 can be within a range from about 290 to

about 320. For example, a commercially available formulation of Avastin™ may be diluted so

as to comprise a formulation having an osmolarity and tonicity substantially similar to the

osmolarity and tonicity of the vitreous humor 30, for example within a range from about 280 to

about 340, for example about 300 mOsm. While the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise an



osmolarity and tonicity substantially similar to the vitreous humor 30, the therapeutic agent 110

may comprise a hyper osmotic solution relative to the vitreous humor 30 or a hypo osmotic

solution relative to the vitreous humor 30. A person or ordinary skill in the art can conduct

experiments based on the teachings described herein so as to determine empirically the

formulation and osmolarity of the therapeutic agent 110 to provide release of therapeutic agent

110 for an extended time.

[0231] For example, in the United States of America, Lucentis™ (active

ingredient ranibizumab) is supplied as a preservative-free, sterile solution in a single-use glass

vial designed to deliver 0.05 mL of 10 mg/mL Lucentis™ aqueous solution with 10 mM

histidine HCl, 10% a, a-trehalose dihydrate, 0.01% polysorbate 20, at pH 5.5. In Europe, the

Lucentis™ formulation can be substantially similar to the formulation of the United States. For

example, the sustained release formulation of Lucentis™ in development by Genentech and/or

Novartis, may comprise the therapeutic agent 110 injected into the device 100. The sustained

release formulation may comprise particles comprising one or more active ingredients.

[0232] For example, in the United States, Avastin™ (bevacizumab) is approved

as an anticancer drug and in clinical trials are ongoing for AMD. For cancer, the commercial

solution is a pH 6.2 solution for intravenous infusion. Avastin™ is supplied in 100 mg and 400

mg preservative-free, single-use vials to deliver 4 mL or 16 mL of Avastin™ (25 mg/mL). The

100 mg product is formulated in 240 mg α,α-trehalose dihydrate, 23.2 mg sodium phosphate

(monobasic, monohydrate), 4.8 mg sodium phosphate (dibasic, anhydrous), 1.6 mg polysorbate

20, and Water for Injection, USP. The 400 mg product is formulated in 960 mg α,α-trehalose

dihydrate, 92.8 mg sodium phosphate (monobasic, monohydrate), 19.2 mg sodium phosphate

(dibasic, anhydrous), 6.4 mg polysorbate 20, and Water for Injection, USP. The commercial

formulations are diluted in lOOmL of 0.9% sodium chloride before administration and the

amount of the commercial formulation used varies by patient and indication. Based on the

teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art can determine formulations of

Avastin™ to inject into therapeutic device 100. In Europe, the Avastin™ formulation can be

substantially similar to the formulation of the United States.

[0233] For example, in the United States, there are 2 forms of Triamcinolone

used in injectable solutions, the acetonide and the hexacetonide. The acetamide is approved for

intravitreal injections in the U.S. The acetamide is the active ingredient in TRIVARIS



(Allergan), 8 g triamcinolone acetonide in 0.1 mL (8% suspension) in a vehicle containing

w/w percents of 2.3% sodium hyaluronate; 0.63% sodium chloride; 0.3% sodium phosphate,

dibasic; 0.04% sodium phosphate, monobasic; and water, pH 7.0 to 7.4 for injection. The

acetamide is also the active ingredient in TriesenceTM (Alcon), a 40mg/ml suspension.

[0234] A person of ordinary skill in the art can determine the osmolarity for

these formulations. The degree of dissociation of the active ingredient in solution can be

determined and used to determined differences of osmolarity from the molarity in these

formulations. For example, considering at least some of the formulations may be concentrated

(or suspensions), the molarity can differ from the osmolarity.

[0235] The formulation of therapeutic agent 110 injected into therapeutic device

100 may comprise many known formulations of therapeutic agents, and the formulation

therapeutic agent comprises an osmolarity suitable for release for an extended time from device

100. Table IB shows examples of osmolarity (Osm) of saline and some of the commercially

formulations of Table 1A.

Table IB.

Summary of Calculations

*As described in package insert

[0236] The vitreous humor 30 of the eye 10 comprises an osmolarity of about

290 mOsm to about 320 mOsm. Formulations of therapeutic agent 110 having an osmolarity

from about 280 mOsm to about 340 mOsm are substantially isotonic and substantially iso-

osmotic with respect to the vitreous humor 30 of the eye 10. Although the formulations listed

in Table IB are substantially iso-osmotic and isotonic with respect to the vitreous of the eye 10

and suitable for injection into the therapeutic device 100, the formulation of the therapeutic

agent 110 injected into the therapeutic device 100 can be hypertonic (hyper-osmotic) or



hypotonic (hypo-osmotic) with respect to the tonicity and osmolarity of the vitreous.

Additionally, a hyper-osmotic formulation may release the active ingredient of the therapeutic

agent 110 into the vitreous somewhat faster initially when the solutes of the injected

formulation equilibrate with the osmolarity of the vitreous, and that a hypo-osmotic

formulation such as Avastin™ may release the active ingredient of the therapeutic agent 110

into the vitreous somewhat slower initially when the solutes of the injected formulation

equilibrate with the eye 10. A person of ordinary skill in the art can conduct experiments based

on the teaching described herein to determine empirically the appropriate reservoir 140

chamber volume and porous structure for a formulation of therapeutic agent 110 disposed in the

reservoir 140 chamber, so as to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110 for an

extended time and to provide therapeutic concentrations of therapeutic agent 110 in the vitreous

within a range of therapeutic concentrations that is above the minimum inhibitory concentration

for the extended time.

[0237] FIG. 14 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device 100 comprises a plurality of

chambers and channels connecting the chambers so as to linearize the release of the therapeutic

agent 110. A first chamber 132A may comprise a reservoir 140 having a first volume to

contain the therapeutic quantity of the therapeutic agent 110. For example, the therapeutic

agent 110 comprises the active ingredient contained within the reservoir 140. A second

chamber 132B can be disposed distally to the first chamber, with a first opening connecting the

first chamber and the second chamber. The therapeutic agent 110 can diffuse through the first

opening into the second chamber. The second chamber comprises a second volume, such that

therapeutic agent 110 is temporarily stored in the second chamber so as to linearize, for

example toward zero order, the delivery of the therapeutic agent 110. A second opening can

extend from the second chamber toward the vitreous humor 30. The first opening, the second

opening and the second volume can be sized so as to linearize the delivery of the therapeutic

agent 110 for the sustained release at therapeutic levels for the extended time. In addition,

more than one therapeutic agent 110 can be inserted into the therapeutic device 100. In such a

case the two or more therapeutic agents may be mixed together or injected into separate

chambers.



[0238] The device 100 may include additional chambers and openings which

can assist in linearizing the delivery of the one or more drugs. For example, a third chamber

can be disposed distally to the second chamber. The second opening can couple the second

chamber to the third chamber. For example, a fourth chamber can be disposed distally to the

third chamber, a third opening can connect the third chamber and the fourth chamber.

[0239] Additionally or in the alternative, the therapeutic device 100 may

comprise at least one gate to provide for sustained drug delivery. The gate can be moved from

"closed" to "open" position using magnetism or by applying electrical current. For example

the gates can slide or twist. The gates can be spring-loaded, and may comprise a pump that can

be re-loaded. Additionally, the gates may comprise an osmotic pump.

[0240] FIG. 15 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device 100 comprises needle stop 170

located at or near the bottom of the therapeutic device 100. The needle stop may be included in

the therapeutic device 100 to keep the injection needle 189 from penetrating through and

possibly damaging the exit port(s) 166 of the therapeutic device 100. The needle stop can be

made of a material of sufficient rigidity to prevent the advancement of the injection needle past

a certain level in the therapeutic device 100. Additionally or in the alternative, the length of the

injector's needle may be designed so that it may not penetrate through and possibly damage the

exit port(s) of the therapeutic device 100.

[0241] As shown in FIGS. 15 and 16, the needle stop 170 may be positioned at

the posterior end, or bottom, of the therapeutic device 100. FIGS. 17, 18 and 19 show other

embodiments that may include needle stops placed in the middle of the device 100. In addition,

the needle stop may be designed to function as a flow diverter for the therapeutic agent 110.

Furthermore, the shape of the needle stop may encourage the mixing of the therapeutic agent

110 with the rest of the fluids present in the inner chamber(s) of the therapeutic device 100.

[0242] FIG. 16 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device 100 comprises needle stop 170

located at the posterior end, or bottom, of the therapeutic device 100 and the shape of the

device encourages the movement of the therapeutic agent 110 within the chamber of the

therapeutic device 100.



[0243] FIG. 17 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device 100 comprises needle stop 170

located in the middle of the therapeutic device 100.

[0244] FIG. 18 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 configured for

placement in an eye 10 as in FIGS. 2 and 3, in which the device 100 comprises needle stop 170

located in the middle of the therapeutic device 100 and the shape of the device encourages the

movement of the therapeutic agent 110 within the chamber of the therapeutic device 100. FIG.

19 shows a top view of the therapeutic device 100 configured for placement in an eye 10 as in

FIG. 18.

[0245] FIG. 20 shows an embodiment of an access port 180 suitable for

incorporation with the therapeutic device 100. The access port 180 may be combined with the

therapeutic devices described herein, for example with reference to FIGS. 2 to 14. The access

port may be disposed on a proximal end, or top, of the device 100. The access port 180 may

comprise an opening formed in the retention structure 120 with a penetrable barrier 184

comprising a septum 186 disposed thereon. The access port 180 may be configured for

placement under the conjunctiva 16 of the patient and above the sclera 24.

[0246] FIG. 2 1 shows an embodiment of a collar 128 suitable for incorporation

with the therapeutic device 100. The retention structure 120 can be configured to couple to the

sclera 24 may comprise the collar 128. The collar may comprise an expandable collar.

[0247] FIG. 22 shows an example of biocompatible material impregnated with

an anti-bacterial agent 310 on the therapeutic device 100 to inhibit bacterial growth along the

device from the sclera to the vitreous humor 30. The biocompatible material may comprise

collagen, for example a collagen sponge 312, and the anti-bacterial agent may comprise silver

impregnated in the collagen. The biocompatible material impregnated with the bactericide

agent may extend around at least a portion of the outer surface of the device 100. The ant i

bacterial agent may comprise a portion of the retention structure 120, such that the ant i

bacterial agent is disposed at least partially within the sclera when the device 100 is inserted

into the eye 10.

[0248] FIG. 23 shows an example of released antibodies comprising antibody

fragments 410 and a substrate 420 comprising binding agent 190, and FIG. 24 shows antibody

fragments 410 reversibly bound to a substrate 420 with binding agent 190, in accordance with



embodiments of the present disclosure. The anti-body fragments can be reversibly bound to the

substrate comprising the binding agent, such that the bound antibody fragments are in

equilibrium with the unbound antibody fragments. One of ordinary skill in the art will

recognize many substrates comprising binding agent to reversibly bind at least a portion of an

antibody based on the teachings described herein. Examples of binding media may include

particulates used in chromatography, such as: Macro-Prep i-Butyl HIC Support, Macro-Prep

DEAE Support, CHT Ceramic, Hydroxyapatite Type I, Macro-Prep CM Support, Macro-Prep

Methyl HIC Support, Macro-Prep Ceramic Hydroxapatite Type II, UNOsphere S Cation

Exchange Support, UNOsphere Q Strong Anion Exchange Support, Macro-Prep High-S

Support, and Macro-Prep High-Q Support. Additional media to test for binding include ion

exchange and bioaffinity chromatography media based on a hydrophilic polymeric support (GE

Healthcare) that bind proteins with high capacity, and a hydrophilic packing material from

Harvard Apparatus made from poly(vinyl alcohol) that binds more protein than silica.

[0249] FIG. 25 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 coupled to

injector 187 to inject 510 therapeutic agent 110 into container 130 of the device. The injector

187 may comprise needle 189 coupled to a syringe 188. FIG. 26 shows a therapeutic device

100 coupled to an injector 187 to inject 510 and withdraw 520 material from the device 100.

The injector may comprise needle 189 having a first lumen 189A and a second lumen 189B

configured to insert into a container of the device 100. The injector may simultaneously inject

510 therapeutic agent 110 into and withdraw 520 liquid from the device 100. The injector may

comprise a first one way valve and a second one way valve coupled to the first lumen and the

second lumen, respectively.

[0250] FIG. 27 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 comprising a

microloop channel 530. The microloop channel may extend to a first port 530A and a second

port 530B, such the therapeutic agent 110 can be injected into the first port 530A, for example

with a binding agent, and flowable material, for example liquid comprising binding agent, can

be drawn from the microloop channel 530.

[0251] FIG. 28 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 comprising a

tortuous channel 540. The tortuous channel 540 may extend from a first port 540A to a second

port 540B, such that the therapeutic agent 110 can be injected into the first port 540A and



flowable material, for example liquid comprising the binding agent, can be drawn from the

second port 540B.

[0252] FIG. 29 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 comprising a

tortuous coiled channel 550. The coiled channel 550 can extend to an exit port 552. A needle

189 can be inserted into the port 180 to inject therapeutic agent 110 into device 100.

[0253] FIG. 30 shows an embodiment of an expandable and contactable

structure 562 to retain the therapeutic agent 110 and an outer rigid casing 560 to couple to the

sclera. The expandable structure 562 may comprise a membrane, such as at least one of a bag,

a balloon, a flexible reservoir, a diaphragm, or a bag. The outer rigid casing 560 may extend

substantially around the structure 562 and may comprise an opening to release liquid into the

vitreous humor 30 when the structure 562 is expanded and to draw vitreous humor 30 inside a

chamber of the casing 560 when material is drawn from the structure 562 and the structure 562

contacts.

[0254] FIG. 31 shows an embodiement of a membrane 550 disposed over an

exit port 552 of therapeutic device 100.

[0255] FIG. 32 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 comprising a

tubular membrane 572 clamped onto the therapeutic device 100 over side ports 570 of device

100.

[0256] For example, when some protective membranes have pores of 0.2 um

diameter, they can be 20 or more times larger than the proteins of interest, which may comprise

a model for delivery of the therapeutic agent 110. For example, molecular weights and

diameters of models of proteins of therapeutic interest can be:

(a) IgG 150 kDa 10.5 nm

(b) BSA 69 kDa 7.2 nm

(c) Fab fragment of IgG 49 kDa hydrodynamic diameter not reported

[0257] Therefore, solutions of therapeutic compounds in the size range of IgG

and BSA may flow relatively easily through 0.2 um pore size protective membranes used to

stop passage of bacterial and other cells.

[0258] Binding Materials/Agents may comprise at least one of a chemical

binding agent/material, a structural binding agent or material, or an electrostatic binding agent



or material. The types of binding agent may comprise a classification composed of non

biodegradable material, for example at glass beads, glass wool or a glass rod. A surface can be

derivatized with at least one functional group so as to impart the binding agent or material with

the potential for at least one of ionic, hydrophobic, or bioaffinity binding to at least one

therapeutic compound.

[0259] The binding agent may comprise a biodegradable material. For example,

the biodegradation, binding, or a combination of the previous processes may control the

diffusion rate. The binding agent may comprise ion exchange, and the ion exchange may

comprise at least one of a functional group, a pH sensitive binding or a positive or negative

charge. For example, ion exchange with at least one of diethylamino ethyl or carboxymethyl

functional groups.

[0260] Additionally, the binding agent may comprise a pH sensitive binding

agent. For example the binding agent can be configured to elute therapeutic agent 110 at a pH

of 7, and to bind the therapeutic agent at a pH from about 4 to about 6.5. A cation exchange

binding agent can be configured, for example, such that at a pH of 7, the net negative charge of

the binding agent decreases causing a decrease in binding of the positively charged drug and

release of the therapeutic agent 110. A target buffer can be provided with the binding agent to

reversibly couple the binding agent to the therapeutic agent 110. The rate of release can be

controlled, for example slowed down, by using insolubility of the buffer in the vitreous.

Alternatively or in combination the elution can be limited by using a porous membrane or a

physical property such as a size of an opening. Furthermore, the ion exchange may comprise

positive or negative ion exchange.

[0261] The binding agent may comprise hydrophobic interaction. For example,

the binding agent may comprise at least one binding to hydrophobic pockets, for example at

least one of methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, i-butyl or phenyl functional groups. Additionally, the

binding agent may comprise affinity, for example at least one of a macromolecular affinity or a

metal chelation affinity. Examples can include a hydroxyapatite, or chelated metal, for

example zinc. Iminodiacetic acid can be chelated with zinc.

[0262] The binding agent may comprise at least one of the following functions:

charging, recharging or elution. The charging may comprise a porous material injected therein

so as to release the active ingredient. The porous matter may have an extremely large inert



surface area, which surface area is available for binding. The recharging may comprise

removing carrier + therapeutic agent; and adding freshly "charged" carrier + therapeutic agent.

[0263] The elution may comprise a byproduct, for example unbound binding

agent that can be removed. For example, diffusion (plug flow) of vitreous to change

conditions, e.g. pH, to reduce interaction of therapeutic agent + carriers.

[0264] Additionally or in the alternative, a sustained drug delivery system of the

therapeutic agent 110 may comprise drug delivery packets, e.g. microspheres, that are

activated. The packets can be activated with at least one of photochemical activation, thermal

activation or biodegradation.

[0265] The therapeutic device 100 may comprise at least one structure

configured to provide safety precautions. The device 100 may comprise at least one structure

to prevent at least one of macrophage or other immune cell within the reservoir body; bacterial

penetration; or retinal detachment.

[0266] Furthemore, the therapeutic device 100 may be configured for other

applications in the body. Other routes of administration of drugs may include at least one of

intraocular, oral, subcutaneous, intramuscular, intraperitoneal, intranasal, dermal, intrathecal,

intravascular, intra articular, pericardial, intraluminal in organs and gut or the like.

[0267] Conditions that may be treated and/or prevented using the drug delivery

device and method described herein may include at least one of the following: hemophilia and

other blood disorders, growth disorders, diabetes, leukemia, hepatitis, renal failure, HIV

infection, hereditary diseases such as cerebrosidase deficiency and adenosine deaminase

deficiency, hypertension, septic shock, autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis, Graves

disease, systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis, shock and wasting disorders,

cystic fibrosis, lactose intolerance, Crohn's disease, inflammatory bowel disease,

gastrointestinal or other cancers, degenerative diseases, trauma, multiple systemic conditions

such as anemia, and ocular diseases such as, for example, retinal detachment, proliferative

retinopathy, proliferative diabetic retinopathy, degenerative disease, vascular diseases,

occlusions, infection caused by penetrating traumatic injury, endophthalmitis such as

endogenous/systemic infection, post-operative infections, inflammations such as posterior

uveitis, retinitis or choroiditis and tumors such as neoplasms and retinoblastoma.



[0268] Examples of therapeutic agents 110 that may be delivered by the

therapeutic device 100 100 are described in Table 1A and may include at least Triamcinolone

acetonide, Bimatoprost (Lumigan), Ranibizumab (Lucentis™), Travoprost (Travatan, Alcon),

Timolol (Timoptic, Merck), Levobunalol (Betagan, Allergan), Brimonidine (Alphagan,

Allergan), Dorzolamide (Trusopt, Merck), Brinzolamide (Azopt, Alcon). Additional examples

of therapeutic agents that may be delivered by the therapeutic device 100 include antibiotics

such as tetracycline, chlortetracycline, bacitracin, neomycin, polymyxin, gramicidin,

cephalexin, oxytetracycline, chloramphenicol kanamycin, rifampicin, ciprofloxacin,

tobramycin, gentamycin, erythromycin and penicillin; antifungals such as amphotericin B and

miconazole; anti-bacterials such as sulfonamides, sulfadiazine, sulfacetamide, sulfamethizole

and sulfisoxazole, nitrofurazone and sodium propionate; antivirals such as idoxuridine,

trifluorotymidine, acyclovir, ganciclovir and interferon; antiallergenics such as sodium

cromoglycate, antazoline, methapyriline, chlorpheniramine, pyrilamine, cetirizine and

prophenpyridamine; anti-inflammatories such as hydrocortisone, hydrocortisone acetate,

dexamethasone, dexamethasone 1-phosphate, fluocinolone, medrysone, prednisolone,

prednisolone 2 1-phosphate, prednisolone acetate, fluoromethalone, betamethasone, and

triamcinolone; non-steroidal anti-inflammatories such as salicylate, indomethacin, ibuprofen,

diclofenac, flurbiprofen and piroxicam; decongestants such as phenylephrine, naphazoline and

tetrahydrozoline; miotics and anticholinesterases such as pilocarpine, salicylate, acetylcholine

chloride, physostigmine, eserine, carbachol, diisopropyl fluorophosphate, phospholine iodide

and demecarium bromide; mydriatics such as atropine sulfate, cyclopentolate, homatropine,

scopolamine, tropicamide, eucatropine and hydroxyamphetamine; sypathomimetics such as

epinephrine; antineoplastics such as carmustine, cisplatin and fluorouracil; immunological

drugs such as vaccines and immune stimulants; hormonal agents such as estrogens, estradiol,

progestational, progesterone, insulin, calcitonin, parathyroid hormone and peptide and

vasopressin hypothalamus releasing factor; beta adrenergic blockers such as timolol maleate,

levobunolol Hcl and betaxolol Hcl; growth factors such as epidermal growth factor, fibroblast

growth factor, platelet derived growth factor, transforming growth factor beta, somatotropin

and fibronectin; carbonic anhydrase inhibitors such as dichlorophenamide, acetazolamide and

methazolamide and other drugs such as prostaglandins, antiprostaglandins and prostaglandin

precursors. Other therapeutic agents known to those skilled in the art which are capable of



controlled, sustained release into the eye 10 in the manner described herein are also suitable for

use .

[0269] The therapeutic agent 110 may comprise at least one or more of the

following: Abarelix, Abatacept, Abciximab, Adalimumab, Aldesleukin, Alefacept,

Alemtuzumab, Alpha- 1-proteinase inhibitor, Alteplase, Anakinra, Anistreplase, Antihemophilic

Factor, Antithymocyte globulin, Aprotinin, Arcitumomab, Asparaginase, Basiliximab,

Becaplermin, Bevacizumab, Bivalirudin, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Botulinum Toxin Type B,

Capromab, Cetrorelix, Cetuximab, Choriogonadotropin alfa, Coagulation Factor IX,

Coagulation factor Vila, Collagenase, Corticotropin, Cosyntropin, Cyclosporine, Daclizumab,

Darbepoetin alfa, Defibrotide, Denileukin diftitox, Desmopressin, Dornase Alfa,Drotrecogin

alfa, Eculizumab, Efalizumab, Enfuvirtide, Epoetin alfa, Eptifibatide, Etanercept, Exenatide,

Felypressin, Filgrastim, Follitropin beta, Galsulfase, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glatiramer

Acetate, Glucagon recombinant, Goserelin, Human Serum Albumin, Hyaluronidase,

Ibritumomab, Idursulfase, Immune globulin, Infliximab, Insulin Glargine recombinant, Insulin

Lyspro recombinant, Insulin recombinant, Insulin, porcine, Interferon Alfa-2a, Recombinant,

Interferon Alfa-2b, Recombinant, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferonalfa-nl, Interferon alfa-n3,

Interferon beta- lb, Interferon gamma- lb, Lepirudin, Leuprolide, Lutropin alfa, Mecasermin,

Menotropins, Muromonab, Natalizumab, Nesiritide, Octreotide, Omalizumab, Oprelvekin,

OspA lipoprotein, Oxytocin, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Panitumumab, Pegademase bovine,

Pegaptanib, Pegaspargase, Pegfilgrastim, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b,

Pegvisomant, Pramlintide, Ranibizumab, Rasburicase, Reteplase, Rituximab, Salmon

Calcitonin, Sargramostim, Secretin, Sermorelin, Serum albumin iodonated, Somatropin

recombinant, Streptokinase, Tenecteplase, Teriparatide, Thyrotropin Alfa, Tositumomab,

Trastuzumab, Urofollitropin, Urokinase, or Vasopressin. The molecular weights of the

molecules and indications of these therapeutic agents are set for below in Table 1A, below.

[0270] The therapeutic agent 110 may comprise at least one or more of

compounds that act by binding members of the immunophilin family of cellular proteins. Such

compounds are known as "immunophilin binding compounds." Immunophilin binding

compounds include but are not limited to the "limus" family of compounds. Examples of limus

compounds that may be used include but are not limited to cyclophilins and FK506-binding

proteins (FKBPs), including sirolimus (rapamycin) and its water soluble analog SDZ-RAD,



tacrolimus, everolimus, pimecrolimus, CCI-779 (Wyeth), AP23841 (Ariad), and ABT-578

(Abbott Laboratories).

[0271] The limus family of compounds may be used in the compositions,

devices and methods for the treatment, prevention, inhibition, delaying the onset of, or causing

the regression of angiogenesis-mediated diseases and conditions of the eye 10, including

choroidal neovascularization. The limus family of compounds may be used to prevent, treat,

inhibit, delay the onset of, or cause regression of AMD, including wet AMD. Rapamycin may

be used to prevent, treat, inhibit, delay the onset of, or cause regression of angiogenesis-

mediated diseases and conditions of the eye 10, including choroidal neovascularization.

Rapamycin may be used to prevent, treat, inhibit, delay the onset of, or cause regression of

AMD, including wet AMD.

[0272] The therapeutic agent 110 may comprise one or more of: pyrrolidine,

dithiocarbamate (NF.kappa.B inhibitor); squalamine; TPN 470 analogue and fumagillin; PKC

(protein kinase C) inhibitors; Tie-1 and Tie-2 kinase inhibitors; inhibitors of VEGF receptor

kinase; proteosome inhibitors such as Velcade.TM. (bortezomib, for injection; ranibuzumab

(Lucentis.TM.) and other antibodies directed to the same target; pegaptanib (Macugen.TM.);

vitronectin receptor antagonists, such as cyclic peptide antagonists of vitronectin receptor-type

integrins; .alpha.-v/.beta.-3 integrin antagonists; .alpha.-v/.beta.-l integrin antagonists;

thiazolidinediones such as rosiglitazone or troglitazone; interferon, including .gamma.-

interferon or interferon targeted to CNV by use of dextran and metal coordination; pigment

epithelium derived factor (PEDF); endostatin; angiostatin; tumistatin; canstatin; anecortave

acetate; acetonide; triamcinolone; tetrathiomolybdate; RNA silencing or RNA interference

(RNAi) of angiogenic factors, including ribozymes that target VEGF expression;

Accutane.TM. (13-cis retinoic acid); ACE inhibitors, including but not limited to quinopril,

captopril, and perindozril; inhibitors of mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin); 3-

aminothalidomide; pentoxifylline; 2-methoxyestradiol; colchicines; AMG-1470;

cyclooxygenase inhibitors such as nepafenac, rofecoxib, diclofenac, rofecoxib, NS398,

celecoxib, vioxx, and (E)-2-alkyl-2(4-methanesulfonylphenyl)-l-phenylethene; t-RNA

synthase modulator; metalloprotease 13 inhibitor; acetylcholinesterase inhibitor; potassium

channel blockers; endorepellin; purine analog of 6-thioguanine; cyclic peroxide ANO-2;

(recombinant) arginine deiminase; epigallocatechin-3-gallate; cerivastatin; analogues of



suramin; VEGF trap molecules; apoptosis inhibiting agents; Visudyne.TM., snET2 and other

photo sensitizers, which may be used with photodynamic therapy (PDT); inhibitors of

hepatocyte growth factor (antibodies to the growth factor or its receptors, small molecular

inhibitors of the c-met tyrosine kinase, truncated versions of HGF e.g. NK4).

[0273] The therapeutic agent 110 may comprise a combination with other

therapeutic agents and therapies, including but not limited to agents and therapies useful for the

treatment of angiogenesis or neovascularization, particularly CNV. Non-limiting examples of

such additional agents and therapies include pyrrolidine, dithiocarbamate (NF.kappa.B

inhibitor); squalamine; TPN 470 analogue and fumagillin; PKC (protein kinase C) inhibitors;

Tie-1 and Tie-2 kinase inhibitors; inhibitors of VEGF receptor kinase; proteosome inhibitors

such as Velcade.TM. (bortezomib, for injection; ranibuzumab (Lucentis.TM.) and other

antibodies directed to the same target; pegaptanib (Macugen.TM.); vitronectin receptor

antagonists, such as cyclic peptide antagonists of vitronectin receptor-type integrins; .alpha. -

v/.beta.-3 integrin antagonists; .alpha.-v/.beta.-l integrin antagonists; thiazolidinediones such as

rosiglitazone or troglitazone; interferon, including .gamma.-interferon or interferon targeted to

CNV by use of dextran and metal coordination; pigment epithelium derived factor (PEDF);

endostatin; angiostatin; tumistatin; canstatin; anecortave acetate; acetonide; triamcinolone;

tetrathiomolybdate; RNA silencing or RNA interference (RNAi) of angiogenic factors,

including ribozymes that target VEGF expression; Accutane.TM. (13-cis retinoic acid); ACE

inhibitors, including but not limited to quinopril, captopril, and perindozril; inhibitors of mTOR

(mammalian target of rapamycin); 3-aminothalidomide; pentoxifylline; 2-methoxyestradiol;

colchicines; AMG-1470; cyclooxygenase inhibitors such as nepafenac, rofecoxib, diclofenac,

rofecoxib, NS398, celecoxib, vioxx, and (E)-2-alkyl-2(4-methanesulfonylphenyl)-l-

phenylethene; t-RNA synthase modulator; metalloprotease 13 inhibitor; acetylcholinesterase

inhibitor; potassium channel blockers; endorepellin; purine analog of 6-thioguanine; cyclic

peroxide ANO-2; (recombinant) arginine deiminase; epigallocatechin-3-gallate; cerivastatin;

analogues of suramin; VEGF trap molecules; inhibitors of hepatocyte growth factor (antibodies

to the growth factor or its receptors, small molecular inhibitors of the c-met tyrosine kinase,

truncated versions of HGF e.g. NK4); apoptosis inhibiting agents; Visudyne.TM., snET2 and

other photo sensitizers with photodynamic therapy (PDT); and laser photocoagulation.



[0274] The therapeutic agents may be used in conjunction with a

pharmaceutically acceptable carrier such as, for example, solids such as starch, gelatin, sugars,

natural gums such as acacia, sodium alginate and carboxymethyl cellulose; polymers such as

silicone rubber; liquids such as sterile water, saline, dextrose, dextrose in water or saline;

condensation products of castor oil and ethylene oxide, liquid glyceryl triester of a lower

molecular weight fatty acid; lower alkanols; oils such as corn oil, peanut oil, sesame oil, castor

oil, and the like, with emulsifiers such as mono- or di-glyceride of a fatty acid, or a phosphatide

such as lecithin, polysorbate 80, and the like; glycols and polyalkylene glycols; aqueous media

in the presence of a suspending agent, for example, sodium carboxymethylcellulose, sodium

hyaluronate, sodium alginate, poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) and similar compounds, either alone, or

with suitable dispensing agents such as lecithin, polyoxyethylene stearate and the like. The

carrier may also contain adjuvants such as preserving, stabilizing, wetting, emulsifying agents

or other related materials.

[0275] The therapeutic device 100 may comprise a container configured to hold

at least one therapeutic agent 110, the container comprising a chamber to hold the at least one

therapeutic agent 110 with at least one opening to release the at least one therapeutic agent 110

to the vitreous humor 30 and porous structure 150 placed within the at least one opening. The

porous structure 150 may comprise a fixed tortuous, porous material such as a sintered metal, a

sintered glass or a sintered polymer with a defined porosity and tortuosity that controls the rate

of delivery of the at least one therapeutic agent 110 to the vitreous humor 30.

[0276] The rigid porous structures can provide certain advantages over capillary

tubes, erodible polymers and membranes as a mechanism for controlling the release of a

therapeutic agent 110 or agents from the therapeutic device 100. These advantages can include

the ability of the rigid porous structure 150 to comprise a needle stop, simpler and more cost

effective manufacture, flushability for cleaning or declogging either prior to or after

implantation, high efficiency depth filtration of microorganisms provided by the labyrinths of

irregular paths within the structure and greater robustness due to greater hardness and thickness

of the structure compared to a membrane or erodible polymer matrix.

[0277] Additionally, when the rigid porous structure 150 is manufactured from a

sintered metal, ceramic, glass or certain plastics, it can be subjected to sterilization and cleaning

procedures, such as heat or radiation based sterilization and depyrogenation, that might damage



polymer and other membranes. In certain embodiments, as illustrated in example 9, the rigid

porous structure 150 may be configured to provide a therapeutically effective, concentration of

the therapeutic agent 110 in the vitreous for at least 6 months. This release profile provided by

certain configurations of the rigid porous structures can enable a smaller device to be used,

which is preferred in a small organ such as the eye 10 where larger devices may alter or impair

vision.

[0278] FIG. 33 shows an embodiment of therapeutic device 100 comprising a

container 130 having a penetrable barrier 184 disposed on a first end, a porous structure 150

disposed on a second end to release therapeutic agent 110 for an extended period, and a

retention structure 120 comprising an extension protruding outward from the container to

couple to the sclera and the conjunctiva. The extending protrusion of the retention structure

may comprise a diameter 120D. The retention structure may comprise an indentation 1201

sized to receive the sclera.

[0279] The container may comprise a tubular barrier 160 that defines at least a

portion of the reservoir 140, and the container may comprise a width, for example a diameter

134. The diameter 134 can be sized within a range, for example within a range from about 0.5

to about 4 mm, for example within a range from about 1 to 3 mm and can be about 2 mm, for

example. The container 130 may comprise a length 136 (see, for example, FIG. 34), sized so as

to extend from the conjunctiva to the vitreous to release the therapeutic agent 110 into the

vitreous. The length 136 can be sized within a range, for example within a range from about 2

to about 1 4 mm, for example within a range from about 4 to 10 mm and can be about 7 mm,

for example.

[0280] The volume of the reservoir 140 may be substantially determined by an

inner cross sectional area of the tubular structure and distance from the porous structure 150 to

the penetrable barrier. The retention structure may comprise an annular extension having a

retention structure diameter greater than a diameter of the container. The retention structure

may comprise an indentation configured to receive the sclera when the extension extends

between the sclera and the conjunctive. The penetrable barrier may comprise a septum

disposed on a proximal end of the container, in which the septum comprises a barrier that can

be penetrated with a sharp object such as a needle for injection of the therapeutic agent 110.



The porous structure 150 may comprise a cross sectional area 150A sized to release the

therapeutic agent 110 for the extended period.

[0281] The porous structure 150 may comprise a first side 150S1 coupled to the

reservoir and a second side 150S2 to couple to the vitreous. The first side may comprise a first

area 150A1 and the second side may comprise a second area 150A2. The porous structure 150

may comprise a thickness 105T. The porous structure 150 many comprise a diameter 150D. In

addition, the volume of the reservoir 140 may comprise from about 5 uL to about 2000 uL of

therapeutic agent 110, or for example from about 10 uL to about 200 uL of therapeutic agent

110.

[0282] The therapeutic agent 110 stored in the reservoir 140 of the container can

comprise at least one of a solid comprising the therapeutic agent 110, a solution comprising the

therapeutic agent 110, a suspension comprising the therapeutic agent 110, particles comprising

the therapeutic agent 110 adsorbed thereon, or particles reversibly bound to the therapeutic

agent 110. For example, reservoir 140 may comprise a suspension of a cortico-steroid such as

triamcinolone acetonide to treat inflammation of the retina 26. The reservoir 140 may

comprise a buffer and a suspension of a therapeutic agent 110 comprising solubility within a

range from about 1 ug/mL to about 100 ug/mL, such as from about 1 ug/mL to about 40 ug/mL.

For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise a suspension of triamcinolone acetonide

having a solubility of approximately 19 ug/mL in the buffer at 37C when implanted.

[0283] The release rate index may comprise many values, and the release rate

index with the suspension may be somewhat higher than for a solution in many embodiments,

for example. The release rate index may be no more than about 5, and can be no more than

about 2.0, for example no more than about 1.5, and in some embodiments may be no more than

about 1.2, so as to release the therapeutic agent 110 with therapeutic amounts for the extended

time. In addition, the therapeutic device 100, including for example, the retention structure and

the porous structure 150, may be sized to pass through a lumen of a catheter.

[0284] The porous structure 150 may comprise a needle stop that limits

penetration of the needle. The porous structure 150 may comprise a plurality of channels

configured for the extended release of the therapeutic agent 110. The porous structure 150 may

comprise a rigid sintered material having characteristics suitable for the sustained release of the

material.



[0285] FIG. 34 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 as in FIG. 33

comprising a rounded distal end.

[0286] FIG. 35 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure 150 as in FIG.

33. The rigid porous structure 158 comprises a plurality of interconnecting channels 156. The

porous structure 150 comprises a sintered material composed of interconnected grains 155 of

material. The interconnected grains of material define channels that extend through the porous

material to release the therapeutic agent 110. The channels may extend around the sintered

grains of material, such that the channels comprise interconnecting channels extending through

the porous material.

[0287] The rigid porous structure 158 can be configured for injection of the

therapeutic agent 110 into the container in many ways. The channels of the rigid porous

structure 158 may comprise substantially fixed channels when the therapeutic agent 110 is

injected into the reservoir 140 with pressure. The rigid porous structure may comprise a

hardness parameter within a range from about 160 Vickers to about 500 Vickers. In some

embodiments the rigid porous structure can be formed from sintered stainless steel and

comprised of a hardness parameter within a range from about 200 Vickers to about 240

Vickers.

[0288] In some embodiments it is preferred to inhibit ejection of the therapeutic

agent 110 through the porous structure 150 during filling or refilling the reservoir 140 of the

therapeutic device 100 with a fluid. In these embodiments the channels of the rigid porous

structure comprise a resistance to flow of an injected solution or suspension through a thirty

gauge needle such that ejection of said solution or suspension through the rigid porous structure

158 is substantially inhibited when said solution or suspension is injected into the reservoir 140

of the therapeutic device 100. Additionally, these embodiments may optionally comprise an

evacuation vent or an evacuation reservoir under vacuum or both to facilitate filling or refilling

of the reservoir 140.

[0289] The reservoir 140 and the porous structure 150 can be configured to

release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110 in many ways. The reservoir 140 and

the porous structure 150 can be configured to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic

agent 110 corresponding to a concentration of at least about 0.1 ug per ml of vitreous humor 30

for an extended period of at least about three months. The reservoir 140 and the porous



structure 150 can be configured to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110

corresponding to a concentration of at least about 0.1 ug per ml of vitreous humor 30 and no

more than about 10 ug per ml for an extended period of at least about three months. The

therapeutic agent 110 may comprise at least a fragment of an antibody and a molecular weight

of at least about 10k Daltons. For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise one or

more of ranibizumab or bevacizumab. Alternatively or in combination, the therapeutic agent

110 may comprise a small molecule drug suitable for sustained release.

[0290] The reservoir 140 and the porous structure 150 may be configured to

release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110 corresponding to a concentration of at

least about 0.1 ug per ml of vitreous humor 30 and no more than about 10 ug per ml for an

extended period of at least about 3 months or at least about 6 months. The reservoir 140 and

the porous structure 150 can be configured to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic

agent 110 corresponding to a concentration of at least about 0.1 ug per ml of vitreous humor 30

and no more than about 10 ug per ml for an extended period of at least about twelve months or

at least about two years or at least about three years. The reservoir 140 and the porous structure

150 may also be configured to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110

corresponding to a concentration of at least about 0.01 ug per ml of vitreous humor 30 and no

more than about 300 ug per ml for an extended period of at least about 3 months or 6 months or

1 months or 24 months.

[0291] The channels of the rigid porous structure 158 can comprise a hydrogel

configured to limit a size of molecules passed through the channels of the rigid porous

structure. For example, the hydrogel can be formed within the channels and may comprise an

acrylamide gel. The hydrogel can have a water content of at least about 70%. For example, the

hydrogel may comprise a water content of no more than about 90% to limit molecular weight

of the therapeutic agent 110 to about 30k Daltons. The hydrogel may comprise a water content

of no more than about 95% to limit molecular weight of the therapeutic agent 110 to about

100k Daltons. The hydrogel may comprise a water content within a range from about 90% to

about 95% such that the channels of the porous material are configured to pass Lucentis™ and

substantially not pass Avastin™.

[0292] The rigid porous structure 158 may comprise a composite porous

material that can readily be formed in or into a wide range of different shapes and



configurations. For example, the porous material can be a composite of a metal, aerogel or

ceramic foam (i.e., a reticulated inter-cellular structure in which the interior cells are

interconnected to provide a multiplicity of pores passing through the volume of the structure,

the walls of the cells themselves being substantially continuous and non-porous, and the

volume of the cells relative to that of the material forming the cell walls being such that the

overall density of the intercellular structure is less than about 30 percent theoretical density) the

through pores of which are impregnated with a sintered powder or aerogel. The thickness,

density, porosity and porous characteristics of the final composite porous material can be varied

to conform to the desired release of the therapeutic agent 110.

[0293] Some embodiments comprise a method of making an integral (i.e.,

single-component) porous structure 150. The method may comprise introducing particles into a

mold having a desired shape for the porous structure 150. The shape includes a proximal end

defining a plurality of proximal porous channel openings to couple to the reservoir 140, a distal

end defining a plurality of outlet channel openings to couple to the vitreous humor 30 of the

eye 10, a plurality of blind inlet cavities extending into the filter from the proximal openings,

and a plurality of blind outlet cavities extending into the porous structure 150 from the outlet

channel openings. The method may further include applying pressure to the mold, thereby

causing the particles to cohere and form a single component, and sintering the component to

form the porous structure 150. The particles can be pressed and cohere to form the component

without the use of a polymeric binder, and the porous structure 150 can be formed substantially

without machining.

[0294] The mold can be oriented vertically with the open other end disposed

upwardly, and metal powder having a particle size of less than 20 micrometers can be

introduced into the cavity through the open end of the mold while vibrating the mold to achieve

substantially uniform packing of the metal powder in the cavity. A cap can be placed on the

open other end of the mold, and pressure can be applied to the mold and thereby to the metal

powder in the cavity to cause the metal powder to cohere and form a cup-shaped powdered

metal structure having a shape corresponding to the mold. The shaped powdered metal

structure can be removed from the mold and sintered to obtain a porous sintered metal porous

structure 150.



[0295] The metal porous structure 150 can be incorporated into the device by a

press fit into an impermeable structure with an opening configured to provide a tight fit with

the porous structure 150. Other means, such as welding, can be used to incorporate the porous

structure 150 into the device. Alternatively, or in combination, the powdered metal structure

can be formed in a mold where a portion of the mold remains with the shaped powdered metal

structure and becomes part of the device. This may be advantageous in achieving a good seal

between the porous structure 150 and the device.

[0296] The release rate of therapeutic agent 110 through a porous body, such as

a sintered porous metal structure or a porous glass structure, may be described by diffusion of

the of the therapeutic agent 110 within the porous structure 150 with the channel parameter,

and with an effective diffusion coefficient equal to the diffusion coefficient of the therapeutic

agent 110 in the liquid that fills the reservoir multiplied by the Porosity and a Channel

Parameter of the porous body:

Release Rate = (D P / F) A (CR - c ) / L, where:
C R = Concentration in reservoir
Cv = Concentration outside of the reservoir or in the vitreous
D = Diffusion coefficient of the therapeutic agent in the reservoir solution
P = Porosity of porous structure
F= Channel parameter that may correspond to a tortuosity parameter of channels of porous
structure
A = Area of porous structure
L = Thickness (length) of porous structure

Cumulative Release = 1 - cR cRO= 1 - exp ((- D PA / FL VR) t), where
t = time, Vr=reservoir volume

[0297] The release rate index (RRI) can be used to determine release of the

therapeutic agent 110. The RRI may be defined as (PA/FL), and the RRI values herein can

have units of mm unless otherwise indicated. Some of the porous structures used in the

therapeutic delivery devices described herein have an RRI of no more than about 5.0, often no

more than about 2.0, and can be no more than about 1.2 mm.

[0298] The channel parameter can correspond to an elongation of the path of the

therapeutic agent 110 released through the porous structure 150. The porous structure 150 may

comprise many interconnecting channels, and the channel parameter can correspond to an

effective length that the therapeutic agent 110 travels along the interconnecting channels of the

porous structure 150 from the reservoir side to the vitreous side when released. The channel



parameter multiplied by the thickness (length) of the porous structure 150 can determine the

effective length that the therapeutic agent 110 travels along the interconnecting channels from

the reservoir side to the vitreous side. For example, the channel parameter (F) of about 1.5 can

correspond to interconnecting channels that can provide an effective increase in length traveled

by the therapeutic agent 110 of about 50%, and for a 1 mm thick porous structure 150 the

effective length that the therapeutic agent 110 travels along the interconnecting channels from

the reservoir side to the vitreous side corresponds to about 1.5 mm.

[0299] The channel parameter (F) of at least about 2 corresponds to

interconnecting channels that provide an effective increase in length traveled by the therapeutic

agent 110 of about 100%, and for a 1 mm thick porous structure 150 the effective length that

the therapeutic agent 110 travels along the interconnecting channels from the reservoir side to

the vitreous side corresponds to at least about 2.0 mm. The porous structure 150 many

comprise interconnecting channels that provide many alternative paths for release of the

therapeutic agent 110. Blockage of some of the channels may provide little to no substantial

change in the effective path length through the porous structure 150 as the alternative

interconnecting channels can be available. Therefore, the rate of diffusion through the porous

structure 150 and the release of the therapeutic agent 110 can be substantially maintained when

some of the channels are blocked.

[0300] If the reservoir solution is aqueous or has a viscosity similar to water, the

value for the diffusion coefficient of the therapeutic agent (TA) in water at the temperature of

interest may be used. The following equation can be used to estimate the diffusion coefficient

at 37°C from the measured value of DBSA,20C = 6.1 e-7 cm2/s for bovine serum albumin in water

at 20°C (Molokhia et al, Exp Eye Res 2008):

DTA, 37C = DBSA,20C I ) (MWBSA / M W TA)1 where

[0301] MW refers to the molecular weight of either BSA or the test compound

and η is the viscosity of water. The following lists diffusion coefficients of proteins of interest.



[0302] Small molecules have a diffusion coefficient similar to fluorescein (MW

= 330, D = 4.8 to 6 e-6 cm /s from Stay, MS et al. Pharm Res 2003, 20(1), pp. 96-102). For

example, the small molecule may comprise a glucocorticoid such as triamcinolone acetonide

having a molecular weight of about 435.

[0303] The porous structure 150 may comprise a porosity, a thickness, a channel

parameter and a surface area configured to release therapeutic amounts for the extended period.

The porous material may comprise a porosity corresponding to the fraction of void space of the

channels extending within the material. The porosity can comprise a value within a range from

about 3% to about 70%. In other embodiments, the porosity can comprise a value with a range

from about 5% to about 10% or from about 10% to about 25%, or for example from about 15%

to about 20%. Porosity can be determined from the weight and macroscopic volume or can be

measured via nitrogen gas adsorption. Additionally, the porous structure 150 may comprise a

plurality of porous structures, and the area used in the above equation may comprise the

combined area of the plurality of porous structures.

[0304] The channel parameter may comprise a fit parameter corresponding to

the tortuosity of the channels. For a known porosity, surface area and thickness of the surface

parameter, the curve fit parameter F, which may correspond to tortuosity of the channels can be

determined based on experimental measurements. The parameter PA FL can be used to

determine the desired sustained release profile, and the values of P, A, F and L determined.

The rate of release of the therapeutic agent 110 can correspond to a ratio of the porosity to the

channel parameter, and the ratio of the porosity to the channel parameter can be less than about

0.5 such that the porous structure 150 releases the therapeutic agent 110 for the extended

period. For example, the ratio of the porosity to the channel parameter can be less than about

0.1 or for example less than about 0.2 such that the porous structure 150 releases the

therapeutic agent 110 for the extended period.



[0305] The channel parameter may comprise a value of at least about 1, such as

at least about 1.2. For example, the value of the channel parameter may comprise at least about

1.5, for example at least about 2, and may comprise at least about 5. The channel parameter

can be within a range from about 1.1 to about 10, for example within a range from about 1.2 to

about 5. A person of ordinary skill in the art can conduct experiments based on the teachings

described herein to determine empirically the channel parameter to release the therapeutic agent

110 for an intended release rate profile.

[0306] A model can be derived to describe the release rate as a function of time

by relating the change of concentration in the reservoir 140 to the release rate described above.

This model can assume a solution of therapeutic agent 110 where the concentration in the

reservoir 140 is uniform. In addition, the concentration in the receiving fluid or vitreous can be

considered negligible (cv = 0). Solving the differential equation and rearrangement yields the

following equations describing the concentration in the reservoir 140 as a function of time, t ,

and volume of the reservoir, V , for release of a therapeutic agent 110 from a solution in a

reservoir though a porous structure 150.

CR = CRO exp ((- D PA / FL V R) t)

and Cumulative Release = 1 - CR / CRO

[0307] When the reservoir 140 contains a suspension, the concentration in

reservoir, CR, is the dissolved concentration in equilibrium with the solid (i.e., the solubility of

the therapeutic agent). In this case, the concentration in the reservoir 140 can be constant with

time, the release rate can be zero order, and the cumulative release can increase linearly with

time until the time when the solid is exhausted.

[0308] Therapeutic concentrations for many ophthalmic therapeutic agents may

be determined experimentally by measuring concentrations in the vitreous humor 30 that elicit

a therapeutic effect. Therefore, there is value in extending predictions of release rates to

predictions of concentrations in the vitreous. A one-compartment model may be used to

describe elimination of therapeutic agent 110 from eye tissue.

[0309] Current intravitreal administration of therapeutic agents such as

Lucentis™ involves a bolus injection. A bolus injection into the vitreous may be modeled as a

single exponential with rate constant, k = 0.693/half-life and a cmax = dose / Vv where Vv is the



vitreous volume. As an example, the half-life for ranibizumab may be approximately 3 days in

rabbit and monkey (Gaudreault et al) and 9 days in humans (Lucentis™ package insert). The

vitreous volume can be approximately 1.5 mL for the rabbit and monkey and 4.5 mL for the

human eye 10. The model can predict an initial concentration of 333 ug/mL for a bolus

injection of 0.5 mg Lucentis™ into the eye of a monkey. This concentration can decay to a

vitreous concentration of 0.1 ug/mL after about a month.

[03 10] For devices with extended release, the concentration in the vitreous

changes slowly with time. In this situation, a model can be derived from a mass balance

equating the release rate from the device (described by equations above) with the elimination

rate from the eye, k cv Vv. Rearrangement can yield the following equation for the

concentration in the vitreous:

[03 11] Cv = Release rate from device / k Vv.

[03 12] Since the release rate from a device with a solution of therapeutic agent

110 can decrease exponentially with time, the concentration in the vitreous can decrease

exponentially with the same rate constant. In other words, vitreous concentration can decrease

with a rate constant equal to D PA / FL V R and, hence, can be dependent on the properties of

the porous structure 150 and the volume of the reservoir 140.

[03 13] Since the release rate can be zero order from a device 100 with a

suspension of therapeutic agent 110, the vitreous concentration can also be time-independent.

The release rate can depend on the properties of the porous structure 150 via the ratio, PA / FL ,

but can be independent of the volume of the reservoir 140 until the time at which the drug is

exhausted.

[03 14] The channels 156 of the rigid porous structure 150 can be sized in many

ways to release the intended therapeutic agent 110. For example, the channels of the rigid

porous structure 150 can be sized to pass therapeutic agent 110 comprising molecules having a

molecular weight of at least about 100 Daltons or for example, at least about 50k Daltons. The

channels of the rigid porous structure 150 can be sized to pass therapeutic agent 110

comprising molecules comprising a cross-sectional size of no more than about 10 nm. The

channels of the rigid porous structure 150 comprise interconnecting channels configured to pass

the therapeutic agent 110 among the interconnecting channels. The rigid porous structure 150

can comprise grains of rigid material and wherein the interconnecting channels extend at least



partially around the grains of rigid material to pass the therapeutic agent 110 through the

porous material. The grains of rigid material can be coupled together at a loci of attachment

and wherein the interconnecting channels extend at least partially around the loci of attachment.

[0315] The porous structure 150 and reservoir 140 may be configured to release

the glucocorticoid for an extended time of at least about six months with a therapeutic amount

of glucocorticoid corresponding to an in situ concentration within a range from about 0.05

ug/mL to about 4 ug/mL, for example from 0.1 ug/mL to about 4 ug/mL, so as to suppress

inflammation in the retina-choroid.

[0316] The porous structure 150 can be comprised of a sintered material. The

sintered material may comprise grains of material in which the grains comprise an average size

of no more than about 20 um. For example, the sintered material may comprise grains of

material in which the grains comprise an average size of no more than about 10 um, an average

size of no more than about 5 um, or an average size of no more than about 1 um. The channels

are sized to pass therapeutic quantities of the therapeutic agent 110 through the sintered

material for the extended time based on the grain size of the sintered material and processing

parameters such as compaction force and time and temperature in the furnace. The channels

can be sized to inhibit penetration of microbes including bacteria and fungal spores through the

sintered material. Additionally, the sintered material comprises a wettable material to inhibit

bubbles within the channels of the material.

[03 17] The sintered material can comprise at least one of a metal, a ceramic, a

glass or a plastic. The sintered material may comprise a sintered composite material, and the

composite material can comprise two or more of metal, ceramic, glass or plastic. The metal

can comprise at least one of Ni, Ti, nitinol, stainless steel including alloys such as 304, 304L,

316 or 316L, cobalt chrome, elgiloy, hastealloy, c-276 alloy or Nickel 200 alloy. The sintered

material may comprise a ceramic. The sintered material may comprise a glass. The plastic may

comprise a wettable coating to inhibit bubble formation in the channels, and the plastic may

comprise at least one of polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polyethylene, polypropylene,

polyimide, polystyrene, polycarbonate, polyacrylate, polymethacrylate, or polyamide.

[03 18] The rigid porous structure may comprise a plurality of rigid porous

structures coupled to the reservoir 140 and configured to release the therapeutic agent 110 for

the extended period. For example, additional rigid porous structure can be disposed along the



container, for example the end of the container may comprise the porous structure 150, and an

additional porous structure 150 can be disposed along a distal portion of the container, for

example along a tubular sidewall of the container.

[03 19] The therapeutic device 100 can be tuned to release therapeutic amounts

of the therapeutic agent 110 above the minimum inhibitory concentration for an extended time

based on bolus injections of the therapeutic agent 110. For example, the volume of the

chamber of the reservoir 140 can be sized with the release rate of the porous structure 150

based on the volume of the bolus injection. A formulation of a therapeutic agent 110 can be

provided, for example a known intravitreal injection formulation. The therapeutic agent 110

can be capable of treating the eye 10 with bolus injections, such that the formulation has a

corresponding period between each of the bolus injections to treat the eye 10. For example the

bolus injections may comprise monthly injections. Each of the bolus injections can comprise a

volume of the formulation, for example 50 uL. Each of the bolus injections of the therapeutic

agent 110 may correspond to a range of therapeutic concentrations of the therapeutic agent 110

within the vitreous humor 30 over the time course between injections, and the device 100 can

be tuned so as to release therapeutic amounts of the therapeutic agent 110 such that the vitreous

concentrations of the released therapeutic agent 110 from the device 100 are within the range of

therapeutic concentrations of the corresponding bolus injections.

[0320] For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise a minimum

inhibitory concentration to treat the eye 10, for example at least about 3 ug/mL, and the values

of the range of therapeutic concentrations can be at least about 3 ug/mL. The therapeutic

device 100 can be configured to treat the eye 10 with an injection of the monthly volume of the

formulation into the device 100, for example through the penetrable barrier. The reservoir 140

of the container can have a chamber to contain a volume of the therapeutic agent 110, for

example 35 uL, and a mechanism to release the therapeutic agent 110 from the chamber to the

vitreous humor 30.

[0321] The volume of the container and the release mechanism can be tuned to

treat the eye 10 with the therapeutic agent 110 with vitreous concentrations within the

therapeutic range for an extended time with each injection of the quantity corresponding to the

bolus injection, such that the concentration of the therapeutic agent 110 within the vitreous

humor 30 remains within the range of therapeutic concentrations and comprises at least the



minimum inhibitory concentration. The extended time may comprise at least about twice the

corresponding period of the bolus injections. The release mechanism can comprise one or

more of a porous frit, a sintered porous frit, a permeable membrane, a semi-permeable

membrane, a capillary tube or a tortuous channel, nano-structures, nano-channels or sintered

nano-particles. For example, the porous frit may comprise a porosity, cross sectional area, and

a thickness to release the therapeutic agent 110 for the extended time.

[0322] The volume of the container reservoir 140 can be sized in many ways in

relation to the volume of the injected formulation and can be larger than the volume of injected

formulation, smaller than the volume of injected formulation, or substantially the same as the

volume of injected formulation. For example, the volume of the container may comprise no

more than the volume of the formulation, such that at least a portion of the formulation injected

into the reservoir 140 passes through the reservoir and comprises a bolus injection to treat the

patient immediately. As the volume of the reservoir 140 is increased, the amount of

formulation released to the eye through the porous structure 150 upon injection can decrease

along with the concentration of active ingredient of the therapeutic agent 110 within the

reservoir, and the release rate index can be increased appropriately so as to provide therapeutic

amounts of therapeutic agent 110 for the extended time. For example, the volume of the

reservoir 140 of the container can be greater than the volume corresponding to the bolus

injection, so as to provide therapeutic amounts for at least about five months, for example 6

months, with an injection volume corresponding to a monthly injection of Lucentis™. For

example, the formulation may comprise commercially available Lucentis™, 50 uL, and the

reservoir 140 may comprise a volume of about 100 uL and provide therapeutic vitreous

concentrations of at least about 3 ug/mL for six months with 50 uL of Lucentis™ injected into

the reservoir.

[0323] The chamber may comprise a substantially fixed volume and the release

rate mechanism can comprise a substantially rigid structure to maintain release of the

therapeutic agent 110 above the minimum inhibitory concentration for the extended time with

each injection of a plurality of injections. A first portion of the injection may pass through the

release mechanism and treat the patient when the formulation is injected, and a second portion

of the formulation can be contained in the chamber when the formulation is injected.



[0324] FIG. 36 shows an embodiment of interconnecting channels 156

extending from first side 150S1 to second side 150S2 of the porous structure 150 as in FIG. 35.

The interconnecting channels 156 extend to a first opening 158A1, a second opening 158A2

and an Nth opening 158AN on the first side 150S 1. The interconnecting channels 156 extend

to a first opening 158B1, a second opening 158B2 and an Nth opening 158BN on the second

side 150S2. Each of the openings of the plurality of channels on the first side can be connected

to each of the openings of plurality of channels on the second side, such that effective length

traveled along the channels is greater than thickness 150T. The channel parameter can be

within a range from about 1.1 to about 10, such that the effective length is within a range from

about 1.1 to 10 times the thickness 150T. For example, the channel parameter can be about 1

and the porosity about 0.2, such that the effective length corresponds to at least about 5 times

the thickness 150T.

[0325] FIG. 37 shows a plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent 110 along the

interconnecting channels extending from a first side 150S1 to a second side 150S2 of the

porous structure 150 as in FIGS. 35 and 36. The plurality of paths comprises a first path 156P1

extending from the first side to the second side, a second path 156P2 extending from the first

side to the second side and a third path 156P3 extending from the first side to the second side,

and many additional paths. The effect length of each of first path PI, second path P2 and third

path P3 is substantially similar, such that each opening on the first side can release the

therapeutic agent 110 to each interconnected opening on the second side. The substantially

similar path length can be related to the sintered grains of material and the channels that extend

around the sintered material. The porous structure 150 may comprise randomly oriented and

connected grains of material, packed beads of material, or combinations thereof. The channel

parameter can be related to the structure of the sintered grains of material and corresponding

interconnecting channels, porosity of the material, and percolation threshold. Work in relation

to embodiments shows that the percolation threshold of the sintered grains may be below the

porosity of the porous frit structure, such that the channels are highly inter-connected. The

sintered grains of material can provide interconnected channels, and the grains can be selected

to provide desired porosity and channel parameters and RRI as described herein.

[0326] The channel parameter and effective length from the first side to the

second side can be configured in many ways. The channel parameter can be greater than 1 and



within a range from about 1.2 to about 5.0, such that the effective length is within a range about

1.2 to 5.0 times the thickness 150T, although the channel parameter may be greater than 5, for

example within a range from about 1.2 to 10. For example, the channel parameter can be from

about 1.3 to about 2.0, such that the effective length is about 1.3 to 2.0 times the thickness

150T. For example, experimental testing has shown the channel parameter can be from about

1.4 to about 1.8, such that the effective length is about 1.4 to 1.8 times the thickness 150T, for

example about 1.6 times the thickness. These values can correspond to the paths of the

channels around the sintered grains of material, and may correspond, for example, to the paths

of channels around packed beads of material.

[0327] FIG. 38 shows blockage of the openings with a covering 156B and the

plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent 110 along the interconnecting channels extending

from a first side to a second side of the porous structure 150 as in FIGS. 35 and 36. A plurality

of paths 156PR extend from the first side to the second side couple the first side to the second

side where one of the sides is covered, such that the flow rate is maintained when one of the

sides is partially covered.

[0328] FIG. 39 shows blockage of the openings with particles 156PB and the

plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent 110 along the interconnecting channels extending

from a first side to a second side of the porous structure 150 as in FIGS. 35 and 36. The

plurality of paths 156PR extend from the first side to the second side couple the first side to the

second side where one of the sides is covered, such that the flow rate is maintained when one of

the sides is partially covered

[0329] FIG. 40 shows an effective cross-sectional size 150DE and area 150EFF

corresponding to the plurality of paths of the therapeutic agent 110 along the interconnecting

channels extending from a first side to a second side of the porous structure 150 as in FIGS. 35

and 36. The effective cross sectional area of the interconnecting channels can correspond to the

internal cross-sectional area of the porous structure 150 disposed between the openings of the

first side and the openings of the second side, such that the rate of release can be substantially

maintained when the channels are blocked on the first side and the second side.

[0330] The rigid porous structure 150 can be shaped and molded in many ways

for example with tubular shapes, conical shapes, discs and hemispherical shapes. The rigid

porous structure 150 may comprise a molded rigid porous structure. The molded rigid porous



structure may comprises at least one of a disk, a helix or a tube coupled to the reservoir and

configured to release the therapeutic agent 110 for the extended period.

[0331] FIG. 4 1 shows a therapeutic device 100 having a rigid porous structure

as in FIG. 35 incorporated into a scleral tack 601 as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,466,233. The

scleral tack comprises a head 602, a central portion 603 and a post 604. The post may comprise

the reservoir 605 and the rigid porous structure 606 as described above. The porous structure

150 may comprise a molded conical structure having a sharp tip configured for insertion into

the patient. Alternatively or in combination, the tip may be rounded.

[0332] FIG.42 shows an embodiment of a plurality of rigid porous structures as

in FIG. 35 incorporated with a drug delivery device 100 for sustained release as described in

U.S. Pat. No. 5,972,369. The therapeutic device 100 comprises a reservoir 613 to contain the

therapeutic agent 110 and an impermeable and non-porous outer surface 614. The reservoir

can be coupled to a rigid porous structure 615 that extends to a distal end 617. The rigid porous

structure 615 can comprise an exposed area 616 on the distal end to release the therapeutic

agent 110, and the impermeable and non-porous outer surface 614 may extend to the distal end.

[0333] FIG. 43 shows a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35 incorporated with a

delivery device for sustained release as described in U.S. Pat. Pub. 2003/0014036 A l . The

drug delivery device comprises an inlet port 608 on the proximal end and a hollow body 609

coupled to the inlet port. The hollow body 609 can comprise many openings 612 that allow a

solution injected into the inlet port to pass from the hollow body 609 into a balloon 610. The

balloon 610 can comprise a distal end 6 11 disposed opposite the injection port. The balloon

610 can comprise a plurality of the rigid porous structures 607, as described above. Each of the

plurality of porous rigid structures 607 can comprise a first surface exposed to the interior of

the balloon 610 and a second surface configured to contact the vitreous. The calculated area

can be the combined area of the plurality of porous rigid structures 607 as noted above.

[0334] FIG. 44 shows an embodiment of a rigid porous structure as in FIG. 35

incorporated with a non-linear body member 618 for sustained release as described in U.S. Pat.

No. 6,719,750. The non-linear member may comprise a helical shape. The non-linear member

can be coupled to a cap 619 on the proximal end 620. The non-linear member may comprise a

lumen 621 filled with therapeutic agent 110 so as to comprise a reservoir 622. The porous

structure 623 can be disposed on a distal end 624 of the non-linear member to release the



therapeutic agent 110. The porous structure may be located at additional or alternative

locations of the non-linear member. For example a plurality of porous structures may be

disposed along the non-linear member at locations disposed between the cap and distal end so

as to release therapeutic agent 110 into the vitreous humor 30 when the cap is positioned

against the sclera.

[0335] FIG. 45 shows porous nanostructures, in accordance with embodiments.

The porous structure 150 may comprise a plurality of elongate nano-channels 156NC extending

from a first side 150S1 of the porous structure to a second side 150S2 of the porous structure.

The porous structure 150 may comprise a rigid material having holes formed thereon, and the

holes may comprise a maximum dimension across, such as a diameter. The diameter of the

nano-channels may comprise a dimension across, for example from about 10 nm across, to

about 1000 nm across, or larger. The channels may be formed with etching of the material, for

example lithographic etching of the material. The channels may comprise substantially straight

channels such that the channel parameter F comprises about 1, and the parameters area A, and

thickness or length L correspond to the combined cross-sectional area of the channels and the

thickness or length of the porous structure 150.

[0336] The porous structure 150 may comprise interconnecting nano-channels,

for example formed with a sintered nano-material. The sintered nanomaterial may comprise

nanoparticles sintered so as to form a plurality of interconnecting channels as described herein,

and can be made of a suitable size so as to provide an RRI as described herein. For example,

the porous structure 150 comprising interconnecting nano-channels may comprise a decreased

cross sectional area so as to provide a low RRI as described herein, such as an RRI of about

0.001 or more, for example an RRI of 0.002. The area can be increased and thickness

decreased of the porous structure 150 comprising interconnecting channels so as to provide an

increased RRI, for example of about 5. The RRI of the porous structure 150 comprising the

plurality of interconnecting channels may comprise a value within a range from about 0.001 to

about 5, for example from about 0.002 to about 5, for example a sintered porous material based

on the teachings described herein. Injection of therapeutic agent 110 into the device 100 as

described herein can be performed before implantation into the eye 10 or alternatively when the

therapeutic device 100 is implanted into the eye 10.



[0337] FIG. 46 shows a therapeutic device 100 coupled to an injector 701 that

removes material from the device 100 and injects therapeutic agent 702 into the device 100.

The injector picks up spent media 703 and refills the injector with fresh therapeutic agent. The

therapeutic agent is injected into the therapeutic device 100. The spent media is pulled up into

the injector. The injector may comprise a stopper mechanism 704.

[0338] The injector 701 may comprise a first container 702C to contain a

formulation of therapeutic agent 702 and a second container 703C to receive the spent media

703. Removal of spent media 703 comprising material from the container reservoir of the

therapeutic device 100 can remove particulate from the therapeutic device 100, for example

particles comprised of aggregated therapeutic agent such as protein. The needle 189 may

comprise a double lumen needle with a first lumen coupled to the first container 702C and a

second lumen coupled to the second container 703C, such that spent media 703 passes from the

container reservoir of device 100 to the injector. A valve 703V, for example a vent, can be

disposed between the second lumen and the second container. When the valve 703V is open

and therapeutic agent is injected, spent media 703 from the container reservoir of the

therapeutic device 100 can passe to the second container of the injector 701, such that at least a

portion of the spent media within the therapeutic device 100 is exchanged with the formulation.

When the valve 703V is closed and the therapeutic agent is injected, a portion of the

therapeutic agent passes from the reservoir of the therapeutic device 100 into the eye 10. For

example, a first portion of formulation of therapeutic agent can be injected into therapeutic

device 100 when the valve 703V is open such that the first portion of the formulation is

exchanged with material disposed within the reservoir; the valve 703V can then be closed and a

second portion of the formulation can be injected into therapeutic device 100 such that at least a

portion of the first portion passes through the porous structure 150 into the eye 10.

Alternatively or in combination, a portion of the second portion of injected formulation may

pass through the porous structure 150 when the second portion is injected into the eye 10. The

second portion of formulation can be injected when the valve 703V is closed may correspond

to a volume of formulation that passes through the porous structure 150 into the vitreous humor

30 to treat the patient immediately. Additionally, the needle 189 may comprise a dual lumen

needle, for example as described with reference to FIG. 49.



[0339] FIG. 47 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 coupled to an

injector 701 to inject and remove material from the device 100. The injector may comprise a

two needle system configured to insert into a container of the device 100. The injector may

simultaneously inject therapeutic agent through the first needle 705 (the injection needle) while

withdrawing liquid from the device 100 through the second needle 706 (the vent needle). The

injection needle may be longer and/or have a smaller diameter than the vent needle to facilitate

removal of prior material from the device 100. The vent needle may also be attached to a

vacuum to facilitate removal of prior material from the device 100.

[0340] FIG. 48 shows a therapeutic device 100 comprising a penetrable barrier

coupled to an injector needle 189 comprising a stop 189S that positions the distal end of the

needle near the proximal end of the reservoir 140 of the device 100 which can flush the

reservoir with at least one ejection of liquid formulation through the porous frit structure, in

accordance with embodiments. For example, the injector needle 189 may comprise a single

lumen needle having a bevel that extends approximately 0.5 mm along the shaft of the needle

from the tip of the needle to the annular portion of the needle. The stop 189S can be sized and

positioned along an axis of the needle such that the needle tip extends a stop distance 189SD

into the reservoir 140 as defined by the length of the needle from the stop 189S to the tip and

the thickness of the penetrable barrier, in which the stop distance 189SD is within a range from

about 0.5 to about 2 mm. The reservoir 140 may extend a distance along an axis of the

therapeutic device 100 within a range from about 4 to 8 mm. A volume comprising a quantity

of liquid formulation within a range from about 20 to about 200 uL, for example about 50 uL

can be injected into the therapeutic device 100 with the needle tip disposed on the distal end.

The volume of the reservoir 140 can be less than the injection volume of the formulation of

therapeutic agent, such that liquid is flushed through the porous structure 150. For example,

the reservoir 140 may comprise a volume within a range from about 20 to 40 uL, and the

injection volume of the liquid formulation of therapeutic agent may comprise about 40 to 100

uL, for example about 50 uL.

[0341] FIG. 49 shows a therapeutic device 100 comprising a penetrable barrier

coupled to a needle 189 of an injector 701 to inject and remove material from the device 100

such that the liquid in the reservoir 140 is exchanged with the injected formulation. The needle

comprises at least one lumen and may comprise a concentric double lumen needle 189DL with



a distal end coupled to the inner lumen to inject formulation of the therapeutic agent into the

therapeutic device 100 and a proximal vent 189V to receive liquid into the needle when the

formulation is injected. Alternatively, the vent 189V may correspond to an opening on the

distal end of the inner lumen of the needle and the outer lumen may comprise a proximal

opening to inject therapeutic agent formulation into a proximal portion of the container

reservoir 140. For example, a filling efficiency of at least about 80%, for example 90% or

more, can be achieved with injector apparatus and needles as described above.

[0342] The vent 189V may comprise a resistance to flow of the injected

formulation, and the porous structure 150 may comprise a resistance to flow. The resistance to

flow of the vent 189V can be lower than the resistance to flow of the porous structure 150 so as

to inhibit release of a bolus when the therapeutic formulation is placed in the reservoir 140

chamber. Alternatively, the injector 701 can inject a bolus as described herein.

[0343] FIG. 50 shows an embodiment of a deformable visual indicator 189DS.

The deformable visual indicator 189DS can be coupled to a support, for example stop 189S,

such that the visual indicator 189DS can deform to indicate when the needle is positioned to an

appropriate depth 189SD. The visual indicator 189DS can be used with an injector, such as a

syringe, and can be used for injections into one or more of many tissues such as dental, internal

tissues during surgery and ocular tissues such as the conjunctiva of the eye 10. The needle 189

may comprise a silicon needle, for example a 25 GA or more needle, for example a 30 GA

needle.

[0344] The visual indicator 189DS may comprise a bright color and may

comprise a soft deformable material such as silicone, and may have a Shore A hardness from

about 5 to about 30, for example. The stop 189S may comprise a dark color, such that the

deformable indicator becomes visible when coupled to tissue. Prior to contact with the tissue,

the deformable indicator 189DS can have a first width 189DSWl .

[0345] Fig. 5 1 shows the visual indicator 189DS coupled to soft tissue, such as

tissue of an eye 10, for example the conjunctiva positioned over the penetrable barrier of the

therapeutic device 100. The visual indicator 189DS can be deformed and comprise a second

width 189DSW2 that is greater than the first width 189DSW1 such that the deformable

indicator is visible when viewed when coupled to the tissue surface. Such visual indication of

coupling can be helpful to ensure that the correct amount of pressure is applied by the health



care provider and also so that the needle tips is located at an intended distance below the

surface of the tissue.

[0346] FIG. 52 shows a therapeutic device 100 coupled to injector 70 lor 187

with one or more of potentially insufficient force prior to injection or potentially insufficient

depth. As noted above, the therapeutic device 100 may provide at least some resistance to

flow, and the visual indicator 189DS can indicate when operator has applied sufficient force to

counter reactive force of the injection. Also, the percent mixing can be related to the accuracy

of the injection, for example with a bolus injection through the therapeutic device 100, and

placement of the needle tip at depth 189SD with an accuracy of better than about 1 mm or less

can ensure that the mixing and/or exchange amount injections is consistent such that the dosage

of therapeutic agent can be delivered accurately.

[0347] FIG. 53 shows a therapeutic device 100 coupled to injector 701 or 187

with one or more of potentially insufficient force prior to injection or potentially insufficient

depth.

[0348] Fig. 54 to Fig. 59 show embodiments of sliding coupling of a valve

703V to a plunger coupled to a piston 70 IP which can exchange a first intended volume of

liquid within the reservoir 140 with a volume of formulation of therapeutic agent and close the

valve so as to inject a second volume of liquid through the porous frit structure. FIGS. 54, 56

and 58 show embodiments of a first configuration with the injector 701 coupled to a double

lumen needle 189DL such that a second lumen 189B injects therapeutic agent 110 from a

chamber 702C into device 100. A second container 703C is coupled to a first lumen 189A that

extends to the chamber of the reservoir 140 container and receives liquid from device 100, such

that liquid of device 100 is exchanged. A switching valve 703V comprises a first moving

component, for example a sliding component, and a second component comprising an opening

that can be blocked, for example covered, with the moving component. A piston 70 IP is

moved toward the device 100 with a plunger, and the sliding component of switching valve

703V is coupled to the plunger and piston 70 IP. When the piston 70 IP has advanced to

exchange an intended amount of liquid and an intended amount of the formulation the

therapeutic agent 110 remains in chamber 702C, the sliding component of valve 703V covers

and blocks the opening component of valve 703V. With valve 703V closed, an intended

amount of therapeutic agent 110 is injected into device 100, for example such that a bolus



amount of therapeutic agent 110 can be injected from device 100. A portion of the formulation

of therapeutic agent 110 injected into device 100 can be retained in device 100 for release for

an extended time. For example, the moving component of the valve 703V may comprise one

or more of many components such as a ball valve, a sleeve, a gasket, a piston having holes, or a

one way pressure valve, a solenoid, or a servo, for example.

[0349] FIG. 60 and FIG. 6 1 show a first configuration of an injector 701 to

maintain the rate of flow into device 100 to within about +/- 50%, for example to within about

+/- 25%, such that the time to inject the therapeutic agent 110 into device 100 remains a

substantially constant amount. For example, as the release rate index can be less than about

0.5, for example less than about 0.1, for example less than about 0.05, and the amount of time

to inject a substantially fixed volume of the therapeutic device 100 can be inversely related to

the release rate index.

[0350] The injector 701 can comprise a mechanism to maintain the rate of flow

into the device 100 and limit a maximum amount of flow, for example with a spring. The

mechanism may comprise one or more of a mechanical mechanism, an electrical mechanism, a

pneumatic mechanism, or a hydraulic mechanism, or combinations thereof. Although a

mechanical mechanism is shown, the above described mechanisms can provide similar results.

The visible indicator 189DS can be used to indicate to the operator that injector is coupled to

the therapeutic device 100 implanted in the eye 10 at a depth for injection. The operator can

then depress the plunger.

[035 1] In some embodiments the plunger comprises a telescopic joint and a

spring, such that the joint can be slid together such that the plunger is urged downward to

contact the stop. When the plunger is urged downward, the spring can be compressed when the

ends of the telescopic joint come together. The compressed spring urges the piston toward the

therapeutic device 100 such that the formulation of therapeutic agent 110 is injected into the

therapeutic device 100 with the force of the spring. The valve 703V can close as described

above. The second portion of the injection corresponding to the bolus injection is injected into

the therapeutic device 100 and through porous structure 150.

[0352] FIGS. 62-66 show an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100

comprising a retention structure 120 having a cross-section sized to fit in an elongate incision.

The cross-section sized to fit in the elongate incision may comprise a narrow portion 120N of



retention structure 120 that is sized smaller than the flange 122. The narrow portion 120N can

be sized to fit in the elongate incision and may comprise an elongate cross section 120NE sized

to fit in the incision. The narrow portion 120N may comprise a cross-section having a first

cross-sectional distance across, or first dimensional width, and a second cross-sectional

distance across, or second dimensional width, in which the first cross-sectional distance across

is greater than the second cross-sectional distance across such that the narrow portion 120N

comprises an elongate cross-sectional profile.

[0353] For example, the elongate cross section 120NE of the narrow portion

120N can be sized in many ways to fit the incision. The elongate cross section 120NE can

comprise a first dimension longer than a second dimension and may comprise one or more of

many shapes such as dilated slot, dilated slit, lentoid, oval, ovoid, or elliptical. The dilated slit

shape and dilated slot shape may correspond to the shape sclera tissue assumes when cut and

dilated. The lentoid shape may correspond to a biconvex lens shape. The elongate cross-

section of the narrow portion may comprise a first curve along an first axis and a second curve

along a second axis different than the first curve.

[0354] FIG. 67 shows an embodiment of a cutting tool 710 comprising a blade

714 having a width 712 corresponding to perimeter 160P of the barrier 160 and the perimeter

160NP of the narrow portion (see also FIGS. 64 and 65). The cutting tool 710 can be sized to

the narrow portion 120N so as to seal the incision with the narrow portion when the narrow

portion is positioned against the sclera. For example, the width 712 may comprise about one

half of the perimeter 160P of the barrier 160 and about one half of the perimeter 160NP of the

narrow portion 160N. For example, the outside diameter of the tube of barrier 160 may

comprise about 3 mm such that the perimeter of 160P comprises about 6 mm, and the narrow

portion perimeter 160NP may comprise about 6 mm. The width 712 of the blade 710 may

comprise about 3 mm such that the incision comprises an opening having a perimeter of about

6 mm so as to seal the incision with the narrow portion 160P. Alternatively, perimeter 160P of

barrier 160 may comprise a size slightly larger than the incision and the perimeter of the narrow

portion.

[0355] The retention structure can comprise a narrow section 120N having a

short distance 120NS and a long distance 120NL so as to fit in an elongate incision along the

pars plana 25 of the eye (see FIGS. 72 and 73). In addition, the retention structure can



comprise an extension 122. The extension 122 of the retention structure 120E can comprise a

short distance across and a long distance across, aligned with the short distance and long

distance of the narrow portion 120N of the retention structure 120. The narrow portion 120

may comprise an indentation 1201 (see FIG. 65 and 69) sized to receive the sclera.

[0356] FIGS. 68 and 69 show distal cross-sectional view and a proximal cross-

sectional view, respectively, of therapeutic device 100 comprising a non-circular cross-section.

The porous structure 150 can be located on a distal end portion of the therapeutic device 100,

and the retention structure 120 can be located on a proximal portion of therapeutic device 100.

The barrier 160 defines a size of reservoir 140. The barrier 160 and reservoir 140 may each

comprise an elliptical or oval cross-sectional size, for example. The barrier 160 can comprise a

first cross-sectional distance across reservoir 140, and a second cross-sectional distance across

reservoir 140, and the first distance across may extend across a long (major) axis of an ellipse

and the second distance across may extend across a short (minor) axis of the ellipse. This

elongation of the device 100 along one direction can allow for increased drug in the reservoir

with a decrease interference in vision, for example, as the major axis of the ellipse can be

aligned substantially with the circumference of the pars plana 25 region of the eye 10 extending

substantially around the cornea 12 of the eye 10, and the minor axis of the ellipse can be

aligned radially with the eye 10 so as to decrease interference with vision as the short axis of

the ellipse extends toward the optical axis of the eye 10 corresponding to the patient's line of

sight through the pupil. Although reference is made to an elliptical or oval cross-section, many

cross-sectional sizes and shapes can be used such as rectangular with a short dimension

extending toward the pupil of the eye 10 and the long dimension extending along the pars plana

25 of the eye 10.

[0357] The retention structure 120 may comprise structures corresponding to

structure of the cross-sectional area. For example, the extension 122 may comprise a first

distance across and a second distance across, with the first distance across greater than the

second distance across. The extension may comprise many shapes, such as rectangular, oval,

or elliptical, and the long distance across can correspond to the long distance of the reservoir

and barrier. The retention structure 120 may comprise the narrow portion 120N having an

indentation 1201 extending around an access port to the therapeutic device 100, as described

above. The indentation 1201 and extension 122 may each comprise an elliptical or oval profile



with a first long (major) axis of the ellipse extending in the first direction and a second short

(minor) axis of the ellipse extending in the second direction. The long axis can be aligned so as

to extend circumferentially along the pars plana 25 of the eye 10, and the short axis can be

aligned so as to extend toward the pupil of the eye 10, such that the orientation of device 100

can be determined with visual examination by the treating physician.

[0358] FIGS. 70-74 shows an embodiment of the therapeutic device 100 having

a retention structure 120 comprising a narrow portion 120N with an elongate cross-sectional

size 120NE.

[0359] FIG. 75 to FIG. 77 show exploded assembly illustrations for the

therapeutic device 100 as in FIGS. 70 to 74. The assembly drawings of FIG. 75-77 show

isometric and thin side profiles views, respectively, of the elongate portion 120NE of the

narrow portion 120N of the retention structure 120. The therapeutic device 100 can include an

elongate axis 100A.

[0360] The penetrable barrier 184, for example the septum, can be inserted into

the access port 180. The penetrable barrier may comprise an elastic material sized such that the

penetrable barrier can be inserted into the access port 180. The penetrable barrier may

comprise one or more elastic materials such as siloxane or rubber. The penetrable barrier may

comprise tabs 184T to retain the penetrable barrier in the access port. The penetrable barrier

184 may comprise a beveled upper rim 184R sized to seal the access port 180. The access port

180 of the reservoir container 130 may comprise a beveled upper surface to engage the beveled

rim and seal the penetrable barrier 184 against the access port 180 when the tabs 184T engage

an inner annular or elongate channel of the access port 180. The penetrable barrier 184 may

comprise an opaque material, for example a grey material, for example silicone, such that the

penetrable barrier 184 can be visualized by the patient and treating physician.

[0361] The reservoir 140 container 130 of the device 100 may comprise a rigid

biocompatible material that extends at least from the retention structure 120 to the rigid porous

structure, such that the reservoir 140 comprises a substantially constant volume when the

therapeutic agent 110 is released with the rigid porous structure so as to maintain a stable

release rate profile, for example when the patient moves. Alternatively or in combination, the

reservoir 140 container 130 may comprise an optically transmissive material such that the

reservoir 140 container 130 can be translucent, for example transparent, such that the chamber



of reservoir 140 can be visualized when the device 100 is loaded with therapeutic agent 110

outside the patient prior to implantation, for example when injected with a formulation of

therapeutic agent 110 prior to implantation in the physician's office. This visualization of the

reservoir 140 can be helpful to ensure that the reservoir 140 is properly filled with therapeutic

agent 110 by the treating physician or assistant prior to implantation.

[0362] The reservoir container 130 may comprise one or more of many

biocompatible materials such as acrylates, polymethylmethacrylate, siloxanes, metals, titanium

stainless steel, polycarbonate, polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyethylene, polyethylene

terephthalate (PET), polyimide, polyamide-imide, polypropylene, polysulfone, polyurethane,

polyvinylidene fluoride or PTFE. The biocompatible material of the reservoir 140 container

may comprise an optically transmissive material such as one or more of acrylate, polyacrylate,

methlymethacraylate, polymethlymethacrylate (PMMA), polyacarbonate or siloxane. The

reservoir container 130 can be machined from a piece of material, or injection molded, so as to

form the retention structure 120 comprising flange 122 and the elongate narrow portion 120NE.

[0363] The flange 122 may comprise a translucent material such that the

physician can visualize tissue under the flange to assess the patient and to decrease appearance

of the device 100 when implanted. The reservoir 140 container 130 may comprise a channel

extending along axis 100A from the access port 180 to porous structure 150, such that

formulation injected into device 100 can be release in accordance with the volume of the

reservoir 140 and release rate of the porous structure 150 as described herein. The porous

structure 150 can be affixed to the distal end of therapeutic device 100, for example with glue.

Alternatively or in combination, the distal end of the reservoir 140 container 130 may comprise

an inner diameter sized to receive the porous structure 150, and the reservoir container 130 may

comprise a stop to position the porous structure 150 at a predetermined location on the distal

end so as to define a predetermined size of reservoir 140.

[0364] FIG. 78 shows an embodiement of an expandable therapeutic device 790

comprising expandable barrier material 160 and support 160S in an expanded configuration for

extended release of the therapeutic agent 110. The expanded configuration can store an

increased amount of therapeutic agent 110, for example from about 30 uL to about 100 uL.

The expandable device can comprise a retention structure 120 and an expandable reservoir 140.

The support 160S may comprise a resilient material configured for compression, for example



resilient metal or thermoplastic. Alternatively, the expandable support 160S may be bent when

expanded. The expandable device 790 can comprise the porous structure 150 disposed on a

distal end, and affixed to the expandable support 160S. The expandable device 790 may

comprise an access port 180, for example with a penetrable barrier 184. In the expanded

configuration, the device is substantially clear from a majority of the optical path OP of the

patient

[0365] The support 160S of the expandable barrier 160 can provide a

substantially constant volume of the reservoir 140 in the expanded configuration. The

substantially constant volume, for example +/- 25%, can be combined with the release rate

index of the porous structure 150 so as to tune the expanded reservoir and porous structure 150

to the volume of therapeutic agent 110 to be injected into the therapeutic device as described

herein. The barrier 160 may comprise a thin compliant material, for example a membrane, and

the support 160S can urge the barrier 160 to an expanded configuration so as to define the

reservoir 140 chamber having the substantially constant volume.

[0366] FIG. 79 shows the distal end portion of the support 160S. The support

160S may comprise struts that extend to an annular flange 160SF that supports the porous

structure 150 on the distal end of device 100.

[0367] FIG. 80 shows the support 160S disposed inside the barrier 160 so as to

provide the substantially constant expanded volume of the reservoir 140 chamber.

[0368] FIG. 8 1 shows the support 160S disposed along the inner surface of the

barrier 160 so as to provide the substantially constant expanded volume of the reservoir 140

chamber. The support 160 can be bonded to the barrier 160 in many ways, for example with a

bonding agent such as glue or resin, or with thermal bonding. The support 160S can be

disposed on the outside of barrier 160.

[0369] EXPANDABLE THERAPEUTIC DEVICE HAVING A

SUBSTANTIALLY CONSTANT RESERVOIR CHAMBER VOLUME CONFIGURED TO

DECREASE CROSS-SECTIONAL SIZE FOR REMOVAL

[0370] The therapeutic device 100 may comprise an expandable device that can

be collapsible in cross-section for removal and comprises a substantially constant reservoir

volume and substantially constant release rate index when expanded such that the device can be

tuned to receive an amount of formulation of therapeutic agent 110. The expandable device



may comprise an expandable therapeutic device comprise the retention structure to couple to

the sclera, a penetrable barrier and a flexible support coupled to a flexible barrier. The flexible

support can be expandable from a first elongate narrow profile configuration having a first

length and a first cross-sectional size to a second wide profile configuration having a second

length and a second cross-sectional size. The second wide profile configuration can define a

chamber having a substantially constant volume when placed in the eye 10, in which the first

length greater than the second length, and the first cross-sectional size can be smaller than the

second cross-sectional size. The flexible support and the flexible barrier can have sufficient

flexibility so as to increase the length from the second length to the first length and decrease the

cross-sectional size from the second size to the first size when an elongate structure is advanced

through the penetrable barrier.

[0371] The therapeutic device may comprise an expandable and collapsible

container shaped with a support structure positioned away from visual path so as to increase

chamber reservoir volume without inhibiting vision. In addition, the therapeutic device may

comprise a collapsible cross-section for removal. The therapeutic device may comprise a

substantially fixed expanded volume, such that the substantially fixed volume is tuned to

receive injection of therapeutic agent 110. The substantially fixed volume may comprise a

volume fixed to within +/- 50%, for example to within +/- 25%. The therapeutic device may

comprise a collapsed cross-sectional size of 1 mm or less for insertion and insertion size, but

could be up to 2 mm.

[0372] The therapeutic device may comprise a volume sized to receive injection

from about 1 uL to about 100 uL (most formulations are 50 uL injection), for example a

chamber reservoir of 100 uL in the expanded substantially fixed volume configuration.

[0373] The Expandable support frame may comprise one or more of the

following: a support frame comprising wire, nitinol, thermoplastic, etc.; coupling to a flexible

barrier comprising one or more of a balloon, sheet, membrane, or membrane define the shape

of chamber with the support and barrier; support frame can be on inside, outside or within

flexible barrier material, self-expanding material or actuated, or combinations thereof;

expandable for small insertion incision, for example when the length of the device decreases to

expand the cross-sectional size to define the chamber having substantially constant volume,

collapsible for removal through incision, for example when the length of the device increases to



decrease cross-sectional size for removal, one or more support configurations, braided support

(elongated/thin to position the expandable device, e.g. with mandrel). Expansion volume of

reservoir may be limited to no more than 0.2 mL, such that IOP is not substantially increased

when the device expands to the substantially constant volume wide profile configuration.

[0374] FIG. 82 shows an embodiement of an elongate structure of a removal

apparatus inserted into the expandable and collapsible cross-section device to decrease the

cross-sectional width of the device. The removal apparatus may comprise a guide and coupling

structure. The coupling structure may comprise one or more of a u-shaped flange, tines, jaws,

clamps, to couple to the retention structure. The guide may comprise one or more of a channel,

loop, hole or other structure coupled to the coupling structure to align the elongate structure

with the therapeutic device to advance the elongate structure through the penetrable barrier and

along the axis 100A to the distal portion comprising the stop. The stop may comprise the rigid

porous structure 150 or other structure coupled to the support 160S.

[0375] FIG. 83 shows the first elongate profile configuration of support 160S

comprising first length L I and first width Wl . FIG. 84 shows the second wide profile

configuration of support 160S comprising second length L2 and second width W2.

[0376] The support 160S may comprise a first proximal annular portion 160SA,

for example a ring structure, a second distal annular portion 160SB, for example a ring

structure, and struts 160SS extending axially therebetween. The struts 160SS can extend

axially from the first proximal annular portion 160SA comprising the first ring structure to the

second ring structure. The first proximal portion 160SA may support the penetrable barrier 184

and be sized to receive the elongate structure. The second distal annular portion 160B can be

coupled to the rigid porous structure 150, for example with the flange, such that the elongate

structure can urge the porous structure 150 axially along axis 100A so as to increase the length

from second length L2 to first length L I to remove the therapeutic device.

[0377] The support 160 may comprise a flexible material, for example a shape

memory material or flexible metal or plastic, such that the struts 160SS extending from the

proximal ring structure to the distal ring structure can be compressed when placed in the

cannula as described above and then separate to define the chamber when passed through the

cannula in to the eye 10 so as to define the reservoir 140 chamber having the substantially

constant volume. When the elongate structure urges the rigid porous structure away from the



proximal end coupled to the coupling so as to increase the length of device 790, the cross-

sectional width is decreased to remove the expandable therapeutic device 790.

[0378] FIG. 85 shows an example of the expandable therapeutic device 790 as

in FIG. 78 in a narrow profile configuration suitable for use in an injection lumen.

[0379] FIG. 86 shows an example of the expandable therapeutic device 790 as

in FIG. 78 in an expanded profile configuration, suitable for retention, for example with the

sclera.

[0380] FIGS. 87 and 88 show an expandable retention structure 792. The

expandable retention structure 792 can be used with the expandable therapeutic device 790, or

with a substantially fixed reservoir and container device as described above. The expandable

retention structure 792 can comprise many compressible or expandable or resilient materials or

combinations thereof. The expandable retention structure 792 can comprise an extension 120E

that can expand from the narrow profile configuration to the expanded configuration, for

example with tabs and flanges comprising resilient material. The upper portion can be inclined

proximally and the distal portion can be inclined distally, such that the retention structure 792

expands to engage opposite sides of the sclera. The resilient material may comprise a

thermoplastic material, a resilient metal, a shape memory material, and combinations thereof.

[0381] FIG. 89 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 comprising

porous structure 150 positioned in an eye 10 to deliver a therapeutic agent 110 to a target

location on or near the retina 26, for example choroidal neovasculaturization of a lesion on or

near the retina 26. For example, the lesion may comprise one or more buckling, folding,

bending or separation of the retina 26 from the choroid 28 related to neovascularization of

corresponding vascular tissue associated with blood supply to the retina 26, and the neovascular

tissue corresponding to the lesion of the retina 26 may be targeted. The vitreous humor 30 of

the eye 10 may comprise convective current flows that extend along flow paths 799. The

convective flow paths may comprise flow channels. Although small molecules can be

delivered to a target location of the retina 26 in accordance with the flow paths, therapeutic

agent 110 comprising large molecules, for example with antibody fragments or antibodies, can

be delivered substantially with the convective flow paths as the molecular diffusion of large

molecules in the vitreous humor 30 can be somewhat lower than small molecules.



[0382] The therapeutic device 100 can be sized such that porous structure 150 is

positioned along a flow path extending toward a target location of the retina 26. The

therapeutic agent 110 can be released along the flow path, such that the flow of vitreous humor

30 transports the therapeutic agent 110 to the retina 26. The porous structure 150 can be

disposed on a distal portion of the therapeutic device 100, for example on a distal end, and the

reservoir 140 can be sized for delivery for the extended time. The retention structure 120 can

be proximally located. The therapeutic device 100 can be sized such that the porous structure

150 is positioned in the flow path corresponding to the target region. A surgeon may identify a

target region 798 of the retina 26, for example corresponding to a lesion, and the therapeutic

device 100 can be positioned along the pars plana 25 or other location such that the therapeutic

agent 110 is released to the target region.

[0383] FIG. 90 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 comprising

porous structure 150 located on a proximal portion of the device to deliver a therapeutic agent

110 to one or more of the ciliary body or the trabecular meshwork when implanted in the eye

10. The porous structure 150 can be located near retention structure 120 such that the porous

structure 150 is positioned in the vitreous substantially away from the flow paths extending to

retina 26, as noted above. The porous structure 150 can be located on a side of the therapeutic

device 100 so as to release the therapeutic agent 110 toward a target tissue. While many

therapeutic agents can be used, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise a prostaglandin or

analog, such as bimatoprost or latanoprost, such that the therapeutic agent 110 can be released

toward one or more of the ciliary body or trabecular meshwork when implanted in the vitreous

humor 30 with the retention structure coupled to the sclera.

[0384] FIG. 9 1 shows an embodiment of a therapeutic device 100 comprising

porous structure 150 oriented to release the therapeutic agent 110 away from the lens and

toward the retina 26. For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise a steroid, and the

steroid can be released from porous structure 150 away from the lens and toward the retina 26.

For example, the porous structure 150 can be oriented relative to an axis 100A of the

therapeutic device 100. The outer side of porous structure 150 can be oriented at least partially

toward the retina 26 and away from the lens, for example along a flow path as described above

so as to treat a target region of the retina 26. The barrier 160 can extend between the porous

structure 150 and the lens of the eye 10 when implanted such that release of therapeutic agent



110 toward the lens can be inhibited with barrier 160. The retention structure 120 may

comprise a long distance across and a short distance across as described above. The porous

structure 150 can be oriented in relation to the short and long distances of the extensions 122,

such that the outer side of porous structure 150 is oriented at least partially toward the retina 26

and along the flow path when the long distance of the retention structure extends along the pars

plana 25 and the short distance extends toward the pupil.

[0385] FIG. 92 shows an embodiment of a kit 789 comprising a placement

instrument 750, a container 780, and a therapeutic device 100 disposed within the container

780. The reservoir 140 of the therapeutic device 100 disposed in the container 780 may

comprise a non-therapeutic solution, for example saline, such that the channels 156 of the

porous structure 150 can comprise liquid water to inhibit bubble formation when the

formulation of therapeutic agent 110 is injected into the device 100. The kit may also comprise

the syringe 188, needle 189 and stop 189S to insert the needle tip to a maximum stop distance

within the reservoir 140 as described above. The kit may contain instructions for use 7891, and

may contain a container 1IOC comprising a formulation of therapeutic agent 110.

[0386] TUNING OF THERAPEUTIC DEVICE FOR SUSTAINED RELEASE

BASED ON AN INJECTION OF A FORMULATION

[0387] The therapeutic device 100 can be tuned to deliver a target therapeutic

concentration profile based on the volume of formulation injected into the device 100. The

injected volume may comprise a substantially fixed volume, for example within about +/-30%

of an intended pre-determined target volume. The volume of the reservoir 140 can be sized

with the release rate index so as to release the therapeutic agent 110 for an extended time

substantially greater than the treatment time of a corresponding bolus injection. The device

100 can also be tuned to release the therapeutic agent 110 based on the half life of the

therapeutic agent 110 in the eye 10. The device volume and release rate index can comprise

parameters that can be tuned together based on the volume of formulation injected and the half

life of the therapeutic agent 110 in the eye 10. The following equations can be used to

determine therapeutic device 100 parameters suitable for tuning the device.

Rate = Vr(dCr/dt) = -D(PA/TL)Cr

where Rate = Rate of release of therapeutic agent from device



Cr = concentration of therapeutic agent in reservoir

Vr = volume of reservoir

D = Diffusion constant

PA/TL = RRI

P = porosity

A = area

T = tortuosity = F = channel parameter.

For a substantially fixed volume injection,

CrO = (Injection Volume)(Concentration of Formulation)/Vr

Where CrO = initial concentration in reservoir following injection of formulation

For Injection Volume = 50 uL

CrO = (0.05 mL)(10 mg/mL)/Vr (1000 ug/ 1 mg) = 500 ug / Vr

Rate = x(500 ug)exp(-xt)

where t = time

x = (D/Vr)(PA/TL)

With a mass balance on the vitreous

Vv(dCv/dt) = Rate from device = kVvCv

where Vv = volume of vitreous (about 4.5 ml)

Cv = concentration of therapeutic agent in vitreous

k = rate of drug from vitreous ( proportional to 1 / half life of drug in vitreous)

[0388] For the situation appropriate for the embodiments as described herein

where Cv remains substantially constant and changes slowly with time (i.e. dCv/dt is

approximately 0),



Cv = (Rate from device)/(kVv)

[0389] Since kVv can be substantially constant, the max value of Cv will

correspond to conditions that maximize the Rate from the device 100. At a given time since

injection into the device (e.g., 180 days), the maximum Cv can be found at the value of x that

provides the maximum rate. The optimal value of x satisfies:

d(Rate)/dx = 0 at a given time.

Rate = 500(x)exp(-xt) = f(x)g(x) where f(x)=500x and g(x) = exp (-xt)

d(Rate)/dx = f (x)g(x) + f(x)g'(x) = 500(1 -xt)exp(-xt)

For a given time, t, d(Rate)/dx = 0 when 1-xt = 0 and xt = 1

The rate is maximum when (D/Vr)(PA/TL)t = 1.

For a given volume, optimal PA/TL = optimal RRI = Vr/(Dt)

Therefore the highest Cv at a given time, t, occurs for the optimal RRI = (PA/FL) for a given

Vr.

Also, the ratio (Vr)/(RRI) = (Vr)/(PA/TL) = Dt will determine the optimal rate at the time.

[0390] The above equations can provide approximate optimized values that,

when combined with numerical simulations, can provide optimal values of Vr and PA/TL. The

final optimum value can depend on additional parameters, such as the filling efficiency.

[0391] The above parameters can be used to determine the optimal RRI, and the

therapeutic device 100 can be tuned to the volume of formulation injected into the device 100

with a device reservoir volume and release rate index within about +/- 50% of the optimal

values, for example +/- 30% of the optimal values. For example, for an optimal release rate

index of the porous structure 150 and an optimal reservoir volume sized to receive a

predetermined quantity of therapeutic agent 110, e.g. 50 uL, so as to achieve therapeutic

concentrations above a minimum inhibitory concentration for a predetermined extended time

such as 90 days, the maximum volume of the reservoir 140 can be limited to no more than

about twice the optimal volume. This tuning of the reservoir volume and the porous structure

150 to the injected volume of the commercially available formulation can increase the time of



release of therapeutic amounts from the device 100 as compared to a much larger reservoir

volume that receives the same volume of commercially available injectable formulation.

[0392] Although many examples as described herein show a porous frit

structure and reservoir volume tuned together to receive a quantity of formulation and provide

release for an extended time, the porous structure 150 tuned with the reservoir 140 may

comprise one or more of a porous frit, a permeable membrane, a semi-permeable membrane, a

capillary tube or a tortuous channel, nano-structures, nano-channels or sintered nano-particles,

and a person of ordinary skill in the art can determine the release rate characteristics, for

example a release rate index, so as to tune the one or more porous structures and the volume to

receive the quantity of the formulation and release therapeutic amounts for an extended time.

[0393] As an example, the optimal RRI at 180 days can be determined for a

reservoir volume of about 125 uL. Based on the above equations (Vr/Dt) = optimal RRI, such

that the optimal RRI at 180 days is about 0.085 for the 50 uL formulation volume injected into

the device 100. The corresponding Cv is about 3.19 ug/mL at 180 days based on the rate of

drug released from the device 100 at 180 days and the rate of the drug from the vitreous (k

corresponding to a half life of about 9 days). A device 100 with a container reservoir volume

of 63 uL and RRI of 0.044 can also provide the optimal Cv at 180 days since the ratio of Vr to

PA TL may also be optimal. Although an optimal value can be determined, the therapeutic

device 100 can be tuned to provide therapeutic amounts of drug at a targeted time, for example

180 days, with many values of the reservoir volume and many values of the release rate index

near the optimal values, for example within about +/- 50% of the optimal values. Although the

volume of the reservoir 140 can be substantially fixed, the volume of the reservoir 140 can

vary, for example within about +/- 50% as with an expandable reservoir 140 such as a balloon

reservoir.

[0394] The half life of the drug in the vitreous humor 30 of the eye 10 can be

determined based on the therapeutic agent 110 and the type of eye 10, for example human,

rabbit or monkey, such that the half life may be determined based on the species of the eye, for

example. With at least some animal models the half life of the therapeutic agent 110 in the

vitreous humor 30 can be shorter than for human eyes, for example by a factor of about two in

at least some instances. For example, the half-life of the therapeutic agent Lucentis™

(ranibizumab) can be about nine days in the human eye and about two to four days in the rabbit



and monkey animal models. For small molecules, the half life in the vitreous humor 30 of the

human eye can be about two to three hours and can be about one hour in the monkey and rabbit

animal models. The therapeutic device 100 can be tuned to receive the volume of formulation

based on the half life of the therapeutic agent 110 in the human vitreous humor 30, or an animal

vitreous humor 30, or combinations thereof. Based on the teachings described herein, a person

of ordinary skill in the art can determine empirically the half life of the therapeutic agent 110 in

the eye 10 based on the type of eye 10 and the therapeutic agent 110, such that the reservoir

140 and porous structure 150 can be tuned together so as to receive the volume of formulation

and provide therapeutic amounts for the extended time.

EXPERIMENTAL

Example 1

[0395] FIG. 93 shows an embodiment of reservoirs with exit ports of defined

diameters fabricated from 1 mL syringes with Luer-Lok™ tips and needles of varying

diameter. The needles can be trimmed to a total length of 8 mm, where 2 mm can extend

beyond the needle hub. Metal burrs can be removed under a microscope. FIG. 94 shows an

example of the needles attached to syringes 188 which were then filled with a solution of 2.4

mg/mL fluorescein sodium, molecular weight 376 Da, in phosphate buffer (Spectrum

Chemicals, B-210.). Bubbles can be removed and the syringes adjusted to be able to dispense

0.05 mL. The shape of the resulting reservoir is shown by way of example in FIG. 94. The first

expanded region can be defined by the inside of the needle hub and the tip of the syringe 188.

The second expanded region can be inside the syringe 188. The total volume of the reservoir

can be 0.14 mL.

[0396] Once filled, the outside of the reservoirs can be rinsed of excess

fluorescein by submerging in PBS.

[0397] FIG. 95 shows an example of the reservoirs placed into 4 mL vials

containing 1.5 mL buffer at room temperature. Collars cut from rubber tubing can be placed

around the syringe 188 barrels to position the top of the reservoir to match the height of buffer

in the vial to avoid any pressure differential. The tops of the vials can be sealed with parafilm

to avoid evaporation. At periodic intervals, the reservoirs can be moved to new vials containing

buffer. The amount of fluorescein transported from the reservoir through the exit port was



determined by measuring the amount of fluorescein in the vials via absorption of visible light

(492 nm).

Table 1C Release of Fluorescein through Exit Port

The initial release rate (averaged over 0.5-4 days) can be proportional to the area of

the exit port opening.

[0398] The cumulative amount released into the vials is shown in FIG. 96. The

amount released in a week ranged from 2 to 20%. An average delivery rate was determined

from the slope for data collected between 0.5 and 4.5 days and is reported in Table 1C. FIG. 97

shows that the initial release rate can be approximately proportional to the area of the exit port

opening.

[0399] Example 2

[0400] FIG. 98 shows a reservoir 140 with a porous membrane 141 fabricated

by cutting off the Luer-Lok tip on 1 mL syringes. The end of the syringe 188 can be smoothed

and beveled. A nylon membrane with 0.2 µ η pore size can be placed over the end of the

syringe 188 and secured with a piece of silicone tubing. The inner diameter of the syringe 188

can be 4.54 mm, yielding an exposed membrane area of 16 mm . The piston can be removed so

that approximately 100 mL of 300 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma A7906-100G)

in PBS can be added. The piston can be replaced and moved to remove the air and to push a

small amount of the liquid through the membrane. The outside of the membrane and syringe

188 can be rinsed by submerging briefly in water. The reservoirs can then be placed into 15 mL

vials containing 5 mL PBS. The tops of the vials can be sealed with parafilm to avoid

evaporation. At periodic intervals of 0.5-1 day, the reservoirs can be moved to new vials

containing PBS. Diffusion through the membrane was determined by measuring the amount of



BSA that can be accumulated in the vials via absorption of visible light (280 nm). The delivery

rates from two replicates are shown in FIG.99. This data can suggest that therapeutic agents of

interest with molecular weight on the order of 100 kDa can transport easily through porous

membranes with pore sizes of 0.2 um.

[0401] Example 3

[0402] An experiment can be performed to screen chromatographic media (Bio-

Rad) for binding to Human IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch, ChromPure). Columns can be

packed with the ten media listed below and equilibrated in 20 mM acetate buffer pH 4.5.

Table 2 .

Macro-Prep t-Butyl HIC Support

Macro-Prep DEAE Support

CHT Ceramic Hydroxyapatite Type I 40 um

Macro-Prep CM Support

Macro-Prep Methyl HIC Support

Macro-Prep Ceramic Hydroxapatite Type I I 40 um

UNOsphere S Cation Exchange Support

UNOsphere Q Strong Anion Exchange Support

Macro-Prep High S Support

Macro-Prep High Q Support

[0403] Then, 0.5 mL aliquots of 1 mg/mL antibody in 20 mM acetate buffer pH

4.5 can be gravity-driven through the column and the collected solution assessed qualitatively

for color change using a BCA™ protein assay kit (Pierce). Of the media tested, Macro-Prep

CM Support , Macro-Prep High S Support, and Macro-Prep Ceramic Hydroxapatite Type II 40

um each can be successfully bound IgG. Subsequently, PBS can be washed through the

columns and the IgG released from all three of these media.

[0404] Future Exit Port Studies

[0405] The experiments described in Examples 1-3 can be repeated with

agitation to explore the impact of mixing induced by eye movement. In addition, the

experiments can be performed at body temperature where delivery rates would be expected to

be higher based upon faster diffusion rates at higher temperature.



[0406] Diffusion rates of BSA (MW 69 kDa) may be representative of diffusion

rates of Lucentis™ and Avastin™, globular proteins with MW of 49 and 150 kDa,

respectively. Selected experiments could be repeated to confirm individual delivery rates of

these therapeutic agents.

[0407] Device prototypes closer to the embodiments described in the body of

the patent could be fabricated from metals (e.g., titanium or stainless steel) or polymers (e.g.,

silicone or polyurethane). Exit ports of defined areas can be created via ablation or photo-

etching techniques. In the case of polymers, exit ports can also be created by molding the

material with a fine wire in place, followed by removal of the wire after the polymer is cured.

Access ports can be created using membranes of silicone or polyurethane. Needle stops and

flow diverters can be fabricated from metal or a rigid plastic.

[0408] Device prototypes can be tested with methods similar to those described

in Example 1. Drug delivery rates can be measured for pristine devices as well as devices that

have been refilled. Methods such as absorbance and fluorescence can be used to quantitate the

amount of therapeutic agent 110 that has been delivered as a function of time. Enzyme-Linked

Immunosorbent Assays (ELISA) can be used to monitor the stability of the biological

therapeutic agent 110 in the formulations at 37°C and can be used to determine the

concentration of biologically active therapeutic agent 110 delivered as a function of time.

[0409] Future Membrane Studies:

[04 10] Experiments could be performed with a range of candidates to identify

membranes that 1) would be a barrier to bacteria and cells without much resistance during

refilling; 2) may contribute to controlling the delivery rate of the therapeutic agent 110; and 3)

would be biocompatible. Candidate membranes would have pore sizes of 0.2 µαι or smaller,

approaching the size of the therapeutic agents. A variety of fixtures can be used to secure a

membrane between a donor solution and a receiver solution to measure permeation rates. In

addition, performance of membranes can be tested in device prototypes using methods similar

to what was done in Example 3.

[041 1] In addition, porous membranes could include cellulose acetate, nylon,

polycarbonate, and poly(tetrafluoro ethylene) (PTFE), in addition to regenerated cellulose,

polyethersulfone, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).

[0412] Developing Binding Formulations and Conditions:



[0413] Once media and conditions have been screened via the batch or flow-

through methods, devices can be fabricated containing the binding media in place or with

binding media injected along with the therapeutic agent 110. Formulations can be prepared

with the desired excipients, and therapeutic agent 110 delivery rates can be monitored similarly

to the method used in Example 1.

[0414] Additional media to test for binding include ion exchange and bioaffinity

chromatography media based on a hydrophilic polymeric support (GE Healthcare) that bind

proteins with high capacity, and a hydrophilic packing material from Harvard Apparatus made

from poly(vinyl alcohol) that binds more protein than silica.

[0415] A change in pH could modulate the binding of antibody to media. For

example, binding of antibody would be expected in a formulation with cationic exchange media

at an acidic pH. As the pH becomes more neutral, the antibody may be released from the

media. Formulations could be tested that provide acidic pH for finite durations (i.e., a few

months). Once the pH has become neutral, the release of antibody from the binding media

could drive a higher release rate, resulting in a more constant release rate profile. The binding

media itself may have some buffering capacity that could dominate until physiological buffer

diffuses into the device.

[04 16] Alternatively, the formulation can include a buffer with a buffering

capacity selected to dominate during the first few months. With time, the formulation buffer

can diffuse out of the device 100 and physiological buffer can diffuse into the device 100,

which can result in a change of pH towards physiological pH (i.e., neutral). The kinetics of this

change can be modulated by use of a polymeric buffer, with a higher molecular weight buffer

remaining in the device 100 for longer periods of time. Polypeptides are attractive as

biocompatible polymeric buffers because they degrade to amino acids. Buffers are optimal near

their pKa. The table below lists the pKa of the side chains of amino acids of interest.

Table 3.



L-Tyrosine 10.1

[0417] The formulation could include a polyester, such as PLGA, or other

biodegradable polymers such as polycaprolactone or poly-3-hydroxybutyrate, to generate

hydrogen ions for a finite amount of time. The degradation rate can be modulated by, for

example, changing the composition or molecular weight of the PLGA, such that the

degradation is completed within a few months, contributing to reaching neutral pH in the last

few months of delivery.

[0418] The pH could also be modulated electrochemically. Suitable electrode

materials include inert or non-consumable materials such as platinum or stainless steel. Water

hydrolysis occurs at the electrode interfaces and the products of hydrolysis are hydronium ions

at the anode and hydroxyl ions at the cathode.

[04 19] Rationale for Device Length:

[0420] At least some device designs do not extend more than about 6 mm into

the vitreous so as to minimize interference with vision. In addition, it can be beneficial to have

the device extend into the vitreous since then drug can be released a distance from the walls of

the globe. Macromolecules, such as antibodies, can be primarily eliminated from the vitreous

by a convection process rather than a diffusion process (see, for example, Computer

Simulation of Convective and Diffusive Transport of Controlled-Release Drugs in the vitreous

Humor, by Stay, MS; Xu, J, Randolph, TW; and VH Barocas, Pharm Res 2003, 20(1), pp. 96-

102.)

[0421] Convection can be driven by the pressure generated by the secretion of

aqueous humor by the ciliary body, with flow in the vitreous directed towards the retina 26.

With exit ports extending into the vitreous, it may be more likely that drug will be convected

towards the back of the eye and the central retina, as opposed to a device with ports flush with

the globe likely delivering more of the therapeutic agent to the peripheral retina.

[0422] Example 4 : Comparison of Predicted vs. Measured Release Rates for a

Reservoir with One Orifice

[0423] The release study described in Example 1 using 23 and 30 gauge needles

was and can be continued through ten weeks. The results may be compared with a model

relating the change of concentration in the reservoir to the release rate from the reservoir based



upon Fick's Law of diffusion. This simple model may assume the concentration in the

reservoir is uniform and the concentration in the receiving fluid or vitreous is negligible.

Solving the differential equation can yield the following cumulative release of a therapeutic

agent from a reservoir with one orifice:

Cumulative Release = 1 - cR/cRO = 1 - exp ((- D A / L VR) t),
where:
cR = Concentration in reservoir
V R = Volume of reservoir
D = Diffusion coefficient
A = Area of orifice
L = Thickness of orifice
t = Time

[0424] FIG. 100 shows the cumulative amount released into the vials over 10

weeks and the predicted cumulative amount release. These data show that the release from

model devices generally agrees with the trend predicted by this model with no adjustable fitting

parameters.

[0425] Example 5 : Release of protein through a cylindrical sintered porous

titanium cylinder

[0426] Reservoirs can be fabricated from syringes and sintered porous titanium

cylinders (available from Applied Porous Technologies, Inc., Mott Corporation or Chand

Eisenmann Metallurgical). These can be sintered porous cylinders with a diameter of 0.062

inches and a thickness of 0.039 inches prepared from titanium particles. The porosity can be

0.17 with mean pore sizes on the order of 3 to 5 micrometers. The porous cylinder can be

characterized as 0.2 media grade according to measurements of bubble point. The porous

cylinders can be press-fit into sleeves machined from Delrin. The sleeves can be exposed one

entire planar face to the solution in the reservoir and the other entire planar face to the receiver

solution in the vials, corresponding to an area of approximately 1.9 square millimeters. The tips

can be cut off of 1 mL polypropylene syringes and machined to accept a polymer sleeve with

outer diameter slightly larger than the inner diameter of the syringe 188. The porous cylinder /

sleeve can be press-fit into the modified syringe 188.

[0427] A solution can be prepared containing 300 mg/mL bovine serum albumin

(BSA, Sigma, A2153-00G) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma, P3813). Solution can be

introduced into the syringes by removing the piston and dispensing approximately 200



microliters into the syringe barrel. Bubbles can be tapped to the top and air can be expressed

out through the porous cylinder. Then BSA solution can be expressed through the porous

cylinder until the syringe 188 holds 100 uL as indicated by the markings on the syringe 188.

The expressed BSA solution can be wiped off and then rinsed by submerging in PBS. The

reservoirs can then be placed into 4 mL vials containing 2 mL PBS at room temperature.

Collars cut from silicone tubing can be placed around the syringe barrels to position the top of

the reservoir to match the height of PBS. The silicone tubing can fit inside the vials and also

serve as a stopper to avoid evaporation. At periodic intervals, the reservoirs can be moved to

new vials containing PBS. The amount of BSA transported from the reservoir through the

porous cylinder can be determined by measuring the amount of BSA in the vials using a

BCA™ Protein Assay kit (Pierce, 23227).

[0428] FIG. 101 shows an example of the measured cumulative release of BSA

through a sintered porous titanium disc and a prediction from the model describing release

through a porous body. The Channel Parameter of 1.7 can be determined via a least squares fit

between the measured data and the model (MicroSoft Excel). Since the porous cylinder can

have equal areas exposed to the reservoir and receiving solution, the Channel Parameter can

suggest a tortuosity of 1.7 for porous titanium cylinders prepared from 0.2 media grade.

[0429] FIG. 102 shows an example of the measured cumulative release of BSA

of FIG. 101 measured to 180 days. The Channel Parameter of 1.6 can be determined via a least

squares fit between the measured data and the model (MicroSoft Excel). This corresponds to a

Release Rate Index of 0.21 mm. Since the porous cylinder can have equal areas exposed to the

reservoir and receiving solution, the Channel Parameter can correspond to an effective path

length channel parameter of 1.6 and suggests a tortuosity of 1.6 for porous titanium cylinders

prepared from 0.2 media grade.

[0430] Example 6 : Release of protein through masked sintered porous titanium

cylinders

[043 1] Reservoirs can be fabricated from syringes and porous sintered titanium

cylinders similar to that described in Example 5. The porous sintered titanium cylinders

(available from Applied Porous Technologies, Inc., Mott Corporation or Chand Eisenmann

Metallurgical) can have a diameter of 0.082 inch, a thickness of 0.039 inch, a media grade of

0.2 and were prepared from titanium particles. The porosity can be 0.17 with mean pore sizes



on the order of 3 to 5 micrometers. The porous cylinder can be characterized as 0.2 media

grade according to measurements of bubble point. The porous cylinders can be press fit into

sleeves machined from Delrin. The sleeves can expose one entire planar face to the solution in

the reservoir and the other entire planar face to the receiver solution in the vials, corresponding

to an area of approximately 3.4 square millimeters. The tips can be cut off of 1 mL

polycarbonate syringes and machined to accept a polymer sleeve with outer diameter slightly

larger than the inner diameter of the syringe 188. The porous cylinder/leeve can be press fit into

the modified syringe 188. A kapton film with adhesive can be affixed to the surface exposed to

the receiving solution to create a mask and decrease the exposed area. In the first case, the

diameter of the mask can be 0.062 inches, exposing an area of 1.9 square millimeters to the

receiving solution. In a second case, the diameter of the mask can be 0.027 inches, exposing an

area of 0.37 square millimeters.

[0432] Three conditions can be run in this study: 1) 0.062 inch diameter mask,

100 uL donor volume, at room temperature in order to compare with reservoirs with unmasked

porous cylinders in Example 5; 2) 0.062 inch diameter mask, 60 uL donor volume, at 37°C; and

3) 0.027 inch diameter mask, 60 uL donor volume, at 37°C. The syringes can be filled with a

solution containing 300 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma, A2153-00G) in phosphate

buffered saline (Sigma, P3813), similar to Example 5. In addition, 0.02 wt% of sodium azide

(Sigma, 438456-5G) can be added as a preservative to both the BSA solution placed in the

reservoirs and the PBS placed in the receiving vials and both solutions can be filtered through a

0.2 micron filter. The amount of BSA solution dispensed into the syringe 188 can be weighed

and the amount expressed through the porous cylinder was determined by rinsing and

measuring the amount of BSA in the rinse. Assuming unit density for the BSA solution, the

amount dispensed can be 113 +/- 2 uL (Condition 1) and 66 +/- 3 uL (Condition 2). Subtracting

off the amount in the rinse can yield a final reservoir volume of 103 +/- 5 uL (Condition 1) and

58 +/- 2 uL (Condition 2). The reservoirs can then be placed into 5 mL vials containing 1 mL

PBS at 37°C in a heating block. At periodic intervals, the reservoirs can be moved to new vials

containing PBS and the BSA concentrations can be determined in the receiving solutions using

the method described in Example 5.

[0433] FIG. 103 shows an example cumulative release of BSA protein through a

masked sintered porous Titanium disc at Condition 1 (0.062 inch diameter mask, 100 uL donor



volume, at room temperature) can be faster than the release through an unmasked porous

cylinder with the same exposed area (data from Example 5). Predictions are also shown using

the Channel Parameter of 1.7 determined in Example 5, BSA diffusion coefficient at 20°C

(6.1e-7 cm2/s), reservoir volume of 100 uL, and the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the

receiver solution (A=l .9 mm2) or the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the reservoir

(A=3.4 mm2) . The data for the masked porous cylinder can match more closely with larger

areas exposed to the reservoir. Hence, this mask with width of 0.7 mm may not be sufficient to

reduce the effective area of the porous cylinder for the dimensions of this porous cylinder.

[0434] FIG. 104 shows an example of the cumulative release of BSA protein

through a masked sintered porous titanium cylinder at Condition 2 (0.062 inch diameter mask,

60 uL donor volume, at 37°C). The figure also displays predictions using the Channel

Parameter of 1.7 determined in Example 5, BSA diffusion coefficient at 37°C (9.1e-7 cm /s),

reservoir volume of 58 uL, and the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the receiver solution

(A=1.9 mm2) or the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the reservoir (A=3.4 mm2) . Again,

the data for this masked porous cylinder can match more closely with larger area exposed to the

reservoir. The consistency of the data with the model at two temperatures can support how the

model incorporates the effect of temperature.

[0435] FIG. 105 shows an example of the cumulative release of BSA protein

through a masked sintered porous titanium cylinder at Condition 3 (0.027 inch diameter mask,

60 uL donor volume, at 37°C). The figure also displays predictions using the Channel

Parameter of 1.7 determined in Example 5, BSA diffusion coefficient at 37°C (9.1e-7 cm /s),

reservoir volume of 58 uL, and the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the receiver solution

(A=0.37 mm2) or the area of the porous cylinder exposed to the reservoir (A=3.4 mm2) . This

mask can achieve a release rate corresponding to an effective area in between the area exposed

to the reservoir and the area exposed to the receiver solution. A combination of the results in

FIGS. 104 and 105 can demonstrate that slower release can be achieved using a mask that

exposes a smaller area to the receiver solution.

[0436] FIGS. 101- 105 may show an unexpected result. Masking of the area of

the porous frit structure so as to decrease the exposed area of the porous structure 150 can

decrease the release rate less than the corresponding change in area. The release rate through

the porous structure 150 can correspond substantially to the interconnecting channels of the



porous frit structure disposed between the first side exposed to the reservoir and the second side

exposed to the receiver solution, such that the rate of release can be maintained when a portion

of the porous frit structure is covered. The rate of release of the interconnecting channels can

correspond substantially to an effective area of the porous frit structure, and the effective area

may correspond to an effective area of the interconnecting channels within the porous structure

150 as shown above. As the rate of release is dependent upon the interconnecting channels, the

release rate can be maintained when at least some of the channels are blocked, for example with

coverage of a portion of the porous structure 150 or blocking of a portion of the interconnecting

channels with particles.

[0437] Example 7 : Release of protein through sintered porous stainless steel

cylinder (media grade 0.1)

[0438] Prototype devices can be fabricated from tubing and sintered porous

stainless steel cylinders (available from Applied Porous Technologies, Inc., Mott Corporation

or Chand Eisenmann Metallurgical) which are cylindrical with diameter 0.155 inch and

thickness 0.188 inch prepared from 316L stainless steel particles. The porous cylinder can be

characterized as 0.1 media grade according to measurements of bubble point. This study can be

performed with these large, off-the-shelf porous cylinders with an area of 12 mm2 in order to

characterize the resistive properties of 0.1 media grade stainless steel.

[0439] These devices can be prepared using Tefion-FEP heat shrink tubing

(Zeus, #37950) and a hot air gun to shrink around the porous cylinders on one end and a

custom prepared septum on the other end ( usil MED1 4013 silicone molded to 0.145 inch

diameter). The reservoir volume (46 +/- 2 uL) can be determined from the difference in weight

between empty systems and systems loaded with PBS. The PBS can be loaded by submerging

the systems in PBS and drawing a vacuum. The systems can then be sterilized by heating to

250°F, 15 psi for 15 minutes, submerged in PBS in microcentrifuge tubes placed in a pressure

cooker (Deni, 9760). Two 30G needles can be inserted into the septum to displace the PBS with

BSA solution. One can be used to inject the BSA solution and the other can be bent and used as

a vent for the displaced PBS. Sufficient BSA solution was injected to fill the needle hub of the

vent to approximately ¾ full. Similar to Example 6, the BSA and PBS can contain sodium

azide and the nominal concentration can be 300 mg/mL BSA. The devices can be placed into

1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes containing 1 mL PBS and kept at 37°C in a heating block. Pieces



of silicone tubing (tight fit with inside of tube, hole for septum) can be used to suspend the

devices in the PBS with the bottom of the septum approximately the same height as the PBS.

The concentrations in the first tubes can containe BSA from the filling process and can be

discarded. At periodic intervals, the devices can be moved to new tubes containing PBS and the

BSA concentrations can be determined in the receiving solutions using the method described in

Example 5.

[0440] FIG. 106 displays an example of the measured cumulative release of

BSA through the 0.1 media grade stainless steel sintered titanium discs. Porosity, P, may not be

available from the vendor at a time so a single parameter of Porosity divided by Channel

Parameter may be determined by least squares fit of the model to the data. The sintered porous

structure 150 can be cylindrical, and the Channel Parameter can be interpreted as the

Tortuosity, T, and P/T can be determined to be equal to 0.07.

[0441] Example 8 : Release of protein through a sintered porous stainless steel

cylinder (media grade 0.2)

[0442] Prototype devices can be fabricated from tubing and sintered porous

stainless steel cylinders (available from Applied Porous Technologies, Inc., Mott Corporation

or Chand Eisenmann Metallurgical) which can be cylindrical in diameter at 0.031 inch, and

thickness 0.049 inch prepared from 316L stainless steel particles. The porous cylinder can be

characterized as 0.2 media grade according to measurements of bubble point. This porous

cylinder can be obtained as a custom order with properties determined from a previous study

with a large diameter 0.2 media grade porous stainless steel cylinder (data no shown) and

predictions based on the model described herein. The area of each face of this porous cylinder

can be 0.5 mm .

[0443] These devices can be prepared using Tefion-FEP heat shrink tubing

(Zeus, 0.125 inch OD) and a hot air gun to shrink around the porous cylinder on one end and a

custom prepared septum on the other end ( usil MED1 4013 silicone molded to 0.1 13 inch

diameter). The reservoir volume (17 +/- 1 uL) can be determined from the difference in weight

between empty systems and systems filled with PBS. The PBS was loaded by submerging the

systems in PBS and drawing a vacuum. Dry devices can be submerged in PBS in

microcentrifuge tubes and sterilized by heating to 250°F, 15 psi for 15 minutes in a pressure

cooker (Deni, 9760). Two 30G needles can be inserted into the septum to fill the devices with



PBS. One can be used to inject the PBS and the other can be bent and used as a vent. After

weighing the PBS filled devices, two new needles can be inserted through the septum and

sufficient BSA solution can be injected to fill the needle hub of the vent to approximately ¾

full. The remaining details of the experiment can be the same as Example 7.

[0444] FIG. 107 displays an example of the measured cumulative release of

BSA through the 0.2 media grade sintered porous stainless steel cylinder. A single parameter of

Porosity divided by Channel Parameter can be determined to be 0.12 by least squares fit of the

model to the data. The sintered porous structure can be cylindrical, and the Channel Parameter

can be interpreted as having an effective length of the interconnecting channels that may

correspond the Tortuosity, T. Using the Porosity of 0.17 determined by the vendor, the

effective length of the channel that may correspond to the Tortuosity can be determined to be

1.4. Furthermore, this corresponds to a PA FL ratio (Release Rate Index) of 0.0475 mm.

[0445] FIG. 108 displays an example of the measured cumulative release of

BSA through the 0.2 media grade sintered porous stainless steel cylinder for 180 days. A single

parameter of Porosity divided by Channel Parameter can be determined to be 0 .10 by least

squares fit of the model to the data. Since the sintered porous structure is cylindrical, the

Channel Parameter can be interpreted an effective length of the inter-connecting channels that

may correspond to the Tortuosity, T. Using the Porosity of 0.17 determined by the vendor, the

effective channel length of the inter-connecting channels that may correspond to the Tortuosity

was determined to be 1.7. Furthermore, this can correspond to a PA FL ratio (Release Rate

Index) of 0.038 mm.

[0446] Example 9 : Calculations of Lucentis™ concentrations in the vitreous

[0447] The vitreous concentrations of a therapeutic agent 110 can be predicted

based on the equations described herein. Table 4A shows values of parameters applied for each

of Simulation 1, Simulation 2, Simulation 3, Simulation 4, and Simulation 5. The half-life and

vitreous volume can correspond to a monkey model (J. Gaudreault et al.., Preclinical

Pharmacokinetics of Ranibizumab (rhuFabV2) after a Single Intravitreal Administration, Invest

Ophthalmol Vis Sci 2005; 46: 726-733) (Z. Yao et al., Prevention of Laser Photocoagulation

Induced Choroidal Neovascularization Lesions by Intravitreal Doses of Ranibizumab in

Cynomolgus Monkeys, ARVO 2009 abstract D906). The parameter PA/FL can be varied to

determine the release rate profile. For example, the value of A can be about 1 mm , the



porosity can be about 0.1 (PA=0.1 mm2) and the length about 1 mm and the channel fit

parameter that may correspond to tortuousity can be about 2 (FL=2 mm), such that PA TL is

about 0.05 mm. A person of ordinary skill in the art can determine empirically the area,

porosity, length and channel fit parameter for extended release of the therapeutic agent 110 for

the extended period based on the teachings described herein.

Table 4A.

[0448] Table 4B shows vitreous concentrations calculated for a 0.5 mg bolus

injection of Lucentis™ injected into the eye of a monkey using, for example, equations

described herein and the half-life measured for the monkey listed in Table 4A. For example, the

first column used the measured Cmax (Gaudreault et al.) while the second used a calculated

Cmax based on the dose and volume of the vitreous. The average concentration of Lucentis™

can be about 46 ug/ml. The minimum therapeutic concentration of Lucentis™ can be about 0.1

ug/mL, which may correspond to about 100% VGEF inhibition (Gaudreault et al.). Table 4B

indicates that a bolus injection of 0.5 mg Lucentis™ can maintain a vitreous concentration

above 0.1 ug/mL for about a month whether using the measured or calculated Cmax. This can

be consistent with monthly dosing that has been shown to be therapeutic in clinical studies.



Table 4B.

[0449] Tables 4C1 , 4C2, 4C3 4C4, and 4C5 show an example of the calculated

concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor for Simulation 1, Simulation 2, Simulation 3,

Simulation 4, and Simulation 5 respectively. These results can indicate Lucentis™ vitreous

concentrations may be maintained above the minimum therapeutic level for about a year or

more when released from a device 100 with porous structure 150 characterized by PA/FL <

0.0225 mm and a reservoir volume > 10 uL.



[0450] Simulation 5 can correspond to the devices used in the experiment

described in Example 8. This device can have a reservoir volume of 17 uL and porous structure

150 characterized by PA/FL = 0.047 mm. When this device 100 is loaded with Lucentis™, the

loading dose can correspond to 1/3 of the 50 uL currently injected monthly. Calculations that

predict vitreous concentrations can indicate that this device with one-third of the monthly dose

may maintain Lucentis™ therapeutic concentrations for about 6 months. While half of the dose

is delivered in the first month and more than 98% delivered at 6 months, therapeutic levels may

still be maintained for 6 months.

[045 1] The ability of the device 100 to release therapeutic agent 110 for an

extended time can be described by an effective device half- life. For the device in Example 8,

the effective device half-life can be 29 days for delivery of Lucentis™. The device can be

configured by selection of the reservoir volume and a porous structure 150 with an appropriate

PA/FL to achieve the desired effective half-life.



Table 4C1



Table 4C2



Table 4C3



Table 4C4



Table 4C5



[0452] For example, Z. Yao et al. (Prevention of Laser Photocoagulation

Induced Choroidal Neovascularization Lesions by Intravitreal Doses of Ranibizumab in

Cynomolgus Monkeys, ARVO 2009 abstract D906) have performed a preclinical study to

determine the lowest efficacious Lucentis™ dose in cynomolgus monkeys that leads to 100%

prevention of laser photocoagulation treatment-induced Grade IV choroidal neovascularization

(CNV) lesions. ™ This model has been shown to be at least somewhat relevant to AMD.

Intravitreal injection of Lucentis™ at all doses tested can completely inhibit the development

of Grade IV CNV lesions. Table 4D shows predictions of Lucentis™ vitreous concentrations

for the lowest total amount of Lucentis™ investigated (intravitreal injection of 5 ug on days 1,

6, 11, 16, 2 1 and 26), using the equations described herein and pharmacokinetic parameters

listed in Table 4A. This data indicates that it may be not necessary to achieve the high Cmax of

a 0.5 mg single bolus injection in order to be therapeutic.

[0453] FIG. 109 compares this predicted profile with that predicted for the

device in Example 8. This data can further support that the release profile from a device 100

which may be therapeutic for at least about 6 months. The single injection of 500 ug can

correspond to a 50 uL bolus injection of Lucentis™ that can be given at monthly intervals, and

the range of therapeutic concentrations of Lucentis™ (ranibizumab) in the vitreous can extend

from about 100 ug/mL to the minimum inhibitory (therapeutic) concentration of about 0.1

ug/mL at about 1 month, for example. The minimum inhibitory concentration corresponding to

the lower end of the range of therapeutic concentrations in the vitreous humor 30 can be

determined empirically by one of ordinary skill in the art in accordance with the examples

described herein. For example, a series of six Lucentis™ injections, 5 ug each, can be

administered so as to provide a concentration in the vitreous of at least about 1 ug/mL, and the

therapeutic benefit of the injections assessed as described herein.



Table 4D



[0454] The concentration profiles of a therapeutic agent 110 comprising

Lucentis™ can be determined as shown below based on the teachings described herein and

with drug half-life of nine days for Lucentis™ in the human eye. The examples shown below

for injections of the commercially available formulation Lucentis™ and the nine day half life

can show unexpected results, and that a volume of formulation corresponding to a monthly

bolus injection into the device 100 as described herein can provide therapeutic benefit for at

least about two months. The device 100 volume and the porous structure 150 can be tuned to

receive the predetermined volume of formulation and provide sustained release for an extended

time. Additional tuning of the device 100 can include the half- life of the therapeutic agent 110

in the eye, for example nine days for Lucentis™, and the minimum inhibitory concentration of

the therapeutic agent 110 as determined based on the teachings as described herein.

[0455] [0001] FIG. 110 shows example determined concentrations of

Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 for a first 50 uL injection into a 25 uL device 100 and a

second 50 uL injection at 90 days. The calculations can show that the 50 uL dosage of the

monthly FDA approved bolus injection can be used to treat the eye for about 90 days, and that

the injections can be repeated to treat the eye, for example at approximately 90 day intervals.

The Lucentis™ may comprise a predetermined amount of the commercially available

formulation injected into the device 100. The commercially available formulation of

Lucentis™ can have a concentration of ranibizumab of 10 mg/mL, although other

concentrations can be used for example as described herein below with reference to a 40

mg/mL solution of injected ranibizumab. The predetermine amount can correspond to the

amount of the monthly bolus injection, for example 50 uL. The therapeutic device 100 may

comprise a substantially fixed volume container reservoir having a volume of 25 uL, such that a

first 25 uL portion of the 50 uL injection can be contained in the reservoir for sustained and/or

controlled release and a second 25 uL portion of the 50 uL injection can be passed through the

porous structure 150 and released into the vitreous with a 25 uL bolus. The filling efficiency of

the injection into the device 100 may comprise less than 100%, and the reservoir volume and

injection volume can be adjusted based on the filling efficiency in accordance with the

teachings described herein. For example, the filling efficiency may comprise approximately

90%, such that the first portion comprises approximately 22.5 uL contained in the chamber of

the container reservoir and the second portion comprises approximately 27.5 uL passed through



the device 100 for the 50 uL injected into the therapeutic device 100. The initial concentration

of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can orrespond to about 60 ug/mL immediately

following injection into the reservoir device. The concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous

humor 30 can decrease to about 3.2 ug/mL at 90 days. A second 50 uL injection of Lucentis™

approximately 90 days after the first injection can increase the concentration to about 63

ug/mL. The concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can decrease to about 3.2

ug/mL at 180 days after the first injection and 90 days after the second injection. These

calculations can show that the concentration of Lucentis™ can be continuously maintained

above a minimum inhibitory concentration of about 3 ug per ml with the 50 uL injection into

the device. Additional injections can be made, for example every 90 days for several years to

deliver the therapeutic agent 110 to treat the patient.

[0456] FIG. I l l shows example determined concentrations of Lucentis™ in the

vitreous humor 30 for a first 50 uL injection into a 32 uL device and a second 50 uL injection at

a time greater than 90 days. The calculations can show that the 50 uL dosage of the monthly

FDA approved bolus injection can be used to treat the eye for about 90 days, and that the

injections can be repeated to treat the eye, for example at approximately 90 day intervals. The

Lucentis™ may comprise a predetermined amount of the commercially available formulation

injected into the device 100. The predetermine amount can correspond to the amount of the

monthly bolus injection, for example 50 uL. The therapeutic device 100 may comprise a

substantially fixed volume container reservoir having a volume of 32 uL, such that a first 32 uL

portion of the 50 uL injection is contained in the reservoir for sustained and/or controlled

release and a second 18 uL portion of the 50 uL injection is passed through the porous structure

150 and released into the vitreous with an 18 uL bolus. The filling efficiency of the injection

into the device 100 may comprise less than 100%, and the reservoir volume and injection

volume can be adjusted based on the filling efficiency in accordance with the teachings

described herein. For example, the filling efficiency may comprise approximately 90%, such

that the first portion comprises approximately 29 uL contained in the chamber of the reservoir

container and the second portion comprises approximately 2 1 uL passed through the device 100

for the 50 uL of Lucentis™ injected into the therapeutic device 100. The initial concentration

of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can correspond to about 45 ug/mL immediately

following injection into the reservoir device 100. The concentration of Lucentis™ in the



vitreous humor 30 decreases to about 4 ug/mL at 90 days. A second 50 uL injection of

Lucentis™ approximately 90 days after the first injection increases the concentration to about

50 ug/mL. The concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 decreases to about 4

ug/mL at 180 days after the first injection and 90 days after the second injection. These

calculations show that the concentration of Lucentis™ can be continuously maintained above a

minimum inhibitory concentration of about 4 ug per ml with the 50 uL injection into the device

100. Additional injections can be made every 120 days for several years to deliver the

therapeutic agent 110 to treat the patient. The injections can be made more frequently or less

frequently, depending upon the minimum inhibitory concentration, the release rate profile, and

the discretion of the treating physician.

[0457] FIG. 112 shows example determined concentrations of Lucentis™ in the

vitreous humor 30 for a first 50 uL injection into a 50 uL device and a second 50 uL injection at

90 days. The calculations can show that the 50 uL dosage of the monthly FDA approved bolus

injection can be used to treat the eye for about 90 days, and that the injections can be repeated

to treat the eye, for example at approximately 90 day intervals. The Lucentis™ may comprise

a predetermined amount of the commercially available formulation injected into the device

100. The filling efficiency of the injection into the device 100 may comprise less than 100%,

and the reservoir volume and injection volume can be adjusted based on the filling efficiency in

accordance with the teachings described herein. For example, the filling efficiency may

comprise approximately 90%, such that the first portion comprises approximately 45 uL

contained in the chamber of the reservoir container and the second portion comprises

approximately 5 uL passed through the device for the 50 uL of Lucentis™ injected into the

therapeutic device 100. The initial concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can

correspond to about 11 ug/mL immediately following injection into the reservoir device. The

concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can decrease to about 5.8 ug/mL at 90

days. A second 50 uL injection of Lucentis™ approximately 90 days after the first injection

can increase the concentration to about 17 ug/ mL. The concentration of Lucentis™ in the

vitreous humor 30 can decrease to about 5.8 ug/mL at 180 days after the first injection, and 90

days after the second injection. These calculations show that the concentration of Lucentis™

can be continuously maintained above a minimum inhibitory concentration of about 5 ug per

ml with the 50 uL injection into the device 100. Additional injections can be made, for



example every 90 days, for several years to deliver the therapeutic agent 110 to treat the

patient.

[0458] FIG. 113 shows example determined concentrations of Lucentis™ in the

vitreous humor 30 for a first 50 uL injection into a 50 uL device and a second 50 uL injection at

90 days. The calculations can show that the 50 uL dosage of the monthly FDA approved bolus

injection can be used to treat the eye for about 130 days, and that the injections can be repeated

to treat the eye, for example at approximately 120 day intervals. The Lucentis™ may comprise

a predetermined amount of the commercially available formulation injected into the device

100. The filling efficiency of the injection into the device 100 may comprise less than 100%,

and the reservoir volume and injection volume can be adjusted based on the filling efficiency in

accordance with the teachings described herein. For example, the filling efficiency may

comprise approximately 90%, such that the first portion can comprise approximately 45 uL

contained in the chamber of the reservoir container and the second portion can comprise

approximately 5 uL passed through the device for the 50 uL of Lucentis™ injected into the

therapeutic device 100. The initial concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can

correspond to about 11 ug/mL immediately following injection into the reservoir device. The

concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can decrease to about 4 ug/mL at 133

days. A second 50 uL injection of Lucentis™ approximately 130 days after the first injection

can increase the concentration to about 15 ug/ mL. Based on these calculations, the

concentration of Lucentis™ in the vitreous humor 30 can decrease to about 4 ug/mL at 266

days after the first injection and 90 days after the second injection. These calculations show

that the concentration of Lucentis™ can be continuously maintained above a minimum

inhibitory concentration of about 4 ug per ml with the 50 uL injection into the device 100.

Additional injections can be made, for example every 90 days for several years, to deliver the

therapeutic agent 110 to treat the patient.

[0459] Although FIGS. 110 to 124 may make at least some reference to

injections of commercially available off the shelf formulations of Lucentis™, therapeutic

device 100 can be similarly configured to release many formulations of the therapeutic agents

as described herein, for example with reference to Table 1A and the Orange Book of FDA

approved formulations and similar books of approved drugs in many countries, unions and

jurisdictions such as the European Union. For example, based on the teachings described



herein, one can determine empirically the parameters of therapeutic device 100 so as to tune the

device to receive an injection of a commercially available formulation corresponding to

monthly bolus injections and release the injected therapeutic agent 110 with amounts above the

minimum inhibitory concentration for an extended time of at least about two months, for

example, at least about three months, for example, or about four months, for example.

[0460] FIG. 114 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 50 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor 30 can peak at around 9

ug/mL and can be at or above 4 ug/mL for about 145 days. The concentration can remains

above about 1 ug/mL for about 300 days. The concentration can be about 0.6 ug/mL at 360

days, and can be suitable for treatment with a single injection up to one year, based on a

minimum inhibitory concentration of about 0.5. The minimum inhibitory concentration can be

determined empirically by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings described

herein.

[0461] FIG. 115 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 75 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.05. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor can peak at around 6.5

ug/mL and can be at or above 4 ug/mL for about 140 days. The concentration can remain

above about 1 ug/mL for about 360 days.

[0462] FIG. 116 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 100 uL device having a release

rate index of 0.05. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor peaks at around 5

ug/mL and is at or above 4 ug/mL for about 116 days. The concentration can remain above

about 1 ug/mL for more than 360 days and can be about 1.5 ug/mL at 360 days.

[0463] FIG. 117 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL device having a release

rate index of 0.05. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor can peak at around

4.3 ug/mL and may not equal or exceed 4 ug/mL. The concentration can remain above about 1

ug/mL for more than 360 days and can be about 1.5 ug/mL at 360 days.

[0464] FIG. 118 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 150 uL device having a release



rate index of 0.05. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor can peak at around

3.5 ug/mL and may not equal or exceed 4 ug/mL. The concentration can remain above about 1

ug/mL for more than 360 days and can be about 1.5 ug/mL at 360 days.

[0465] FIG. 119 shows determined concentrations of ranibizumab in the

vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 100 uL device having a release rate

index of 0.1 . These determined concentrations can be similar to the determined concentrations

of FIG. 114, and show that the release rate index of the porous structure 150 can be tuned with

the device volume to provide therapeutic concentration profile for an extended time. For

example, by doubling the volume of the reservoir so as to half the concentration of therapeutic

agent 110 in the vitreous, the release rate index can be doubled so as to provide a similar

therapeutic concentration profile. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous humor can

peak at around 9 ug/mL and can be at or above 4 ug/mL for about 145 days. The concentration

can remain above about 1 ug/mL for about 300 days. The concentration can be about 0.6

ug/mL at 360 days.

[0466] FIGS. 120 to 124 show examples of release rate profiles with 125 uL

reservoir devices having the RRI vary from about 0.065 to about 0.105, such that these devices

are tuned to receive the 50 uL injection of Lucentis™ and provide sustained release above a

minimum inhibitory concentration for at least about 180 days. These calculations can use a

drug half life in the vitreous of 9 days to determine the profiles and 100% efficiency of the

injection.

[0467] FIG. 120 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor 30 for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.105. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous at

180 days can be about 3.128 ug/mL.

[0468] FIG. 121 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.095. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous at

180 days can be about 3.174 ug/mL.

[0469] FIG. 122 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir



device having a release rate index of 0.085. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous at

180 days can be about 3.185 ug/mL.

[0470] FIG. 123 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.075. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous at

180 days can be about 3.152 ug/mL.

[0471] FIG. 124 shows example determined concentration profiles of

ranibizumab in the vitreous humor for a 50 uL Lucentis™ injection into a 125 uL reservoir

device having a release rate index of 0.065. The concentration of ranibizumab in the vitreous at

180 days can be about 3.065 ug/mL.

[0472] For example, an optimal RRI for the concentration of ranibizumab at 180

days for a reservoir volume of 125 uL and a 50 uL injection of Lucentis™ can be calculated

based on the equations as described herein, and can be about 0.085. Although the optimal

value can be 0.085, the above graphs may show that the reservoir and release rate index can be

tuned to provide therapeutic amounts of ranibizumab above a minimum inhibitory

concentration of 3 ug/mL with many values of the RRI and reservoir volume, for example

values within about +/-30% to +/-50% of the optimal values for the predetermined quantity of

Lucentis™ formulation.

[0473] Table 4E shows example values of parameters used to determine the

ranibizumab concentration profiles as in FIGS. 119 to 124.

Table 4E.



[0474] The therapeutic concentration profiles of examples of FIGS. 110 to 124

can be determined with a nine day half-life of the drug in the vitreous humor 30 of the human

eye. The therapeutic concentration profiles can be scaled in accordance with the half life of the

therapeutic agent 110 in the eye. For example, with an eighteen day half life, the concentration

in these examples can be be approximately twice the values shown in the graph at the extended

times, and with a 4.5 day half-life, the concentrations will be approximately half the values

shown with the extended times. As an example, a drug half life of eighteen days instead of

nine days will correspond to a concentration of about 1.4 ug/mL at 360 days instead of about

0.6 ug/mL as shown in FIGS. 114 and 119. This scaling of the concentration profile based on

drug half life in the vitreous can be used to tune the volume and sustained release structures of

the therapeutic device 100, for example in combination with the minimum inhibitory

concentration. Although the above examples were calculated for Lucentis™, similar

calculations can be performed for therapeutic agents and formulations as described herein, for

example as described herein with reference to Table 1A.

[0475] Based on the teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the

art can determine the release rate index and volume of the therapeutic agent 110 based on the

volume of formulation injected into the device 100 and minimum inhibitory concentration.

This tuning of the device volume and release rate index can be based on the volume of

formulation injected and may produce unexpected results. For example, with a clinically

beneficial minimum inhibitory concentration of about 4 ug/mL, a single bolus injection

corresponding to a one month injection can provide a therapeutic benefit for an unexpected

three or more months, such as four months. Also, for a clinically beneficial minimum

inhibitory concentration of at least about 1.5 ug/mL, a single bolus injection corresponding to a

one month injection can provide a therapeutic benefit for an unexpected twelve or more

months. The clinically beneficial minimum inhibitory concentration can be determined

empirically based on clinical studies as described herein.

[0476] Although the examples of FIGS. 114 to 119 assumed a filling efficiency

of one hundred percent, a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings as described

herein can determine the release rate profiles for filling efficiencies less than 100%, for

example with 90% filling efficiency as shown above. Such filling efficiencies can be achieved



with injector apparatus and needles as described herein, for example with reference to FIGS.

46, 47, 48 and 49.

[0477] FIG. 125 shows example determined concentrations of ranibizumab in

the vitreous humor 30 for a 10 uL concentrated Lucentis™ (40 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL

device having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the

vitreous humor of about nine days. These data can show that an injection of 10 uL of

concentrated (40 mg/mL) Lucentis™ into a 10 uL reservoir device can maintain the

concentration of Lucentis™ above at least about 2 ug/mL for at least about 180 days when the

half life of Lucentis™ in the vitreous is at least about nine days, and that the device 100 can

provide therapeutic concentrations for an extended time of at least about 180 days when the

minimum inhibitory concentration comprises no more than about 2 ug/mL.

[0478] FIG. 126 shows determined concentrations of ranibizumab in the

vitreous humor 30 for a 10 uL concentrated Lucentis™ (40 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL

device having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the

vitreous humor 30 of about five days. These data can show that an injection of 10 uL of

concentrated (40 mg/mL) Lucentis™ into a 10 uL reservoir device can maintain the

concentration of Lucentis™ above at least about 1 ug/mL for at least about 180 days when the

half life of Lucentis™ in the vitreous is at least about five days, and that the device 100 can

provide therapeutic concentrations for an extended time of at least about 180 days when the

minimum inhibitory concentration comprises no more than about 1 ug/mL.

[0479] FIG. 127 shows determined concentrations of ranibizumab in the

vitreous humor 30 for a 10 uL standard Lucentis™ (10 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL device

having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the vitreous

humor 30 of about nine days. These data can show that an injection of 10 uL of standard

commercially available (10 mg/mL) Lucentis™ into a 10 uL reservoir device can maintain the

concentration of Lucentis™ above at least about 0.5 ug/mL for at least about 180 days when

the half life of Lucentis™ in the vitreous is at least about nine days, and that the device 100 can

provide therapeutic concentrations for an extended time of at least about 180 days when the

minimum inhibitory concentration comprises no more than about 0.5 ug/mL.

[0480] FIG. 128 shows determined concentrations of ranibizumab in the

vitreous humor 30 for a 10 uL standard Lucentis™ (10 mg/mL) injection into a 10 uL device



having a release rate index of 0.01 and in which the ranibizumab has a half life in the vitreous

humor 30 of about five days. These data can show that an injection of 10 uL of standard

commercially available (10 mg/mL) Lucentis™ into a 10 uL reservoir device can maintain the

concentration of Lucentis™ above at least about 0.25 ug/mL for at least about 180 days when

the half life of Lucentis™ in the vitreous is at least about five days, and that the device 100 can

provide therapeutic concentrations for an extended time of at least about 180 days when the

minimum inhibitory concentration can comprise no more than about 0.25 ug/mL.

[0481] Example 10: Calculations of target device characteristics for a device

releasing drug from a suspension

[0482] Triamcinolone acetonide is a corticosteroid that can be used to treat

uveitis and other diseases involving ocular inflammation. A 4 mg intravitreal injection of a

suspension of triamcinolone acetonide may be administered to patients unresponsive to topical

corticosteroids. Calculations as described herein can be and were performed to determine

characteristics of a device 100 that would release therapeutic amounts for an extended period of

time.

[0483] Consider a device with 10 uL reservoir volume loaded with 0.4 mg using

a commercial drug product (40 mg/mL triamcinolone acetonide). Calculations performed using

a value of 19 ug/mL for the solubility of triamcinolone acetonide measured at 37°C in 0.2 M

potassium chloride with a diffusion coefficient of 5 e-6 cm /s representative of a small

molecule. The target release rate can be 1 ug/day based upon published clinical data. As an

example, consider the 0.2 media grade stainless steel characterized in Example 8 with P/F =

0.12 and a thickness of 0.5 mm. Using these values, the calculations can suggest that

therapeutic release rates could be achieved with a device 100 containing a porous cylinder with

an area of 5 mm2. This could be achieved with a cylindrical device having an inner diameter of

2 mm and a length of porous tubing of 1 mm. Alternatively, the end of the device could be a

porous cup with height of 0.8 mm (0.5 mm thick porous face plus 0.3 mm length) of porous

tubing.

[0484] Assuming a typical value of 3 hours for the half-life of a small molecule

in the vitreous, these calculations can suggest the device can achieve a steady state

triamcinolone acetonide vitreous concentration of 0.12 ug/mL.



[0485] Example 11: Calculation of release rate profile for a therapeutic agent

110 suspension disposed in the reservoir and released through the porous frit structure

[0486] FIG. 129 shows an example calculated time release profile of a

therapeutic agent 110 suspension in a reservoir as in Example 10. Triamcinolone Acetonide

concentrations in human vitreous were determined for a 10 uL device with RRI of 1.2 mm and

shown. The calculations were based on the equations shown above for the suspension. The

profile was generated with numerical simulation. Assuming a constant delivery rate of 1 ug/day

starting instantaneously at T=0, the concentration in the vitreous of a human eye can reach

within 99% of the steady state value in 1 day. At the other end of the drug release profile, the

simulation shows the vitreous concentration when substantially all of the solid drug is gone;

more than 99% of the dissolved drug can be delivered within a day.

[0487] Assuming a typical value of 3 hours for the half-life of a small molecule

in the vitreous, these calculations indicate that the device 100 will achieve a substantially

steady state triamcinolone acetonide vitreous concentration of 0.12 ug/mL in a rabbit or

monkey (vitreous volume of 1.5 mL) or 0.04 ug/mL in a human eye (vitreous volume of 4.5

mL). The steady state vitreous concentration can be maintained until there is no longer solid

triamcinolone acetonide of the suspension in the reservoir. As shown in FIG. 129, a device with

a 10 uL reservoir volume and Release Rate Index of 1.2mm can produce substantially constant

drug concentration amounts in the human vitreous for approx. 400 days. Additional

experimental and clinical studies based on the teachings described herein can be conducted to

determine the release rate profile in situ in human patients, and the drug reservoir volume and

release rate index configured appropriately for therapeutic benefit for a target time of drug

release. The substantially constant drug concentration amounts can provide substantial therapy

and decrease side effects. Similar studies can be conducted with many suspensions of many

therapeutic agents as described herein, for example suspensions of corticosteroids and

analogues thereof as described herein.

[0488] Example 12: Measured of release rate profiles for Avastin™ through the

porous frit structures coupled to reservoirs of different sizes and dependence of release rate

profile on reservoir size.

[0489] FIG. 130 shows an example release rate profile of therapeutic devices

comprising substantially similar porous frit structures and a 16 uL reservoir and a 33 uL



reservoir. The release rate index of each frit can be approximately 0.02. An example release

rate for two therapeutic devices each comprising a 16 uL reservoir and two therapeutic devices

each comprising a 33 uL reservoir are shown. The device 100 comprising the 33 uL reservoir

can release the Avastin™ at approximately twice the rate of the device comprising 16 uL

reservoir. These measured data show that the release rate index and reservoir size can

determine the release rate profile, such that the release rate index and reservoir can be

configured to release the therapeutic agent 110 for an extended time.

[0490] First Study: The data can be measured with a 16 uL volume reservoir as

follows: 25 mg/mL Avastin™; Frit #2 (0.031 x 0.049", media grade 0.2 urn, 316L SS, Mott

Corporation); Substantially similar materials as Example 8 above (Teflon heat shrink tubing

and silicone septum); 37C; Data is truncated when one of two replicates formed a bubble. See

data in Table 5A below.

[0491] Second Study: The data can be measured with a 33 uL reservoir as

follows: 25 mg/mL Avastin™; Frit #2 (0.031 x 0.049", media grade 0.2 urn, 316L SS, Mott

Corporation); Machined from solid beading, closed with a metal rod; 37C; Data is truncated

when one of two replicates formed a bubble.

Table 5A. Measured Release of Avastin™ and RRI.

[0492] SS can be the average of the squared difference between predicted and

measured rates, and %CV refers to the coefficient of variation, a known statistical parameter.

[0493] Example 13: Measured release rate profiles for Avastin™ through the

porous frit structures.

[0494] FIG. 131 shows cumulative release for Avastin™ with porous frit

structures having a thickness of 0.049". The experiments used the following: 25 mg/mL

Avastin™; Frit #2 (0.031 x 0.049", media grade 0.2 urn, 316L SS, Mott Corporation);

Machined polycarbonate surrogate with screw; Reservoir Volume 37 uL;37C. The device



number and corresponding RRI's for each tested device are listed in Table 5B below. The

determined RRI based on measurements is 0.02, consistent with the model for release of the

therapeutic agent 110 as described herein. Although some variability is noted with regards to

the measured RRI for each test device, the RRI for each device can be used to determine the

release of the therapeutic agent 110, and the porous structure can be further characterized with

gas flow as described herein to determine the RRI prior to placement in the patient.

Table. 5B

[0495] FIG. 132 shows example cumulative releases for Avastin with porous

frit structures having a thickness of 0.029". The experiments used the following: 25 mg/mL

Avastin™; Frit #3 (0.038 x 0.029", media grade 0.2 urn, 316L SS, Mott Corporation);

Machined polycarbonate surrogate with screw; Reservoir Volume 37 uL; 37C. The device

number and corresponding RRI's for each tested device are listed in Table 5C below. The

determined RRI based on measurements can be 0.034, consistent with the model for release of

the therapeutic agent 110 as described herein. Although some variability is noted with regards

to the measured RRI for each test device, the RRI for each device can be used to determine the

release of the therapeutic agent 110, and the porous structure 150 can be further characterized

with gas flow as described herein to determine the RRI prior to placement in the patient.



Table 5C

[0496] Table 5D shows an update to Table 5B showing example experimental

results for up to 130 days. Similarly, Table 5E is an example update to Table 5C. In both cases,

the RRI was determined by fitting the rate data from each device. For the analysis of data up to

130 days, the first data point is excluded from the fit because the model assumes the maximum

delivery rate occurs at time zero while there is some startup time often associated with

measured release profiles. The startup time may be related to the time it takes to displace all of

the air in the frit. Use of different techniques to displace the air in the frit may reduce the

startup time.

[0497] This early data has some noise that can be related to experimental issues,

such as contamination from excess protein that may be present on the screw from filling the

device and was not completely rinsed off at the start of the experiment. The contamination can

occur randomly as receiver liquid may rinse off the protein while transferring the device from

vial to vial at some time points but not others. For example, a more accurate assessment of RRI

can be obtained by using devices that had fewer or no outliers, as indicated by low values of

SS. When this is done, the RRIs from Table 5D and 5E can be 0.014 and 0.030 mm,

respectively. Similar values for RRI can be obtained from data up to 45 days and data up to

130 days, which can support the validity of the model.



Table 5D

[0498] FIG. 133 shows an example rate of release for Avastin with porous frit

structures having a thickness of 0.029" as in FIG. 132. The rate of release can be determined

from the measurements and the cumulative release. The outliers in this data can be related to

measurement error, such as contamination that provides a signal in the mBCA protein assay.

[0499] FIG. 134 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with a

reservoir volume of 20 uL. The experiment used: 25 mg/mL Avastin™; Frit #6 (0.038 x



0.029", media grade 0.2 um, 316L SS, Mott Corporation); Machined polycarbonate surrogate

with screw; 37C. The determined RRI based on measurements is 0.05 mm, consistent with the

model for release of the therapeutic agent 110 as described herein.

[0500] FIG. 135 shows an example cumulative release to about 90 days for

Avastin™ with a reservoir volume of 20 uL as in FIG. 134. The RRI of 0.053 mm can

correspond substantially to the RRI of 0.05 of FIG. 23 and can demonstrate stability of the

release of therapeutic agent 110 through the porous structure 150.

[0501] FIG. 136 shows rate of release as in FIG. 134. The release rate data

show a rate of release from about 5 ug per day to about 8 ug per day. Although the initial

release rate at the first day may be slightly lower than subsequent rates, the rate of release can

be sufficiently high to provide therapeutic effect in accordance with the drug release model.

Although there can be an initial period of about a few days for the release rate profile to

develop, possibly related to wetting of the interconnecting channels of the porous structure 150,

the release rate profile can correspond substantially to the release rate index (RRI) of 0.05.

Based on the teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art could determine

the release rate profile with additional data for an extended time of at least about one month, for

example at least about three months, six months or more, so as to determine the release rate

profile for an extended time.

[0502] FIG. 137 shows an example rate of release as in FIG. 135.

[0503] FIG. 138 shows an example cumulative release for Avastin™ with a 0.1

media grade porous frit structure. This experiment used: 25 mg/mL Avastin™; Frit #5 (0.038 x

0.029", media grade 0.1 um, 316L SS, Mott Corporation); Machined polycarbonate surrogate

with screw; Reservoir Volume 20 uL; 37C. The determined RRI based on measurements is

0.03, which may be consistent with the model for release of the therapeutic agent 110 as

described herein.

[0504] FIG. 139 shows an example cumulative to about 90 days release for

Avastin™ with a 0.1 media grade porous frit structure as in FIG. 138. The release rate of 0.038

mm can correspond substantially to the release rate of 0.03 of FIG. 138 and demonstrates the

stability of release of the therapeutic agent 110 through the porous structure 150.

[0505] FIG. 140 shows an example rate of release as in FIG. 138. The release

rate data show a rate of release from about 2 ug per day to about 6 ug per day. Although the



initial release rate at the first day can be slightly lower than subsequent rates, the rate of release

can be sufficiently high to provide therapeutic effect in accordance with the drug release model.

Although there can be an initial period of a few days for the release rate profile to develop,

possibly related to wetting of the interconnecting channels of the porous structure 150, the

release rate profile can correspond substantially to the release rate index (RRI) of 0.03. Based

on the teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art could determine the

release rate profile with additional data for an extended time of at least about one month, for

example at least about three months, six months or more, so as to determine the release rate

profile for an extended time.

[0506] FIG. 141 shows an example rate of release as in FIG. 139.

[0507] Example 14: Determination of Therapeutic Device Size and Lifetime

based on Minimum Inhibitory Concentration In Vivo of Therapeutic Agent

[0508] Numerical calculations can be performed to determine therapeutic device

sizes, release rate profiles and expected therapeutic agent 110 concentration in the reservoir.

The concentration in the reservoir may correspond to the useful lifetime of the device, or time

between injections of therapeutic agent 110 into the reservoir or other replacement of the

therapeutic agent.

[0509] Table 6A shows the number of days the therapeutic agent 110 can be

released from the device with concentration amounts at or above the MIC. The number of days

can correspond to an effective lifetime of the device or effective time between injections into

the device. The calculations can show the number of days of the extended time release based

the RRI and MIC for a 20 uL reservoir volume having a drug concentration disposed therein of

10 mg/ml. For example, the RRI ranged from 0.01 to 0.1 and the MIC ranged from 0.1 to 10,

and can be determined with experimental and clinical studies as described herein. The half-life

of therapeutic agent 110 in the vitreous can be modeled as 9 days, based on human data. The

Cmax indicates the maximum concentration of therapeutic agent 110 in the vitreous humor 30,

for example within a few days of placement or injection of the therapeutic agent 110 in the

device 100 These data can indicate that the device 100 can maintain the concentration of

therapeutic agent for about 756 days, 385 days, 224 days, and 62 day for MIC's of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2

and 4 ug/ml, respectively. For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may comprise Lucentis™

having an MIC of about 0.5 and the device 100 may maintain therapeutic concentrations of the



agent for one year. These numerical data can also show a concentration of therapeutic agent

110 released from the device 100 within a range of the current clinical bolus injections. For

example, the Cmax can range from 2.1 to 11.9 based on the RRI from 0.01 to 0.1 respectively,

such that the maximum release of therapeutic agent 110 such as Lucentis™ is within a safe

range for the patient.

[05 10] The stability of the therapeutic agent 110 such as Lucentis™ in the

reservoir can be adjusted based on the size of the reservoir and time between injections or

removal. The therapeutic agent 110 can be selected and formulated so as to comprise a stability

suitable for use in the therapeutic device 100.

Table 6A. Calculations for Time (days) above MIC 2 µL Reservoir Volume, Tl/2 = 9 days,

Drug Cone in Reservoir = 10 mg/ml )

[05 11] Table 6B. Shows example calculations for time (days) above the MIC for

a therapeutic device 100 comprising a 2 µL Volume, Vitreous Tl/2 = 9 days, and Drug Cone

in Reservoir = 40 mg/ml. The embodiments of Table 6B include similar components to the

embodiments of Table 6A and the improved time above MIC achieved with concentration of 40

mg/ml. For example, the time above the MIC can be 1079, 706, 546, 385, 225, 95, for MIC's

of 0.1 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 7 ug/ml, respectively. For example, the therapeutic agent 110 may

comprise Lucentis™ having an MIC of about 0.5 and the device 100 may maintain therapeutic

concentrations of the therapeutic agent 110 for about 2 years. These numerical data can also

show a concentration of therapeutic agent 110 released from the device 100 within a range of



the current clinical bolus injections. For example, the Cmax ranges from 8.4 to 47.6 based on

the RRI from 0.01 to 0.1 respectively, such that the maximum release of therapeutic agent 110

such as Lucentis™ is within a safe range for the patient.

[05 12] A person of ordinary skill in the art can conduct experiments to

determine the stability of the therapeutic agent 110 such as Lucentis™ in the reservoir, and

adjust the size of the reservoir, time between injections or removal. The therapeutic agent 110

can be selected and formulated so as to comprise a stability suitable for use in the therapeutic

device 100.

Table 6B. Calculations for Time (days) above MIC 2 µL Volume, Tl/2 = 9 days, Drug Cone.

in Reservoir = 40 mg/ml)

[0513] Table 6C. Shows calculations for time (days) above the MIC for a

therapeutic device 100 comprising a 5 µ Volume, Vitreous Tl/2 = 9 days, and Drug Cone in

Reservoir = 40 mg/ml. The embodiments of Table 6B include similar components to the

embodiments of Table 6A and the improved time above MIC achieved with concentration of 40

mg/ml. For example, the time above the MIC can be 2706, 1737, 1347, 944, 542 and 218, for

MIC's of 0.1 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 7 ug/ml, respectively. For example, the therapeutic agent 110

may comprise Lucentis™ having an MIC of about 0.5 and the device 100 may maintain

therapeutic concentrations of the therapeutic agent 110 for more than about 2 years. These

numerical data can also show a concentration of therapeutic agent 110 released from the device



within a range of the current clinical bolus injections. For example, the Cmax can range from

9.1 to 64.7 ug/ml based on the RRI from 0.01 to 0.1 respectively, such that the maximum

release of therapeutic agent 110 such as Lucentis™ is within a safe range for the patient.

[05 14] A person of ordinary skill in the art can conduct experiments to

determine the stability of the therapeutic agent 110 such as Lucentis™ in the reservoir, adjust

the size of the reservoir, and time between injections or removal. The therapeutic agent 110

can be selected and formulated so as to comprise a stability suitable for use in the therapeutic

device 100.

Table 6C. Calculations for Time (days) above MIC (50µ Volume, Tl/2 = 9 days, Drug Cone.

in Reservoir = 40 mg/ml)

[05 15] The examples shown in Tables 6A to 6C can be modified in many ways

based on the teachings described herein. For example, the 50 uL reservoir may comprise an

expanded configuration of the reservoir after injection of the therapeutic device 100. The

reservoir and/or quantity of therapeutic agent 110 can be adjusted so as to provide release for a

desired extended time.

[05 16] The porous frit structure as described herein can be used with many

therapeutic agents, and may limit release of therapeutic agent 110 that has degraded so as to

form a particulate, for example. Work in relation to embodiments can suggest that at least

some therapeutic agents can degrade so as to form a particulate and that the particulate

comprising degraded therapeutic agent 110 may have an undesired effect on the patient, and the



porous frit structure as described herein may at least partially filter such particulate so as to

inhibit potential side effects of degraded therapeutic agent 110.

[05 17] Table 6D shows examples of sizes of therapeutic devices that can be

constructed in accordance with the teachings described herein, so as to provide a suitable

volume of the drug reservoir within the container and such devices may comprise many

lengths, widths and structures as described herein. For example the frit outside diameter

(hereinafter "OD") can be configured in many ways and may comprise about 1mm, for

example, or about 0.5 mm. The length of the frit (thickness) may comprise about 1 mm. The

volume of the frit can be, for example, about 0.785 uL, or about 0.196 uL, for example. The

volume of the reservoir can be from about 0.4 uL to about 160 uL, for example. The volume of

the therapeutic device 100 can be from about 0.6 uL to about 157 uL, and can be positioned in

many ways, for example with a lumen and may comprise a substantially fixed volume reservoir

or an expandable reservoir. The cross sectional width of the device 100 may correspond to

many sizes, for example many radii, and the radius can be within a range from about 0.3 mm to

about 3.5 mm, for example. The cross-section width and corresponding diameters of the device

100 can be within a range from about 0.6 mm to about 7 mm. The length of the device 100,

including the porous structure, container and retention structure can be many sizes and can be

within a range from about 2 mm to about 4 mm, for example. The device 100 may comprise a

substantially fixed diameter, or alternatively can be expandable, and may comprise fixed or

expandable retention structures, as described herein.

Table 6D.
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Example 15A : Calculation and measurement of small release rate profiles as a model for a

therapeutic agent 110 released through the porous frit structure

[05 18] Studies of the release of fluorescein from reservoirs through porous frit

structures can be and were conducted so as to determine the release of small molecule drugs

through the porous frit structure. The fluorescein model example demonstrates that the porous

frit structures and reservoirs as described herein can be suitable for use with small molecule

drug delivery. The release profiles of Avastin™, Lucentis™ and BSA in conjunction with the

fluorescein data can show that the porous frit structures and reservoirs can be used for sustained

release of many drugs, molecules and therapeutic agents of many molecular weights and sizes.

[0519] FIG. 142 shows an example cumulative release for fluorescein through a

0.2 media grade porous frit structure. The experiment used the following: 2 mg/mL

Fluorescein sodium; Frit #2 (0.031 x 0.049", media grade 0.2 um, 316L SS, Mott Corporation);

Machined polycarbonate surrogate with screw; 37C. The fluorescein samples were assayed by

UV absorbance at 492 nm with a plate reader. The determined RRI based on measurements is

0.02, consistent with the model for release of the therapeutic agents as described herein.

[0520] FIG. 143 shows an example cumulative release to about 90 days for

fluorescein through a 0.2 media grade porous frit structure as in FIG. 142. The mean RRI

based upon the first four data points can be 0.02 mm. The mean RRI to release for 90 days

(excluding the first point) is 0.026 mm. These data can show stability of the rate of release and



that the porous frit structure can be used for small molecule delivery or large molecule delivery,

or combinations thereof.

[0521] FIG. 144 shows rate of release as in FIG. 142. The release rate data can

show a rate of release from about 1.0 ug per day to about 1.8 ug per day. Although the initial

release rate at the first day can be slightly lower than subsequent rates, the rate of release can be

sufficiently high to provide therapeutic effect in accordance with the drug release model.

Although there can be an initial period of about a day for the release rate profile to develop,

possibly related to wetting of the interconnecting channels of the porous structure 150, the

release rate profile can correspond substantially to the release rate index (RRI) of 0.02. Based

on the teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art could determine the

release rate profile with additional data for an extended time of at least about one month, for

example at least about three months, six months or more, so as to determine the release rate

profile for an extended time.

[0522] FIG. 145 shows rate of release as in FIG. 143.

[0523] Example 15B: Measured release rate profiles for Lucentis™ through the

porous frit structures.

[0524] The experiments used the following: 10 mg/mL LucentisTM; Machined

poly(methyl methacrylate) surrogate with screw; and a Reservoir Volume 30 uL; 37C. All

porous frit structures are 316L SS, Mott Corporation. Data shown are measured data from all

devices except for a few samples that showed either bubble growth or low receiver volume.

[0525] Table 6E shows example results for 39 out of 48 devices and are

included in the table and graphs shown below. The data from the in vitro studies shown in

Table 6E can show that LucentisTM can be delivered with the device having porous frit

structure. The diameter can range from about 0.031" to 0.038", and the length can range from

about 0.029 to 0.049. The media grade can range from about 0.1 to 0.3, and the RRI can range

from about 0.014 to 0.090. The data can show very low variability suitable in in vivo human

treatment, with the %CV below 10% in at least some insances, and less than 3% for four of five

device configurations measured.

[0526] Although some measurements were excluded, this exclusion may be

appropriate and associated with in vitro testing conditions that differ substantially from the in

vivo model. For example, five devices were excluded due to bubble growth (10%), and four



were excluded due to receiver volume issues at one timepoint for that device (8%). The latter

can be an experimental error associated with the volume of the receiver below the assumed

value due to evaporation from inadequately sealed vials or due to pipetting error. In some

instances the in vitro experimental test apparatus can be sensitive to bubble formation that may

differ substantially from the in vivo model as the living eye can resorb oxygen from the

therapeutic devices. Bubbles can form as receiver fluid is heated to 37°C and gas

concentrations are greater than their solubilities at 37°C. To minimize the occurrence of bubble

formation, receiver solutions were degassed before insertion of the devices. These experimental

in vitro studies can suggest that degassing of samples can be helpful with the in vitro assays.

Table 6E.

[0527] FIG. 146 shows an example cumulative release to about thirty days for

LucentisTM through a 0.2 media grade porous frit structure having a diameter of 0.038 in and a

length (thickness) of 0.029, corresponding to a release rate of 0.061 as shown in the second row

of Table 6E.

[0528] FIG. 147 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 146.

[0529] FIG. 148 shows an example cumulative release to about thirty days for

LucentisTM for 30 uL devices having a RRI's from about 0.090 to about 0.015.

[0530] FIG. 149 shows example rates of release of the devices as in FIG. 148.

[0531] FIGS. 150 and 151 show an example update of Lucentis drug release

studies in FIGS. 148 and 149, respectively, measured up to 6 months. Data for two devices



having the fastest releasing RCEs can end prior to 6 months when the therapeutic agent 110 has

been substantially depleted.

[0532] The above experimentally measured data can show an example stable

release of the LucentisTM for 30 days for a wide range of frit diameters, thicknesses and media

grades consistent with the release rate model of the porous structure 150 and reservoir as

described herein. For example, the media grade, thickness, diameter and reservoir volume can

be tuned to provide sustained release for a predetermined period of time above a predetermined

targeted minimum inhibitory concentration. When combined with the AvastinTM and

Fluorescein data, these data can show that stable release can be achieved for extended times for

many therapeutic agents consistent with the release model as described herein.

[0533] Example 16: Scanning Electron Micrographs of Porous Frit Structures

[0534] FIGS. 152 and 153 show example scanning electron microscope images

from fractured edges of porous frit structures of 0.2 media grade and 0.5 media grade porous

material, respectively. The commercially available samples can be obtained from Mott

Corporation and comprised 316L stainless steel. The samples can be mechanically fractured so

as to show the porous structure 150 and interconnecting channels within the material to release

the therapeutic agent 110. The micrograph images show a plurality of interconnecting channels

disposed between openings of the first surface and openings of the second surface.

[0535] FIGS. 154 and 155 show example scanning electron microscope images

from surfaces of porous frit structures of media grade of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, from the

samples of FIGS. 152 and 153, or example. The images show a plurality of openings on the

surface connected with interconnecting channels as in FIGS. 152 and 153.

[0536] Example 17: Porous Frit Structure Mechanical Flow Testing to Identify

Porous Frit Structures Suitable for Use with Therapeutic Agent Delivery Devices

[0537] The relative characteristics of sample elements can be determined by

subjecting the frit to a number of mechanical tests, including but not limited to pressure decay

and flow. These tests can be combined with drug release rate information, for example the

RRI, so as to determine the release profile of the devices. These tests can be used with the

porous structure positioned on the therapeutic device 100, so as to quantify flow through the

porous structure of the device 100 and determine suitable of the porous structure 150. Similar

tests can be used to quantify the porous structure 150 prior to mounting on the therapeutic



device 100. At least some of the therapeutic devices can be evaluated with the gas flow of the

porous structure 150 mounted on a partially assembled therapeutic device 100, for example as a

quality control check In some embodiments, the flow test can be performed on the partially

assembled or substantially assembled therapeutic device 100 prior to insertion of the

therapeutic agent 110 into the reservoir and prior to insertion into the patient, so as to ensure

that the porous structure 150 is suitable for release of the therapeutic agent 110 and affixed to

the device 100, for example a support of the therapeutic device 100.

[0538] These tests may utilize a variety of working fluids, but will most likely

use a readily available gas such as air or nitrogen. To date, flow and pressure decay tests have

been used to identify different frit characteristics that may be correlated to other test results

such as chemical or pharmacologic performance.

[0539] Each of the test methods above may use a mechanical connection of the

test specimen to the test hardware and a number of techniques have been explored and

employed. These fixtures can include both a means of reliably securing the specimen (such as

heat recoverable tubing, elastic tubing, press fits into relatively rigid components, etc.) and a

means of coupling (such as a Luer, barbed fitting, quick connect coupling, etc.) that allow

convenient and repeatable attachment to the test hardware.

[0540] Each of the desired tests can be developed using commercially available

solutions, or by assembling readily available instrumentation to create a custom test

arrangement. Again, both of these approaches have been evaluated. A working system can

consist of a means for connecting a test specimen, a controllable source (usually, but not

limited to pressure), a manometer (or other pressure measurement device), and one or more

transducers (pressure, flow, etc.) used to measure the test conditions and/or gather data for

further analysis.

[0541] Example 17A. Pressure Decay Test to Identify Porous Structures

Suitable for Use with Therapeutic Drug Delivery Devices.

[0542] FIG. 156 shows an example pressure decay test and test apparatus for

use with a porous structure so as to identify porous frit structures suitable for use with

therapeutic devices in accordance with embodiments described herein.

[0543] One method of pressure decay testing can be performed with the

hardware shown schematically in FIG. 156. An initial pressure can be applied to the system by



an outside source such as a syringe 188, compressed air, compressed nitrogen, etc. The

manometer may be configured to display simply the source gage pressure, or the actual

differential pressure across the specimen. One side of the fixtured specimen can be normally

open to atmosphere, creating a pressure which can decay at a rate determined by the properties

of the frit being tested. The instantaneous pressure may be measured by a pressure transducer

that converts and supplies a signal to a data acquisition module (DAQ) that transfers data to a

computer. The rate of pressure drop can then be recorded and can be used for comparison to

the performance of other frits or an acceptability requirement/specification. This comparison

may be made by grossly comparing the pressure at a given time, or by directly comparing the

output pressure decay curves.

[0544] An example test procedure can pressurize the system to slightly greater

than 400 mmHg as displayed by the manometer. The computer and DAQ can be configured to

begin data acquisition as the pressure drops below 400 mmHg, and a data point can be taken

approximately every .109 seconds. While the test can be stopped at any time, it is likely that

standard discreet points along the course of pressure decay data would be selected so as to

allow direct comparison of frit flow performance (e.g. time for decay from 400 mmHg to 300

mmHg, and from 400 mmHg to 200 mmHg.)

[0545] Example 17B. Pressure Decay Test to Identify Porous Structures

Suitable for Use with Therapeutic Drug Delivery Devices.

[0546] FIG. 157 shows an example pressure flow test and test apparatus suitable

for use with a porous structure so as to identify porous frit structures suitable for use with

therapeutic devices in accordance with embodiments described herein.

[0547] Using a similar hardware set-up, flow thru the test specimen can also be

characterized. In this test, the source pressure can be constantly regulated to a known pressure

and the flow of a working fluid can be allowed to flow thru a mass flow meter and then thru the

fixtured test frit. As in the pressure decay test, the specific characteristics of the frit can

determine the rate at which the working fluid will flow through the system. For additional

accuracy, pressure at the otherwise open end of the fixture test frit may be regulated to control

the backpressure, and therefore the pressure drop across the specimen.

[0548] Flow testing may have advantages over pressure decay testing due to the

instantaneous nature of the method. Rather than waiting for the pressure to drop, the flow thru



a sample can be stabilized quickly enabling testing of large number of samples to be performed

in rapid fashion.

[0549] In an example test procedure, a regulated compressed cylinder would

supply the system with a constant source pressure of 30 psig and a constant back pressure of 1

psig. The test fluid can flow through the test frit at a characteristic rate (which is dependent on

the pressure, but is expected to be in the 10-500 seem range) as measured by the mass flow

meter.

[0550] Example 17C: Determination of Therapeutic Release Rate Based on Gas

Flow

[0551] Table 7 shows a table that can be used to determine release of

therapeutic agent 110, for example the RRI, based on the flow of a gas such as oxygen or

nitrogen through the porous structure. The flow through the porous structure 150 can be

measured with a decay time of the gas pressure, for example with the flow rate across the

porous structure 150 with a pressure drop across the porous frit structure, as described herein.

The flow rate and RRI can be determined based on the media grade of the material, for example

as commercially available media grade material available from Mott Corp. The therapeutic

agent 110 can be measured through the porous structure 150, or a similar test molecule. The

initial measurements can measure the RRI for Avastin™ with the porous frit structures shown.

Based on the teachings described herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art can conduct

experiments to determine empirically the correspondence of flow rate with a gas to the release

rate of the therapeutic agent 110.

Table 7.

[0552] The above partially populated table shows the amount and nature of frit

data that can collected. It is contemplated to use some form of non-destructive testing (i.e. not

drug release testing) so as to enable:



a) QC receiving inspection testing of frits

b) QC final device assembly testing

[0553] One of ordinary skill can demonstrate a correlation between one or more

"flow" tests and the actual drug release testing which relies on diffusion rather than forced gas

flow. The data suggests that flow testing of frits can be both repeatable and can fall in line with

expectatons.

[0554] Preliminary testing can also indicate that the test for the frit alone can be

substantially similar to the frit as an assembled device.

[0555] Example 18: Determination of Minimum In Vivo Inhibitory

Concentration of Lucentis™ in Humans

[0556] Although administration of the standard dose of Lucentis™ (500µg) via

direct intravitreal injection can be shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of patients

suffering from wet AMD, the below clinical studies can indicate that a lower concentration can

be used to treat wet AMD. A device as described herein can be used to treat AMD with a

minimum inhibitory concentration in vivo in human patients (hereinafter "MIC") with a smaller

amount than corresponds to the 500 µg monthly bolus injection. For example, 5 ug Lucentis™

injections can be administered so as to obtain a concentration profiles in situ in humans in

accordance with Table 4D and FIG. 109 above.

[0557] The study can be designed to detect quickly a positive response to

Lucentis™ treatment. A reduction of retinal thickness can be an indicator of positive response

to Lucentis™ therapy and a marker of drug effect that can be used to quickly identify a positive

effect of drug treatment. The reduction in retinal thickness can correspond to subsequent

improvement in vision. Hence, the low dose MIC study can assess the condition of retinal

thickness both before and after patient's exposure to low dose bolus administration of

Lucentis™, so as to determine the MIC.

[0558] OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography) imaging can be used to assess

the condition of the region of the macula at the back surface of the treated eye. The OCT

technique can rely on the measurement of certain properties of light (e.g. echo time, intensity of

reflection) that can be directed at the area of study and can measure very small amounts of



reflected light. Because these cellular features can be essentially transparent it is possible to use

OCT methodology to generate three dimensional representations of the area.

[0559] The anatomical region of patients suffering from wet AMD can typically

involve disturbances to the structural make-up of the various cellular layers of the back surface

of the eye, notably including areas of retinal thickening often involving accumulations of

subretinal fluid. In more advanced stages these areas of fluid accumulation can involve cyst

like formations easily evaluated via OCT.

[0560] The OCT images generated in the study can enable various types of

assessments to be made regarding the condition of the anatomical region of interest. One type

of OCT image can comprise a topographic map of the entire region of the macula. This image

type can be referred to as the "macular cube". The macular cube OCT images are typically

displayed as color images and in the case of the macular cube the image provides an indication

of overall topography of the disease/lesion location. These macular cube images can be used to

identify regions of the macular of interest.

[0561] The regions of interest can be analyzed with a two dimensional

representation of the cross section of the retinal wall at one longitudinal scan location of the

OCT image. In these "OCT scan" images is it possible to interrogate very local areas of interest

more specifically. The OCT scans can be carefully selected to directly compare the thickness

and anatomical structure of specific sites within a lesion, pre and post treatment, for the

purpose of assessing the effect of injected drug including a reduction in sub-retinal fluid.

[0562] Macular cube images and OCT scan images can be measured before and

after Lucentis™ treatment for each patient enrolled in the study. The OCT images can be

measured the day after injection and at 2-3 days post injection. An ophthalmologist reviewed

the OCT images from the patients enrolled in the study, and patients can be considered to have

responded to Lucentis™ treatment when the OCT scans show a decrease in size of the lesion

from one or more of the post-injection examinations.

[0563] FIG. 158 shows an example of an OCT macular cube OCT image used to

identify a region of interest (black arrow) and determine the response to treatment.

[0564] FIGS. 159, 160 and 161 shows an example of a series of OCT scan

images measured at pre-injection, one day post-injection and one week post-injection,

respectively of sections of the region of interest.



[0565] Table 8 shows the results for nine patients enrolled in a study. The

patients received doses from 5 to 20 ug, corresponding to initial Lucentis™ concentrations in

the vitreous from 1 to 4 ug/ml. Based on the above criteria, a positive response was identified

in all nine patients. In at least some instances with the 5 um injection, the decrease in size of

the lesion was noted approximately 2-4 days post- op, and the decrease was substantially

attenuated by one week post-op, consistent with the approximately 9 day in vivo half-life of

Lucentis™. These data indicated that the MIC for a sustained release device may be

approximately 1 ug per ml or less. As the therapeutic agent 110 may have a cumulative effect,

the MIC can be lower for a sustained release as described herein than the bolus injection

described with reference to the MIC study. Further studies can be conducted by one or

ordinary skill in the based on the teachings described herein to determine empirically the MIC

for a sustained release device and cumulative effect of the drug over the time of release.

Table 8

[0566] FIGS. 162 and 163 show experimental implantation of therapeutic

devices into the pars plana region 25 of a rabbit eye. Approximately 4 prototypes of the device

as shown in FIG. 47 to 74 were implanted into the rabbit eye. The retention structure of each

devices comprised a substantially clear and transparent oval flange 122 positioned on the sclera

under the conjunctiva. The clear and transparent flange 122 can permit visualization of the

interface of the scleral incision and narrow portion 120N of the retention structure, such that

sealing of the retention structure to the sclera can be evaluation. The retention structure of each



device can also comprise an access port 180 having a substantially clear penetrable barrier 184

so as to permit dark field visualization of the location of the implanted device. The narrow

portion 120N of the retention structure is disposed under the transparent flange, and barrier 160

can have an oval shape so to define the narrow portion of the retention structure.

[0567] These studies showed that the retention structure comprising the oval

flange and oval narrow portion can seal the incision formed in the sclera and permit dark field

visualization of the implanted device. The device can be implanted temporally in the patient,

for example superior/temporally or inferior/temporally such that the implant can be disposed

temporally and under the eyelid so as to have a minimal effect on vision and appearance of the

patient.

[0568] EXAMPLE A : Measured release rate profiles for Dorzolamide

Suspension from therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures

[0569] Devices made similar to Example A. A suspension formulation was

generated by adding dorzolamide Hydrochloride (LGM Pharma) at 100 mg/mL in PBS +

0.02% sodium azide, adjusted to pH 7.4. The dissolved concentration (i.e., solubility) was

measured at 9 mg/mL at 37C. Nine devices were injected with the suspension formulation

using a 19 G needle. Drug concentrations were measured by HPLC. A constant drug release

rate of 17 ug/day was measured for 120 days for all devices, as shown below. The release rate

can be substantially constant while crystal remains in the reservoir chamber, and the rate of

release can correspond to the RRI of the porous frit structure of the therapeutic device 100.

Increasing the amount of drug in the reservoir chamber from 100 mg/mL to 200 mg/mL can

increase the extended time this device 100 delivers a constant rate from more than 4 months to

more than 8 months, for example. The RRI of the porous structure 150 can be configured to

release an intended amount of therapeutic agent 110 each day based on the teachings and

porous structures described herein. The amount released per day can be within a range from

about 1 ug per day to about 100 ug per day, for example. The therapeutic devices can be

configured with a release rate of the porous structure 150, so as to release therapeutic amounts

of dorzolamide for indications such as macular edema within a range from about 1 ug/day to

about 100 ug/day, for an extend time of at least about one month, for example at least about 2

months, for example 3 months.

Table 9. RRI determined based on measured amounts of Dorzolamide.



Mean
RRI 0.041

SD 0.005

Min 0.038

Max 0.043

[0570] FIG. 164 shows the rate of release of dorzolamide suspension from

therapeutic devices.

[0571] EXAMPLE B : Measured release rate profiles for Methotrexate Solutions

from therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device half life

of 60 days

[0572] Devices made similar to Example A. Ten devices were injected with

commercially available formulation of 25 mg/mL methotrexate in saline (Bedford). Drug

concentrations were measured by UV. Two devices were stopped at 4 weeks for other purposes

and eight devices have completed close to 6 months of drug release, as shown below.

[0573] Table 10 shows the RRI determined based on measured amounts of

methotrexate for a 25 mg/mL solution injected into the therapeutic devices.

Table 10.

[0574] FIG. 165 shows an example release of Methotrexate Solutions from

therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device half-life of 60

days.

[0575] A second, larger study can be and was performed similar to above using

three formulation strengths: 25, 8, and 1 mg/mL Methotrexate. The lower concentrations can be

diluted from the full strength commercial formulation using saline. The number of devices can

be filled at each strength of 12, 12, and 10 devices for 15, 8, and 1 mg/mL strengths,



respectively. At 8 weeks, two devices can be stopped for each strength, leaving 8-10 devices

whose release rates can be collected through 100 days, as shown below.

[0002] Table 11 shows the RRI determined based on the reservoir volume and measured

amounts of Methotrexate.

Table 11.

[0576] FIG. 166 shows release of Methotrexate Solutions from therapeutic

devices at concentration amounts ranging from 1 mg/mL to 25 mg/mL.

[0577] The diffusion coefficient for Methotrexate can be estimated at 5 x 10 6

cm /s at 37C. The volume of the device was approximantely 25 uL. The Device Effective

Half-life is about 60 days for both studies shown above. The 25 mg/mL and the 8 mg/mL

devices each included one apparent outlier (not shown). The data can show that therapeutic

amounts of methotrexate can be released for at least about 30 days, for example 90 days or

more. The therapeutic devices can be configured with one or more of a release rate, a reservoir

volume or a concentration of methotrexate, so as to release therapeutic amounts of

Methotrexate for indications such as uveitis and diabetic macular edema within a range from

about 0.001 ug/day to about 20 ug/day, more preferably within a range from about 0.01 ug/day

to about 2 ug/day, for an extend time of at least about one month, for example at least about 2

months, for example 3 months.

[0578] EXAMPLE C : Measured release rate profiles for Ketorolac Solutions

from therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device half life

of about 40-50 days

[0579] Devices made similar to Example A. A total of ten devices were injected

with Ketorolac Tromethamine (Spectrum) dissolved in HPLC Grade water; 5 devices received

a 60 mg/mL and 5 devices received a 300 mg/mL formulation. Drug concentrations can be

and were measured by UV. All ten devices have completed over 5 months of drug release, as

shown below.



[0580] Table 1 shows the RRI experimentally determined based on measured

amounts of Ketorolac. The measured amounts of ketorolac and corresponding RRIs can

correspond to the intended values based on the reservoir volume and intended RRI of the

porous frit structures. The data can appear to include one device outlier (not shown).

Table 12. Measured RRI based on release rates of Ketorolac.

[0581] FIG. 167 shows example measured release rate profiles for Ketorolac

Solutions from therapeutic devices and porous titanium frit structures corresponding to a device

half life of about 40-50 days.

[0582] The diffusion coefficient for Ketorolac can be estimated at 6 x 10 6 cm /s

at 37C. The volume of the device was approximately 25 uL. The Device Effective Half-life

can be about 4 1 days with a 60 mg/mL formulation and about 54 days with a 300 mg/mL

formulation. The 60 mg/mL devices can includ one apparent outlier (not shown). The 60

mg/mL devices released about 4 ug/day at 90 days. The 300 mg/mL devices released about 27

ug/day at 90 days and about 12 mg/mL at 150 days. These data can show that the therapeutic

devices can be configured to release therapeutic amounts of ketorolac into the vitreous humor

30 for indications such as uveitis and diabetic macular edema. The therapeutic devices 100 can

be configured with one or more of a release rate, a reservoir volume or a concentration of

ketorolac, so as to release therapeutic amounts of ketorolac within a range from aboutO.l

ug/day to about 1000 ug/day, more preferably from about 1 ug/day to about 100 ug/day for an

extend time of at least about one month, for example at least about 2 months, for example 3

months.

[0583] As used herein, like identifiers denote like structural elements and/or

steps.



[0584] Any structure or combination of structures or method steps or

components or combinations thereof as described herein can be combined in accordance with

embodiments as described herein, based on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art

and teachings described herein. In addition, any structure or combination of structures or

method steps or components or combinations thereof as described herein may be specifically

excluded from any embodiments, based on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art and

the teachings described herein.

[0585] While the exemplary embodiments have been described in some detail,

by way of example and for clarity of understanding, those of skill in the art will recognize that

a variety of modifications, adaptations, and changes may be employed. Hence, the scope of the

present dislcosure should be limited solely by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. An implantable therapeutic device to treat an eye, the implantable therapeutic

device comprising:

a reservoir chamber; and

a porous structure coupled to the reservoir chamber, the porous structure configured to

release an amount of dorzolamide within a range from about 1 ug/day to about 100 ug/day for

at least about one month.

2 . The implantable therapeutic device of claim 1, wherein the therapeutic device

comprises a release rate index (RRI) within a range from about 0.002 to about 0.2 and a

reservoir chamber sized to receive a dorzolamide suspension to provide the amount each day

for at least about one month.

3. The implantable therapeutic device of claim 1, wherein the reservoir chamber

comprises a volume within a range from about 10 uL to about 100 uL.

4 . The implantable therapeutic device of claim 1, wherein the porous structure and

the reservoir chamber are configured to release a substantially constant amount of dorzolamide

within the range of from about 1 ug/day to about 100 ug/day per was measured for at least

about 90 days.

5. A method of treating and eye, the method comprising:

placing a dorzolamide suspension in a reservoir chamber of a therapeutic device,

wherein a substantially constant amount of dorzolamide within the range of from about 1

ug/day to about 100 ug/day is released for at least about 30 days.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the substantially constant amount is released for at

least about 90 days.



7. The method of claim 5, wherein a dorzolamide suspension comprising an

amount of dorzolamide within a range from about 30 ug to about 20 mg is injected into the

therapeutic device implanted in the eye.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein a dorzolamide suspension comprising an

amount of dorzolamide within a range from about 1 mg to about 10 mg is injected into the

therapeutic device implanted in the eye.

9. An implantable therapeutic device to treat an eye, the implantable therapeutic

device comprising:

a reservoir chamber; and

a porous structure coupled to the reservoir chamber, the porous structure configured to

release an amount of dorzolamide within a range from about 1 ug/day to about 100 ug/day for

at least about one month; and

a formulation within the reservoir chamber, the formulation comprising a dorzolamide

suspension, a dorzolamide suspension comprising a concentration of dorzolamide within a

range from about 1 to 30% by weight, an amount of the dorzolamide suspension within a range

from about 30 ug to about 20 mg.

10. A method of treating an eye, the method comprising:

releasing an amount of methotrexate within a range from about 0.001 ug per day to

about 20 ug per day for an extended time of at least about one month.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein a formulation of methotrexate comprising a

solution of about 0.01% to about 20% by weight is contained in a reservoir chamber.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein an amount released each day is within a range

from about 0.01 ug/day to about 2 ug/day for the extended time of at least about 1 month.



13. The method of claim 10, wherein an amount released each day is within a rang

from about 0.2 ug/day to about 0.2 ug/day for the extended time of at least about 1 month.

14. The method of claim 10, wherein the extended time comprises at least about 2

months.

15. The method of claim 10, wherein the amount of methotrexate is released from

device implanted in the eye, and wherein the methotrexate comprise a device half life within ί

range from about 30 days to about 180 days.

16. The method of claim 10, wherein the amount of methotrexate is released from

device implanted in the eye, and wherein the methotrexate comprise a device half life within ί

range from about 60 days to about 120 days.

17. An implantable device to treat an eye, the apparatus comprising:

an apparatus to treat an eye, the apparatus comprising:

a reservoir to release therapeutic amounts of Methotrexate within a range from about

0.001 ug/day to about 20 ug/day.

18. The device of 17, wherein the range from about 0.01 ug/day to about 2 ug/day.

19. The device of 17, wherein the range from about 1 ug/day to about 10 ug/day.

20. The device of 17, wherein the range from about 0.5 ug/day to about 5 ug/day.

2 1. The device of 17, wherein the RRI is from about 0.001 to about 0.02.

22. The device of 17, wherein the RRI is from about 0.002 to about 0.01.



23. The device of 17, wherein the volume of the reservoir chamber is within a range

from about 10 to 50 uL.

24. The device of 17, wherein the volume of the reservoir chamber is within a range

from about 15 to 25 uL.

25. A method of treating an eye, the method comprising:

releasing therapeutic amounts of ketorolac within a range from about 0.1 ug/day to

about 1000 ug/day for an extended time of at least about one month,

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the amount is within a range from about 1

ug/day to about 100 ug/day and the amount is released for at least about 2 months.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the amount is release for at least about 3

months.

28. An apparatus to treat an eye, the apparatus comprising:

a reservoir chamber; and

a porous structure, the porous structure and the reservoir chamber configured to release

an amount of ketorolac within a rang from about 0.01 ug/day to about 2 ug/day for an extended

time of at least about 1 month.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the range from about 1 ug/day to about 10

ug/day.

30. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the range from about 0.5 ug/day to about 5

ug/day.

31. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the RRI is from about 0.001 to about 0.02.

32. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the RRI is from about 0.002 to about 0.01 .



33. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the volume of the reservoir chamber is

within a range from about 10 to 50 uL.

34. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the volume of the reservoir chamber is

within a range from about 15 to 25 uL.
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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. Claims Nos.: 5-8,10-16,25-27
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

Claims 5-8, 10-16 and 25-27 pertain to methods for treatment of the human body by surgery or therapy, and thus relate to a
subject matter which this International Searching Authority is not required, under Article 17(2)(a)(i) of PCT and Rule 39.1(iv)
of the Regulations under the PCT, to search.

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3 . Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

I IAs all required addtional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

2 . I IAs all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fee, this Authority did not invite payment
of any additional fee.

3 . I IAs only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4 . I INo required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

Remark on Protest | | The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee.

j j The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

I No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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